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Preface

This volume endeavours to bring to life one of the forgotten men
i 

of the eighteenth century. The currents of history have very largely

been determined by outstanding figures about whom much is known and 

much has been written* More obscure and smaller men have nevertheless 

some place in the great pageant of history*

John Byrora is therefore worthy of consideration if for no better 

reason than this, that the record of MB very interesting conversations 

and observations upon life in general, throw light upon contemporary 

figures and events. Prom this record the salient features of Byrom's 

life and character will be presented* Against this background his 

religious thought on subjects which were prominent in the earlier port 

of the eighteenth century, will be surveyed. What had he to say about 

the burning religious questions of his time? What influence did he exert 

upon the men who led the thought and instituted the religious movements 

Of the century? In what measure did he agree with such movements? These 

questions will form the basis of our study*



Chapter I

SOCIAL AND REUGIOUS COJCDITIONB OP THE TIME 

To appreciate the life an£ work of John Byrom, to'appraise its
! %

value, to observe its defects; it is necessary to look at the 

colourful baclcground presented by the early part of the eighteenth 

century. The strongest character, no matter hew masterful, is in 

some measure moulded by the influences which play upon him, he is the 

expression and part of his environment. At the Bane time, according 

to tha power of his personality and thought, he is able tc £uid« and 

alter the pattern of tha forces in his environment. In short, he is 

not merely a product of history, but a maker of history. It will b* 

our purpose therefore by putting John Byrom in his historical setting 

to find out how far he was merely an echo of his time, and on the 

other hand, how far he deviated from it.

The usual mental image presented to the mind when thinking of 

the eighteenth century has been very neatly described in "Johnson's
*

England", as na vision of beaux in coloured silk garments, drinking 

cci'fee out of Sdiall cups, -while engaging in elegant philosophic 

small talk tilth ladies \vifch towering powdered head-drosses and 

patched cheeks'* . One thinks of men and women of the 'smart set* 

being more concerned with the tinsel of life than with its

substance;, passing by pressing problems as though they did nott
exist, spending their lives like butterflies, caring more for fine 

olothes and superficial pretty sayings than for honest xvork and 

sound morals; an age of dandies and squalor. Planche in his 

"History of British Costume 1* quotes from Gray's Inn Journal 

No.8, 1752, an advertisement for an Auction Sale, which ran thus,

"Ih* whole stook of a coquette leaving off trade". It includes
*,

the secret of putting on patches in an artful manner, showing the 

ef:'eot of their different arrangement, with instructions how to 

1. p,1 Edited by A.S.Turberville.



• place than about the eyes in such a manner as to give disdain, or 

amorous languish, or a cunning glance 1 * Translated from the French" 

Could anything be more perfectly shallow? v/hen set alongside the 

tremendous spiritual and social depravity of tho vast majority of

the population, its cold indifference is almost cruel* Yet if one-
'* ! 

is not to be guilty of taking the part for the whole, or of

generalising from the particular, then this picture must b© enlarged
u _ ,

considerably. Referring to this popular conception of dandies and

elegart ladies, G.K,Trevelyan Fays, "They occupied a relatively*
small r*rt of the scene" ̂. Hence we must beware of any over-simplification 

Of this bcwilderingly interesting centuzy, for many exceptions will be 

found to every generalisation*

It oan be said of every era, that it is an age of transition, 

but in a very marked degree this is true of the period under consideration* 

In almost every branch of human expression very proat changes can be 

observed. A centuzy which began v/ith the desire only for peace and 

quietness in everything in order that business ndcht have the 

opportunity to flourish, was jostled and jolted into literary,
R

religious, political and conwercial revolutions. The religious and

political storms of the seventeenth Century had spent their fury, the
f

social and political storms of the modern era had not yet begun to blow",3
e+JL afMrtt

but blow they did, in spite of the lack of idealism «r s-irit of self- 

sacrifice, the usual elemental requirements for any great change.

In th« realm of literature the most illustrious na.r^a which BM&* 

&reet the century are those of Pope, Swift, Addison, Steel© and Defoe, 

wit 11 their neatly balanced periods, their precise and polished 

writing. To the most casual reader it is apparent that their chief 

concern is not aesthetic, but intellectual. Yet before the century was 

out, the appeal of literature was made to the emotions, there was a 

return to nature and Romanticism, Prose and poetry became less frigid 

and cold, c&ba "The Cambridge Modern History!? puts it "During the latter 

half of the iBth Centuty a fresh current swept through the literature of

2. Johnson's England 2*, Vol.vi. p.822 3- Johnson's England p.9.



J
In religious matters the change waajpo less striking, "Be not

righteous over-much"* was an injunction readily heeded in the early days
f of the century. "Never was religion at a lower obb" is J.R*Greenf a• ».,

coranent* Scepticism, indifference and superficiality marked the approach
 

to Holy things, of clergy and people alike. The religious trough into
'* i

which the church had sunk was however, soon to become the crest of a 

raipjity wave* The evangelical revival swept through England like & 

tornado, quickening the pulae and warming the heart of religion every 

where, for it WAS neither local nor merely sectarian in its effect*f , *
In tvro directions there were very profound and far-reaching political 

changes in the 10th century. Queen Anne who ascended the throne in 1702 

was a wily monarch, very zealous for tho royal power. hen PGorge I

succeeded her in 1713, his thought ran in Cerroan grooves, ho was ignorant
*

of English wa^s and tx>litics, and he was immediately faced with a 

rebellion* All these factors placed the kinn very crjch into the hands 

of Parliament, and from 1721 Sir Robert Walpole exploited tho situation
1 y.

to the full. Therefore, by degrees the povoer exercised by the throne was
»

t

transferred to Parliament. There was also another change of emphasis 

in British politics, due largely to the influence of the French Revolution. 

The election of Members of Parliament v/as left in the hands of a very few 

influential people until the st-naet of the century. Then ordinary citizens 

became restless for the reform of the franchise and in due course this

agitation found expression in the Reform B±3± of I832t

Likewise in the region of commerce, the end of the century bore little 

resemblance to the beginning* Inventions in 17&3 l*ke -'.'att's steam-engine 

and Hargraves 1 spinning-Jenny revolutionised industry and made the factory 

system possible. Thus towards the end of the century a nation which had 

been largely agricultural, rapidly became industrial in character*
*

Except in one direction, religion as found injbhe Established Church 

during the first forty years of the century can fitly be described as 

lifeless. Rarely had the church enjoyed such a dominant position as it did

1. Ecclesiastes 7 2« Short History of the English People.
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in the reign of Queen Anne} sovereign and rarliament alike were eager to 

promote its interests* Yet in spite of these two factors of lifelessness 

and dominance, both of which usually tend to intellectual torpor, the 

bishops in particular, manifested a remarkable vigour in religious 

controversy* Butler, Berkeley and Warburton argued and wrote with a rare 

precision, for they not only parried the thrusts made against religion in 

their own day, but they forced weapons which have been unef\il to apologists 

in succeeding generations. If the other aspects of church life had 

approximated in any degree to the shrewdness of its defenders, truly this 

century mi/Tht have been one of the most illustrious in ecclesiastical 

history. "Never since the PwOformation had tb£ Church of Knfland ffiven such" 

fair promise Oi.' a useful and prosperous career an she did at t'.e beginning 

of the eighteenth century*.^ This observation by Canon Overton Is borne out
   

by the wealth of apologetic writings of this particular time. It must also 

be said in its favour that the church shared tht common dispontion of the age

to be tolerant; to quote from the Cambridge Modern History "One virtue - a
o

rare virtue - the age possessed, that of tolei'ance". This, no doubt, was 

due in part to the lack of religious iseal, but it vras also a fitting and 

inevitable reaction to the bitter religious controversy which characterised 

the Commonwealth and Revolution. It was recognised that to crop an
i!

opponent's ears was a poor argument for one's case. Further, tha calm, 

philosophical, somewhat detached, approach to religion would necessarily 

foster the spirit of toleration and a disposition to look at relif^Lous 

questions from every possible point of view. It is not surprising however 

to find the seeds of religious degeneracy in this splendid virtue, for 

mankind has found it very difficult to drive in harness the virtues of 

toleration and zeal. To change the metaphor, like a drunk man it haa reeled 

from side to side, finding it difficult to hold the crown of the road, moving 

from one excess to another, Turberville writes, "//arburtons's watchwords 

were/easonableness and moderation. The Church of England, he believed, 

was in a perfectly healthy state so long as she purged herself of all 

1. A History of the English Church - Overton «Sb Relton 2. Vol. VI p.79
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foolish aberrations, extremes and enthusiasms". But it was the very lack 

of this dreaded enthusiasm which proved to be the undoing of the Church, 

for sweet reasonableness in so many instances, degenerated into lack of 

conviction on fcpiritual matters* which in turn prepared the way for a 

religion based almost entirely upon prudence. The moral essay took the ' 5

place of the Gospel sermon, vigour and directness gave way to the glittering 

sentence which made no impression upon the heart or life* Discourses v-ere 

sparing of emotion, and generally the aim of the preacher vraa to present * 

some virtue as desirable and reasonable, it would be handled objectively 

and clearly, with the clarity of ice. Lecky declares, "Before the

eighteenth century had much advanced sermons had very pen? rally become
f

moral essays, characterised by a cold good POD Re, and appealing almost

2
exclusively to prudential motives". In a sermon published, in 1?i?2 by

Warburtoo on "the Office and Operations of the holy Spirit", he endeavours

on the one hand to meet and demolish the arguments of the freethinkers
* 

and on the other, to refute the position of enthusiasts or fanatics, no

doubt having the Methodist movement chiefly in mind. Byrom. immediately 

in a courteous, courageous, and convincing manner replied to this sermon 

in his "Familiar Epistles to a Friend". In the second of these letters 

there arc some very revealing lines on the attitude of many clergymen
>

to preaching and to the theimes chosen for discourse. 

"But rore this all, and did not what he spake 

Lead "by degrees to serious mistake, 

Taking a text for form's sake, to prepare 

The Church to hear BOOH Shup-renovm'd affair -

Too oft the turn of the polite Divine* -
1 Would hardly merit your regard or mine".*'

"Shop-renown 'd affair" referring to some topic engaging the 

fleeting attention of the literary world. The hungry sheep looked up and 

were fed with the husks of worldly wisdom and good advice.

1. English men and manners of the 1«3th Century p.
2. A History of England in the 18th Century Vol.1 p«105
3. Poems Vol. 2 p,257«



In the ranks of the Dissentera too, lukewarraness was largely 

responsible for this feeble witness, the time spirit had gripped them 

so thoroughly that apart from Philip Doddridgc and Isaac Vatts, 

evangelical Christianity was but poorly represented. The spirit of

John Bunyan and Kichard Baxter wac laoldng in their followers*
*'* f 

Lack of unity among the clergy themselves uuict also be alleged as

a source of weal^ness within tho church, impairing ita usefulness. Hany of 

its greatest men believed in the Divine Right of Kings, and regarded an 

oath of obedience given to the sovereign, as binding. Hencej those who 

had pledged their obedience to Charles II or James II were unable, on 

grounds of conscience, to offer their" allegiance to a new dynasty. The 

Non-Jurors as they were called, consequently wore dcnored frctn their 

livings. This was a aerioun blow to tho Church, for it was deprived of 

more than four hundred clergy, saany of whom were men of ripe scholarship 

and acknowledged piety. '
*

However, a factor of much greater rnonent, which weakened the Church, 

waft the system of pluralities. It rras no uncommon thing for a clergyman 

to have more than one living in widely separated parts of the country 

where it was impossible for him to jjive efficient oversight to the various 

congregations, nor would he try to do so. This problem hos always been
IS

present in the Church to a greater or lesa degree. Recognising that the
m

love of money is still not completely rooted out of a man's nature when ha 

becomes a clergyman, some of the branches of the Christian Church have 

legislated against its ministers accepting any other office or duplication 

of offices. Dr.JLwVJard calls the matter of pluralities and non-residence 

 inherited evils which were at their height in our church in the middle of 

the 18th century".'' Resentment against this exploitation of the Divine Call 

was felt keenly by those members of the established church who trembled for 

its preservation. Byrom war, a HlgMJhurchman of the best ty^e, he loved its 

form of worship and v/as assiduous in attendance at its services, and his 

conception of the priestly office was lofty without being deferential. 

Hence/ he; too^Joins in protest by making a satirical reference to this 

1. Poems Vol.1 p,272



particular iniquity in "Dialogues in the Lancashire Dialect". James and
<r

John, two members of the Church discuss the merits and demerits of 

preaching without notes, and in the course of the dialogue James is made 

to say:

 Pairsons are paid; and if they win, may pay 
1 v Thir Curates, John, to preach for 'tun, or prayj

And, then, they do not, -when they tna'en a Raoot, 
11 Tongue it so ndch as fling thlr Book abaoot". 1

Rev.tf.J.Townsend give* a striking example of this deplorable system

"Probabljr the most notorious case was that of Hichard Watson, Bishop of
* 

Llandaff, ...... he was professor of Divinity at Cambridge and rector of

Somershaa in Hunts. Then he became the Archdeacon of Ely, and rector of 

Northwold in i'orfoUc. As ix' these were not enough, lie was pr^r.ented to the 

valuable living of Knaptoft in Leicestershire, but resigned the living; of 

Northwold* He was then promoted to the See of Llandaf f , being allowed to 

retain all the other preferments save the archdeaconry". This, of course, 

cannot be regarded as typical, but tho fact that such a case was tolerated
*

within the church is evidence enough thnt the clerjgr ««.t lirfatly in the 

saddle of their responsibilities. Small wonder then, that a fair proportion 

of the clergy, especially those in th<t villages, made little atteorpt to be
\

examples to their flock, th*>y Tvere lamentably lacking in both mental and moral 

equipment. Lecky quotes a tract r/ritten by Shrift in which the latter says 

"His (the parish prieat's) learning is mich of a si^e rath his birth and 

education, no more of either than what a poor hungry servitor can be

expected to bring with him from his college.* ^ Because ignorance among the
f ... 

clergy was allied to doubtful rcoral?,, the inevitable results in the Church

followed in the form of a blighted religious life.

At no point in British history has th«re been such a dramatic 

transformation in social and religious conditions as occwred before the 

middle ©f this century. The Evangelical Revival changed the face of England, 

sweetened its social life, and introduced warmth and reality toieligion* 

Such movements of the Spirit of God are alwayr, necessary in the life of a 

people, but rarely has the need V-en so clamant as it ^ras in the early part
<*

1. Poems Vol.1 p. 272 '.Yin • will 2. A Ilev,- Ilintory of Methodism >119
J. A History of England in the 1fith century Vol.1 p. 95.



of the eighteenth century. The rioh, for the most part, lived artificial 

lives of extravagant luxury, -while the poor mllowed in squalor and dirt. 

A scathing indictment was levelled against the British people by John Brown* 

a clergyman of the period, in his book "Estimate of the Manners and Principles 

of the times". It appeared anonymously in 1757 and immediately caught the.» " ' i .
ear of the public; it \y&3 a clarion oall to a -wort* uanly way of living, for 

Brown accused his readers of beinp both cowards ana! scoundrels. Religion 

was at a low ebb and the liie of the nation was hollow. Ho prophet of

Israel was more vitriolic or nationalistic In outlook than Brown, The
»

people were effeminate and factious, and in this, his judgment is endorsed 

by historians as being neithof1 unjust nor Ifitgutpenrte. It If. Silt frosting to 

note that these strictures are brought only against tha upp«r clMsres, the 

oonraon people are omitted from them altogether; this is most significant*
t

Even the ino«t. far-si|>htod writers failed to think of the nation in terms of 

the people ma a whole* The ^ap betweon the tno classes at this time was an 

unbridled chasm,

Although there vas much to divide the ricb frona the poor, In two respects 

at least, they were alike, namely, in their taste for coarse amusements and 

in their inordinate erase for gambling. Fairs and T/akes rare popular
«*  -

throughout the country, and vrerc the occasion of great dissipation. Bull-baiting 

and cock-fighting were enjoyed by all, and drunkenness and licence were part of 

a very depressing picture- The most gruesome amusement of the time, was the
#'

witnessing of public executions. The major portion of a tor?nf s 

population would turn out to see a person, n»ybe a child, hung for sons 

trifling offence. Such was the depravity and coarseness ©f the pecple. 

Pew pages in British history make more unworthy reading than those which tell

the story of Admiral Byng1 s execution, Minorca had been lost, Byng had
*

retired from action with the enemy, and the people were nad with fury. 

He was executed not as the result of impartial court proceeding but because 

of the humour of the tinos. Hunan life was accounted cheap, and men found 

a strange satisfaction in witnessing and imposing suffering on others. 

Tilt sensitive soul of John Byrom revolted against such lust for blood.



f
A

and found egression in a short poem of remonstrance against such 

popular clamour. He describes the spirit of the tine in these lines -

* * But a merciful turn will be thou£frt somewhat v/o-^ae 
In the ages to come ' - What a notion to nurae? 
Of human oonder.mers all hiiory1 s pages 
Secure, to the slow, the applause of all ages".

The erase for gambling too, was like a fever, sapting the moral fibre 

of tho country; as H.D. Trail! puts it "flic absence of intellectual 

speculation was made up for by s;peculation at cards, in lotteries, and 

raffles". 2 Bven the Government itself frara l70|M72k raiaed large sums 

of money by lotteries, a licence could be taken out for a public* 

gambling house, both peer and peasant were vie time of this te^-Tible vice,

In the higher, reaches of society, this wantonneas had its repercussions
  

in the field of politics whero corruption was rife. In this period of
- f

dim ideals parliamentary seats were bouf^vt and sold quite openly, and few 

voices were raised in protest. Lucrative positions in the government were 

open to the highest bidder. Strange as it may seem, society was sr4!ugly 

content with things as thoy t?ere, to quote the Cambridge Modern History 

again "Society was perfectly self-satisfied and perfectly self-contained, 

and had not a new and mighty influence arisen to overthrow class barriers, 

the chasm between the few and the many might have given birth to a
3revolution". A superciliotas scepticism was also instrumental in 

deadening the religious susceptibilities of the smug upper classes. 

Philoaojhy was critical and destructive, revelation in religion was 

distrusted or largely ignored, and religion itself was airiest v;holly 

regarded as enlightened self-interest. The religious atmosphere \ras 

intensely chilly, and while the rich wanted tha church as an institution 

to maintain its position in the National life, they were not at all concerned

about the survival of the only thing wiiich gives tha Church any semblance
r 

of reality, that is, the Christian Faith. The latter they would dismiss

airily with a pinch of snuff*

Yet, the greatest condemnation of the age must be found in the 

absolute depravity of the poor people. They were ignorant and brutalised, 

1. Remains Vol.2 p.588 & Social England Vol.? p.192 3* Vol VI p.78.
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and ooaroely regarded by their wealthy employers as being human. 

With unrealised riches of coal and iron under their feet, the great mass 

.or the population eked out a miserable existence from the"land. Wages 

for agrioultural labourers \yere deplorably low, in scrae cases amounting 

to no more than 4d a day with food, or Bd a day without food, and even

-tradesmen could aTford little more than tho bare necessities of 

fhia situation, bristling with temptations for tha unprivileged, 

encouraged them to plunder and rob Tsheiiever tl*e opportunity presented 

itself. Highwaymen, not all of the courtly and gallant tyoe, were a 

terrifying menace to travellers, and a street brawl, ^specially afier 

dark, v*aa the staged occasion for robMiv the ^rt^ro'^c^Q^ or luiv/ary, 

Mo attest was made to educate those unfortunate beings, and their 

iterance was only Batched by the depravity of their morals.

&.U.Trevelyan describes the condition of the underworld of London 

an followa " 'i'ho lower strata of the population of the capital, the 

dockers and unskilled casual labour of a great mart and port, lived 

under the most filthy conditions of oveit3ror.ding, without sanitation,

police or doctors, and far beyond the.ran^o of j>hilaiithropy, education
1 

and religion". tie goes on to say "Even honest worker* in the ranks
9 of unskilled labour in London were totally without education. w

The standard of living of the poorer classes was not only little 

above that of the brute creation, but in addition they lived, continually 

in a world of fear. J.II.Ychiteley records "The eighteenth century saw 

official belief in witchcraft etc. die, for In 1736* laws against vitbhcraft 

were repealed", * but with such a background of colossal ignorance, we may 

well deduct that popular belief would lag far behind the official enactment. 

i f Vtry briefly, these v."ere tha salient features of she times through 

which John Byrom lived* This was the sombre setting of a life, which 

along with sorae others, shines like a star in a dark sky.

1. English Social History p.331 2. Ibid p. 331 j. \7caley1 s Kn^^Und p.74



Chapter II.

BYBOM - THE MAN. 

LIFE.

The claim that John Byrom was one of the lesser lumin:

:aries of his time, but nevertheless a luminary, can readily>r i
be substantiated; yet strangely enough he is one of the for: 

:gotten men of his period. Invariably the final syllable of 

his name must be sounded very deliberately lest it should be 

mistaken for his more illustrious fellow poet. The nom-de- 

plume adopted by Byrom, "John Shadow*1 , was prophetic of his 

ovm fate| for although he mingled with the great figures of 

his time, Butler, Warburton, Bent ley, \Yesley, and Law, coming 

within the orbit of his influence, yet he v/as soon forgotten. 

Like a shadow he passed over the page of history, and v.ias gone. 

Perhaps he was too near such men as Lesley and Law in point of 

time and thought, and consequently v/as overshadowed by them; 

but whatever may be the reason assigned for this neglect, it 

is not for any lack of clear and definite information regard: 

Sing his life and works.

John Byrom v/as born on 29th February 1691 at Kersall Cell,
*

Broughton, near !.*anch,ester» His ancestors can be traced back 

to the time of Edward II when "Henry de Buyroum takes his rank 

as an attestor amongst the chief feudal proprietors in his oxvn 

immediate neighbourhood." * None of the Byrom family, however, 

ever held high position in the state, nor were they ever elected 

members of Parliament, despite their lengthy pedigree. The 

poet and stenographer was the second son, and seventh of nine 

children. His paternal grandfather, Edward, inherited latitud: 

:inarian views, though it is known that he was a man of moderation.
.? 

"1 
' Notes p.3 The Byrom Pedigrees. Remains Vol. 2. Part 2.



II.

The rein of sectarian and ecclesiastical zeal had almost run 

out in the family e f er Edward Byrom, son of the former Edward, 

Byrom, had reached maturity* Like most upper-middle-class 

men of his time, he was .more concerned with the making of 

money and buying up of estates, than with religious oontroversy. 

On E9th July 1703 he became the owner of lands in Salford, which 

property eventually came into the possession of John Byrom in 

1740, owing to the death of his elder brother, Edward, On the 

maternal side there were very strong Royalist leanings, for his 

maternal grandfather, Captain John Alien was a retainer of the 

llmartyr%Earl of Derby, a zealous Royalist, It is therefore from 

this branch of his family that John Byrom appears to derive his 

very definite Jacobite ^ preferences. Baby John must have 

been a very weakly child at his birth and not expected to live, 

for he was baptized the same day. To falsify expectations he 

grew to be well over six feet tall and although gentle of man: 

:nerf well able to take care of himself. At the age of six: 

{teen he was enrolled as a pupil in the Ilerchant Taylors' School 

and from there he proceeded to Trinity College, Cambridge, on 

6th July 1708, His time at the university was put to very 

good account, not only in acquiring a store of miscellaneous 

knowledge, but in fixing habits of study and enquiry \vhich he 

carried with him throughout his life. He graduated B.A, in 

1712 and became a Fellow of his college in 1714, proceeding to 

M«A« in the year 1715, During this college period he was not 

entirely absorbed in academic pursuits, for the poetic muse v/as 

beginning to stir within him. His pastoral "Colin and Phoebe" 

appeared In No, 605 of the Spectator on 6th October 1714 and ha 

also contributed papers on Dreams, to the same periodical.



the life end'movements of Byron for the next tv/o or three years 

are shrouded in mystery» but vjero monentous in giving a partio: 

jular point of view and emphasis to his religious thought* In

the year 1716 he travelled to liontpelier, in the South of France, ' »
ostensibly to study meaicine* Aether the zeal for medical 

study mis the real reason for this Journey is nevertheless open 

to very grave doubt* It is more than likely that the veil of 

secrecy was throvm over his movements because of his very def in: 

iitt bias towards the Stuart eouoe. ICdward Byron, his brother 

writes from Manchester on 17th August 1717 "Not one person but 

ourselves knows where you are, but v/o think now to let our 

friends know that you are studying physic at Uontpelier* 1' & 

Further light is throxvn on Byrora's movements at this period by 

a "Letter to the Master-Tool" ' written in 1747 by Jooiah Owonf 

a Unitarian minister in Rochdale. Owen attacked Byron for his 

love of scribbling verses f he then proceeded to take him to 

task for «* so he thought - his greed in securing an Act of 

Parliament, for his devotion to llystioisn and Behnen, and above
 

all t for his personal dealings in fomer days with the Pretender

at Avignon* How far this latter charge was based upon fact*
will perhaps never be known, but if it were true, one would 

have thought that Byrom would hovo taken more pains to conceal 

hifl political sympathies in later times. Personal dealings 

with an aspirant to the throne, might have cost him dearly*

That Byron found the study of medicine very interesting may be
  

Judged from one of his letter© in which he says, *I cannot help

"being sorry that it has not always been my study*" 3 But
a

although medicine was his special study at this tine, the mould:

ling influence of his life was that of Antoinette Bourignon,
. t-
*• Remains Vol. 1 p.35. ' Poens Vol* 1 p.360.

Eetnains Vol. 1 p. So. Master tool (of the tories and aon-jurors
of Manchester).



and in a somewhat less degree, Malebranche and Fenelon. He 

spoke of Malebranche as being 'The greatest divine that e'er 

lived upon earth." * The question of the influence of the 

Mystics on his religious thought will arise at a later and more
* ,< 

appropriate point of the discussion* Prom tine time of his

Continental sojourn he was known to the world as Dr. Byrom, 

but medicine was never the means of his livelihood. On 14th 

February 1721 he married his cousin, Elizabeth Byrom, daughter 

'of Joseph Byrom of Byrom Hall. Evidently the latter was re: 

sluotant to give his consent to the marriage, no doubt because 

of the bridegroom's rather precarious financial position, for 

the bride f s sister Ann comments naively "On Tuesdaylast 

Elizabeth was married to Dr. Byrom, with the consent of father 

and mother, 11 2 Although the child of a ~~ > well-to-do 

father, his wife could not be styled according to the fashion 

of the time - "a lady of handsome fortune", for immediately 

after his marriage John Byrom had recourse to the teaching of 

shorthand as a means of supporting himself and his wife. His 

letters to his wife reveal a constant affection towards her, 

and his enforced absence from home is often referred to as ia?k: 

: some to him. A charming letter to Krs Byrom written twenty- 

eight years after their marriage is a gem of deep yet restrained 

affectionate language. Their son Edward was about to marry 

Miss Eleanor Halsted, and with reference to the marriage Byrom 

writes to his wife "I wish that wheniver he marries he may meet 

with one that he may have Just reason to love, honour, and cher: 

jish as his father has his Valentine, whom he begs to take all 

possible (care) of a life and health so dear to him, who is, 

with hearty prayers to God for her and hers - hers and theirs -

J. Byrom."3 With such a bond of affection uniting them it is 
1. Dictionary of National Biography. 2«Remalns Vol« 1 p.43, 
3. Remains Vol. 2 p.488.



not surprising to find a poem "To his Wife" in his collection
*,

of verses. It is refreshings to read lines lilce the following
t

from a man of middle life:   »

"Amidst a v/orld of ^audy scenes , 
1 ground me nlitterin/5 I move; j 

I wander, heedless vfcat it moons, % 
Bent on the thoughts of her I love.** *

Characteristically he pursued tho study of shorthand with 

tremendous enthusiasm, and with such effect that shorthand 

became for him not only a neans of livelihood but an absorb: 

ting passion* Talcing up the profession of stenographer nee: 

jessitated his living in London for the greater part of his 

time, for the capital provided the greatest opportunity for 

gathering pupils. He becane acquainted v/ith many of the 

leading political and ecclesiastical figures of the time, tfco 

desired to acquire the art of rapid vjriting, London also 

served as a convenient base fron which to canvass Cambridge 

and Oxford for shorthand subscribers. Of the latter, 

Charles ..esley v«s one of Byron's most successful as well as 

most distinguished pupils: writing to him in 1738 he s. ys
^

"/ou are so complete a master that 1 shane at iny o\m trriting 

v/hcn I see the neatness of yours, 11 2 One suspects that a real 

passion for teaching shorthand and perhaps the opportunity for 

meeting interesting and 'like-minded people, kept hin ir. London 

long after it was really necessary for hir. to reisain there. 

Nine years after he had succeeded to the family estates, he paid 

lengthy visits to London, There are tv;o factors \tfiich illus: 

jtrate Byrom's great interest in and mastery of shorthand, 

one is the formation of a society for the furtherance of the 

art and the aisazing historical survey which he pave at the first 

meeting, tfcere he vras installed "Grandmaster* of the society.

** Poems Yol*£ P«98« '.; 2. 'Remains Vol.2 p. 196,



He pointed out that the Romans had their notae, the Greeks semeia, 

the Hebrews roshi tibazeth, and the Egyptians their shorthand;
'T"<

Cicero's orations had been reported and Augustus "taught his

nephews not natare but noteJe.V 1 Only an enthusiast would have
j

spent the time in such a line of research. The other factor 

was the national testimony to Byrom's merits and to his system 

of shorthand in the Aot of Parliament of 24th June 1742 "Securing 

to John Byrom, faster of Arts, the sole right of publishing, for 

a certain term of years, the Art and l.ethod of Shorthand, invent:
*.

ted by him* 1* It was a great tribute to one who had given a 

quarter of a century to this particular line of study. Kot 

until 1767 was his "Universal shorthand" published, four years 

after his death.

It must not be assumed that medicine and shorthand occupied all 

his thought and attention, for the picture presented by his let: 

iters and private journal is that of a man interested in almost 

every branch of study and also in his fellow creatures. It is 

the record of an extraordinary man moving quietly among his 

fellows, having influence with end over them, and disclosing a 

mind natively vigorous and stored with a wealth of assorted 

knowledge. The genuineness of his culture was recogiiised 

when on 19th March 1724 he was admitted Fellow of the Royal 

Society by Sir Hans Sloane where he read papers on the art of 

shorthand* To the end of his days he retained his interest in 

all cultural affairs, but, as is becoming in age, his interest
»:

in religion, always very real, became noticeably deeper. His 

life, for the most part, was placid, and while he delighted in 

the companionship which London afforded him, he loved his home

In Manchester much more. It was here that he spent the lastI »'
1* Remains Vol.1 p. 21 6.
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fourteen years of his life, still wielding a vigorous pen, 

and keeping in touch with the contemporary religious leaders. 

He died on Monday 26th September 1763 after a lingering ills

jness which he bore with his customary patience* All his'" i
life Byromf s political sympathies were with the Stuarts, he 

never disguised those beliefs, but he was astute enough, never 

to fall foul of the law* Yet after his death his relatives 

were fined £5 because he had not been burled in a woollen 

shroud as the law required* It is clear that John Byrom's 

life was lacking in active incident for he was of a contem: 

tplative turn of mind, therefore it is in the consideration of

his character and characteristics that we shall find a more
f 

fruitful field of study. . , ,

CHARACTER.

John Bailey says of Dr. Johnson "The singular position of 

Johnson as, in a way, the most national of our men of letters 

WQS due not so much to anything he wrote, or even to anything 

written about him, as to the quality of his oxvn mind and
* *

charactert to a sort of central sanity that there was about - 

him," ^ Ta some degree this is also true of John Byrom, the 

man himself was greater than his v:orks or achievements. Not 

that his character was without defect or blemish, but in his 

day, he must have moved in the circle of his friends as an 

Invigorating fragrance, providing the right kind of atmosphere 

in which religious and moral questions could most profitably 

be discussed. The source of this delightful influence can 

be discovered in his very real attempt to keep the two great
*

commandments "Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy

Dr» Johnson and his circle p.109,



"heart f and with all thy soul, and v/ith all thy mind"  »  

"Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyselfw . 2   Anyone making 

the most casual acquaintance with Byrom1 s life would be 1m:

:pressed by his deep piety and warm human sympathy* An
I 

announcement of his death in the Chester newspapers dated

October 4th reads as follows "He was generally admired for his 

entertaining productions and uncommon flow of genius; nor was 

he less esteemed on account of his humanity, extensive bene: 

volenoe, and universal charity. A due exertion of these, 

together with truly religious sentiment, enabled him to bear 

a lingering illness with exemplary patience, and a thorough 

Christian resignation". 3 To take the quality of his warm 

human sympathy first; this found expression in several differ: 

lent ways. The Byrom Coat of Arms bore the heraldic device 

of three hedgehogs, and in his interesting little poem entitl: 

sed "Ooat of Arms" Byrom discusses the implications of such a 

choice; he describes the hedgehog as "a foe to none; but 

everybody's friend." ^ Ho line could more fittingly describe 

John Byrom himself. He was a scholar without being a recluse, 

by nature he was reflective rather than active, but he delight: 

:ed in the companionship and conversation of his fellows. 

With consummate ease he talked either with the aristocracy :-* 

of the realm on the one hand or with the poorest artisan on 

the other; he was as mucxh at home in writing to a child as he 

was in conducting a controversial correspondence with a phil: 

tosopher* He felt a kinship with men as men, and differences

** Matt* 23 v.37; 8 * Matt* 23 v,39j 3 * Remains Vol.E. p.651.

*v Poems Vol. 1 p.28.



of rank, wealth, gifts, or age v/ere no barrier to his interest 

in them. It is natural however that he should find his chief,
*

delight in the companionship of the cultured and enlightened* 

Reference has already be§n made to the illustrious men whom
I  ! 
I

he could count as friends; Dr. Elijah Hoole further amplifies 

the point "Byrom could reckon among his friends some of the fore: 

:most men of the day. He loved and reverenced Sir Isaac Newton, 

received letters from Dr. Cheyne the eminent physician, was 

challenged by Bishop Warburton to discuss "Enthusiasm". Ret 

sceived letters in Latin from Count Zinzendorf, and in German 

from Jaoobi, Knew Oglethorpe and Spangenburg. Visited Lady 

Huntingdon. Paid his respects to the Pretender in I'anchester." ^ 

The following passage in a letter dated June ?£nd 1738 to his 

wife is however eloquent in its testimony of Byrom's true re: 

:gard for worth, wherever he found an honest heart "I confess 

myself full as well pleased with the sentiments of the poor 

brazier whom I think I mentioned, and with whom I have been to*, 

jday and had much talk with him*, he talks more like a bishop." 3
 

Even when there was nothing to commend a person except his need, 

Byrom's sympathy went out to him, the poor and unprivileged had 

a claim upon his affections, Not that he vreis in any sense a 

social reformer, his passions did not rise in hot protest 

against social injustice. He was as blind to the need for 

higher wages and for Parliamentary Reform as any of his con: 

itemporaries, in this he was only a child of his time. Kot 

always, but very frequently, the urge to lead a crussde against 

oppression has its roots in the hard school of personal experience*

Wesleyan Methodist Magazine 1663. p. 1011; 

*f Remains Vol. 2. p.208.



But John Byrom had never known what it was to go hungry at 

dinner-time nor to be at the mercy of unscrupulous creditors.
V

He lived in a different world from the masses. In a word, 

his sympathy was with cases rather than with causes , Nor 

did worldly wisdom which often accompanies advancing years, 

dam up the stream of his youthful, impulsive, generosity; it 

flowed steadily on into his later life. /e find him recording 

in his Journal on 20th January 1725 "A poor woman fell into 

fits at the Cross, I took her up, stood by her, gsve her six: 

: pence", 1 and again, with a Good Samaritan touch, in July

1736 to a Mrs. Sharpies 1 forgot to leave the five shillings
£ 

which I had for Mr Tickel, in your hands. I beg the favour
*

of you to order any of your servants to make enquiry about him; 

there was a letter sent to him from London on Saturday last. 

If he be yet in Liohfield, and has occasion for any little 

matter to help him on to Manchester, if you please to assist 

him as far as five shillings more may be necessary, the whole
-* 1

shall thankfully be repaid to your order by your h. servt. - 

J.B* W 2 Throughout his Journal and Letters there are numer:
?

;ous references to these acts of mercy. They are not the 

gifts of a person idly flinging a copper to a beggar, then 

passing on without further thought or concern, but the over:

:flow of a heart which was wondrouo kind. Nothing can reveal 

the virtue of consummate pity more fully than Byrom1 s exertions 

on behalf of Dr. Deacon* s two sons who fell into the hands of 

the government troops after the surrender of Carlisle on Dec :

  ember 24th 1745. With a tact and delicacy born only of 

genuine concern, he pleaded with government officials for the
*

1 2** fiemains Vol.1 p. 81; * Remains Vol.2 p. 56.



lires of these two prisoners. It was a difficult matter, for 

Byrom*® political sympathies were well known to his titled ./nig
*k.* t 

friends, Sir Wm. Stanhope, the Dulie of Biohmond, bir John Cope,*

and others* lis overtures were only Very partially successful! 

for the elder brother was'executed and the younger was banished 

to the plantations for life* Nevertheless . f his 

efforts are not to be measured by their moderate success, they 

represented the selfless exertions of a brave and loyal heart, 

revealed most clearly in his own words in a letter to his wife 

"One oan only try, as occasion offers, what mercy can be got 

from trying," ^ The following extract from his Journal, 

dated &ay 2nd 1735 gives a vivid picture of the putting of
 4

himself into his gifts. "There was a poor woman sat upon a 

stone in Chancery Lane with a child, I gave her lid, and be I 

jing very thankful 6d f at which she seemed mightily affected *.. 

1 gave him (the Watchman) about 4d in farthings to see her safe 

home in Drury Lane, and I followed them, and he brought her 

part of the way and then gave her a piece of candle, and she 

vrent on and through a dark lane with her candle out, at the 

other end of which I saw her again having gone round about, 

and gave her I/- there, and the \7atchnan Id to see her hone *** 

I wish I had gone with her and the 'Watchman to the place where 

She lived, but I came home and had a glass of water and went
V

to bed*" 2

This noble sentiment finds fitting expression in sotne lines he 

penned sometime after the year 1754, the year \3hen the found: 

:ation stone of the Manchester Infirmary was laid* For

neither time nor worldly wisdom, nor exploitation had any? 
*

i* s.
Remains Vol*2. p«448; Remains Tol«l p«602«
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hardening effect upon his generous spirit. He calls his 

poem "Verses designed for an Infirmary11 . 3. j^ is pointed 

out that the surest reward of wealth is to give it away in 

procuring health for others, and in doing this the donor may 

be quite sure that his money is being "properly laid out1*. 

The fifth verse deserves selection for the warmth of its 

expression*
fe

•*!* "0 Godlike Work I Who forwards it is sure , 
That ev'ry step advances his ov/n cure; 
,/ithout benevolence the view to self 
Makes worldly riches an unrighteous pelf; * 
While, blest thro 1 life, the giver for his love 
Dies, to receive its huge rev/ard above."

Examination will prove to us that this stream of deep kind: 

jliness had its source in a profound personal piety, 

throughout his life Byrom was always guesting for a deeper 

spiritual experience and a surerknowledge of God. While 

he sought this in the services of the Ohuroh to which he be: 

:longed, and remained a convinced High-»Churchman to the end

of his days, yet he was willing to learn from any and every
*

religious body. Francis Okely, a learned and enthusiastic 

divine, writing to him in April 1757 says "You are a friend of
*

God 1 a people in every denomination and I believe you rejoice 

heartily in their welfare and prosperity" § 2 There is not 

the least doubt that he did. Leaders of religious thought 

were his particular friends but he especially venerated those 

of mystical leanings. Nor did he neglect his own private 

devotions, we find him distressed one morning because he 

"Before seven, waked and had had a very good night but dull 

In prayer1*. 3 His soul was nourished on the Bible and de: 

svotional classics, especially "The Imitation of Christ11 by
g

*  Poems Vol.2, p.341; 2 * Remains Vol.2. p.645|
3 * Remains Vol.1, p.587.
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fhomaa I Kempls, Not that he desired such reading to be dope 

to his conscience, for he believed that too much reading and 

too little action was spiritual dissipation. Better a few

religious boolcs tested out in living than a library, the read:
; :ing of -which only satisfied the mind without affecting the

life. t It was, however, the very vivid consciousness of Godf s 

goodness to him which was the fount of his kindliness and 

humility; freely he had received and freely he would give. 

He was a sinner in need of Divine forgiveness and help, there i 

Ifore he would be tolerant of the faults and fallings of others, 

The redemption of his soul by Christ was for Byrom a constant 

theme of thanksgiving, which frequently finds expression In
•V

his Letters and Journal.

It is Interesting to note that this quest for a sincere and 

deep spiritual experience produced a tension or conflict in 

John Byrom1 s character. He was a man In love with living, 

he rejoiced in friendships, and even seems to relish noting 

down in his journal the details of the various courses of a 

dinner. He sums up his attitude to life in the following 

words "I thought I would put down every day some thought or 

other; what occurred to me this day was, that it was the 

best thing one could do to be always cheerful, and not to 

lose any happiness xvhich might result from an easy, cheerful 

temper, but to have a good heart at all times, and not suffer 

any sullenness to usurp upon our minds." He continues "A 

cheerful disposition and frame of mind being the best way of 

showing our thankfulness to God, and the most valuable habit 

and temper we can nourish in ourselves, It being a very IP; 

:regular and unwise thing for'a man to afflict himself need:



llessly and in a manner that can be of no use to himself or 

his friends**
 i

He was not wanting in courage or without the ability to eacrls

:fioe for conscience's sake: for example, in 1716 he resigned
-»* i

his fellowship at Cambridge University and accordingly forfeit: 

:ed any clerical or collegiate ambitions he might have had, be: 

scause he differed in his religious outlook from the najority 

of the clergy; yet John Byrom was not born to be a martyr, 

an extremist, or a leader of a great crusade. He was a man 

Without strong prejudices and the very antithesis of a fanatic, 

he was too cautious in temperament and too balanced in judge: 

:ment to be that, and perhaps suffered from the defect of his
f *,

virtue, namely, of being able to see so many sides to a quest: 

iion that it was difficult for him to take strongly any one 

cide. Yet here is a man who continually felt the pull to: 

:wards asceticism* It is apparent in the small details of 

his life, for instance he writes on 4th May 1755 "The reflects 

glon upon my own vain idle words does not please me, for be: 

:ing sensible that tavern talk is wrong, yet I go to it; it
"" ' M

was txvelve of clock when we came away, and so the evening was 

lost*** $ It can be discerned in the change of his attitude 

towards the stage. True enough, drama generally had little 

to commend it in the early part of the century, for the pro: 

sductions of Wyoherley, Vanbrugh, and Congreve, were vulgar 

in the extreme. The stage touched the lowest depths and 

reflects the utter depravity of the times, but there \7as a

noticeable moral improvement in the plays of Steele. Gibber,/ * *
and Aaron Hill* Byrom1 s attitude at the age of 38 as far as

* s -

A « Journal B9th Feb. 1728* Renains Vol.1, p.896;
•iMi^

* Remains Vol.1, p.604.



can b© judged was not hostile to the stage, for he speaks of 

going to see "The Beggar's Opera". Besides going to the theatre, 

at the same time he wrote an epilogue for a musical play entit: 

rled "Hurlothrumbo11 * The play was written by Samuel Johnson 

Of Chester who -styled himself "Dramatist and danoing-naster"* 

It was produced in London on 29th :/arch 17 29 at the Ke\v Theatre, 

Haymarket* The epilogue wiiich Byroia appended after the first 

performance was a burlesque, and obviously he had a very poor 

opinion of the play and the dramatist. Yet he scarcely would 

have had anything to do with it at all, if he had had moral 

scruples about the stage. There is no doubt that at this 

time he was glad to contribute to the success of "Hurlothrumbo" .,

though he thought "all stage entertainments stuff and nonsense". 

One epigram from the epilogue survived long after the play it: 

sself was relegated to a well deserved oblivion;

"Handel himself shall yield to Hurlothrumbo , 
And Bononoini too shall cry  Succunbo 1 ." ..

But two years later he writes "I was against plays", s and 

again in 1735 "I have made a sort of resolution not to go to 

the opera or playhouses." ^ This attitude was maintained 

right on to the end of his days. In the year 1760 he register: 

sed a strong objection to iir Purnell, the High-master of the 

llanchester Grammar School, for preparing anrt encouraging the 

boys to perform a play in the Manchester Theatre* 3?hat such 

a fair-minded man could be so prejudiced, strikes us as being

odd» The prejudice is apparent in the lines
 i

"Should a good Angel and a bad between 
Thf Infirmary and Theatre be seen, ., 
One going to be present at the play; 
The other v;here the side and wounded lay: 
Qjiere, were your conjecture to be had, 
Which, would the good one go to, which the bad ?" *

 I f.

1» Remains Vol. 1 p. 349; ^Ibid. p.453f 3 » Ibid. p.587| 

4 * *A ^eryf - Poems Vol.l.p«570«
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Or again, in a stanza from "The Art of Acting1*
&

"Actors and Actresses, I say again, f 
Are not the pupils \vorthy of his pan. 
That muse, which histrionic wits applaud, 
The wise will think no better than a bawd". *

The reasons^ in which the ..prejudice h&d its rqots, were first 

of all, the disdain of a man of letters for any diversion v;hich 

held the favour of the public, as pantomime and opera undoubt: 

jedly did. It was not until Richardson popularised the novel t 

that an effective answer from the literary side, was £iven to
*lve

the stage. *£&e* there was* the Rowing alignment of Byrom's
*,

viev:s v/ith those of ,'illiam Lav/, who regarded the stane as an 

engine of moral corruption. This uncompromising attitude, 

\7hlle not completely shared by Byrom, had a tremendous effect ' 

upon his views. This ascetic tendency is also evident in
*

his admiration for the early Method ists in their self-denial 

end zeal for God, v/hatever other reservations he had in his 

judgement of them, and also in his agreement v/ith the /esleys, 

and William Law w in their desire to live a devout and holy 

life 11 * 2 This mild strain of asceticism was nevertheless 

tempered v/ith a charming sense of humour \vhioh peeps out 

rather shyly in his verse and journal. He seemed to be
A

rather relieved that even William Law his hero, could appreo; 

:iate a joke. He writes on 4th I'arch 1729 "I.:r Laxy said he 

nust have a copy of them (The Pond) and desired that I would 

not put the whole book (The Serious Call) into verse for then 

it would not sell in prose - so the good man can joke.* 3 

Y/hile journeying from Liverpool, John v/esley improved the time 

by reading Byrom' s poems, and writes '-He has all the wit and

Poems Vol. 1. p. 262; *« 1063 Wetleyan r.ethodist llagazine 

p.790j 3 * Remains Vol. 1. p. 337.
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humour of Dr* Swift, together v/ith much more learning11 . *  

A much more modern critic in "The Century of Divine Songs11 

describes him as nA witty poet and a fluent paraphraser". -* 

Add to the foregoing qualities those of modesty and gentle: , 

mess and we have an unvarnished picture of this attractive 

person. What could be more charmingly modest than this; : 

writing of I'r Stonehouse, a man who in no respect was of 

Byrom's calibre fl l thought it was more fitting for him,* an 

innocent, loving tempered person to tallc of such (religious) 

natters, than me11 . ®* Not that this would be an adequate 

account of Byrom, the man; for several characteristics merge 

into the moral qualities already described, he had gifts as ,

well as graces.
if

CHARACTERISTICS.

It cannot be said that Byrom possessed any particular character: 

tistic. r to such superlative degree that all others were rele: 

sgated co insignificance beside it. Hor wes he sufficiently 

talented to be accounted a genius in any one sphere. He was 

at poet but others were greater, he was a man of wide learning 

but giants lilce Newton in Mathematics and Butler in Philosophy 

were superior to him, in conversation and controversy he was 

brilliant but he was overshadowed by Johnson, Like Benaiah 

ffHe was more honourable than the thirty, but lie attained not 

to the first three".** The measure of the giants must not be 

used in arriving at a just estimate of Byrom's characteristics, 

but compared with the great majority of his contemporaries,
*

i \7esley1 s Works Vol.3 pA75- g.
Journal 12th July 1773 j ; warton Lecture on : English Poetry,

* 1943   George Sampson*
3. Remains Vol.8. p. 237; 4. c, fl?ynift1 »„ _ .   * > is Samuel - S3 v. 3«



he was truly remarkable. It can be said with some show of
•LuufX^

reason that Byrom was tooAinterested in too many aspects of 

life to be able to devote himself completely to any one of them.

In the range and variety of his learning he had few equals:
I 

Hoole writes of him "There seems hardly to have been any

language of which the literature was any value, which he did 

not master. Nor was there any scientific or literary quest: 

:ion, agitated by scholars-in his day, into which he did not 

heartily enter.*1 1 The wonder is that he achieved such a re; 

:markable mastery of so many subjects. His interests, with 

one exception, were of a desultory nature, but the same in: 

:duetry was manifested in everything he took up. Amid the 

distractions of teaching shorthand, entering heartily into con: 

:ver sat ions on light and weighty subjects, and when all in: , 

:tention of entering Holy Orders had been dismissed from his 

mind, he writes in his Journal on Tuesday 10th February 1730 

"How for Hebrew a little by my fireside, went to bed between 

tvyo and three". 2 » This is zeal of no comnon order. At a 

tnuoh earlier date, when twenty-one years of age he had given 

evidence of this zeal for languages, for Mrs Brearoliffe on 

October 4th 1712 speaks of his going "every night and morning 

down to the water side and bawling out one of Tully»s orations 

in Latin, so loud 1 they can hear him a mile off, so that all 

the neighbourhood think he is mad." 3- Latin, Greek, Spanish 

and Italian were a constant source of delight to him. Nothing 

oust stand in the way of his assimilation of knowledge, and

from time to time he reproached himself for lying in bed too
/ 

long; hie counsel to his son Tedy in this hard drinking age

1, Wesleyan Methodist Magazine 1863, p.733. 
^'Remains Vol* 1* p.425. *" Ibid. p.20.
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worthy of a temperance reformer "Observe Tedy, how simple
of-

and foolish men make themselves when they drink strong drink, 

and say to thyself f l will not be like these men, nor put

anything into my body that will take away understanding from   I
tty mind' 19 * *

Providence had also been kind to Byram in that ho not only 

tad a crystal clear mind but also a    marvellous memory * 

This might be deduced from the ease v/ith which ho mastered 

foreign languages, but it is also demonstrated in his ability 

to recollect and narrate a conversation bristling v;lth intri:
t

jcate and abstruse points. 'His Journal in mny of its entries

Is a testimony to this enviable ability.
*  

That a man of more than ordinary intellectual stature was *'

among them, was not entirely lost upon his fellows. His 

advice was sought upon literary subjects and his opinion 

respected on all religious and moral questions, from Virgil's 

Eclogues to Deism. The Bishop of Codor and Kan in a charm: 

sing letter which must have given great satisfaction to 

Byram, even asks him to consider compiling a spelling book 

for young beginners to make the art of reading sore easy and 

complete. "Such a book1* writes the worthy divine "would * 

denand a degree of skill and abilities which fev: arc possess: 

sea of but those who (like Mr Byrom) are thorough nasters of 

language in general and of the English language in particular11 . 

AB might be expected of a man so much in love with learning. 

Byron \mo also in love with books. One of his hobbies was 

collecting of them, and rarely do we read an extract

Remains Vol.2 p.35. £. Feb. 4th 1743 Remains Vol.2 p.334.



from his Journal without coming upon some reference to the 

buying of books* He speaks for more than himself in making 

the following confession "buying of books that smite my fancy
. .fcv^i*-* "^ tr*tn*4

(it) is a sort of oaooethes I doubt". The lattor v/as uns
i 

:doubtedly one of his hobbies, but no account of John Byrom's

characteristics would be complete without mention of his 

other great hobby and accomplishment, namely the study and 

mastery of shorthand.

The interest shown in the eighteenth century in this form of 

writing has only been rivalled by its popularity in modern 

times, although the reasons for the widespread interest in the 

two centuries are »iuite different. Shorthand today is an 

indispensable aid to modern business and a necessary quali: 

tficatinn for any person embarking upon a commercial career. 

TWO hundred years ago the inducements to acquire the art 

were, generally speaking, of another order. Because of the 

bitter attacks made upon him by writers and pamphleteers, 

Walpole introduced the 'Licensing Act 1 in 1737 with the obi

:jeot of curbing such attacks. Its only result, however,
.

was to cause writers to practise various methods of evasion 

and detection, to hide behind anonymity and to traffic in 

language capable of more than one interpretation. Others 

again preferred to write in shorthand characters of which 

the great majority of people v/ere ignorant. The fight for 

liberty of expression had been initiated by John Milton in 

his "Areopagitioa" f but not yet had it been completely v/on, 

writers walked warily lest the Licensing Act should be in* 

Evoked against them. Then of course in those far off days

Bemains Vol. 1. p.564.
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there was no Copyright Lav/ or Performing Rights Society, and 

shorthand waa one method of preventing plagiarism. It is 

interesting to note that Charles Wesley insisted that fcls

Brother John should learn shorthand as a protection against
I 

any who might attempt to read or tamper with their correspond:
•if...

sence* With these factors in mind, it is easy to realise
  

v<hy shorthand writing v/as so popular in the early eighteenth .

century  There were many inventors of shorthand systems and
zT-2

cnaraoters, Byrom's chief protagonist being a certain James 

V;eston § tout, as previously noteu, an .^ct of Parliament in 

174£ granted Byrom the sole right of publishing his o\vn 

method of shorthand. This method, though nowhere practised
«

to-day, was the basis for more modern methods v;hich have 

greater facility of execution* His daily Journal was 

n-turally enough "shrouded in the mystery of his ov/n sjaorts 

:handw « * This presented an insuperable barrier to those 

interested in this charming man's v;orlcs, but happily it was 

overcome and the characters deciphered in 1654. Not only 

do we owe Byrom's Journal to his shorthand, but still more 

, important» much of John V.esley's work v/as written in the 

eame characters. The first appearance of Byrom1 s Short: 

jhand in Wesley»s Journal occurs on June £7th 1736, but in
y

addition to the Journal a portion of the third volume of the 

Georgian Diary and all the later diaries were also \?ritten 

in shorthand. Without this craft it is very doubtful 

indeed whether such detailed, full, and continuous records 

would have been kept at allf and the world would have been 

iumeasurably poorer*

. Remains p,vlii.



Jlention must also be made of Byron's pov/er as a oontroversialist 

and conversationalist. It is recorded that on one occasion 

Coleridge said to his friend Charles Lumb "Did you ever hear

me preaoh, Charles ?% which question elicited the prompt reply. ,
*Kever heard you do anything else". * There have been great

4

talkers Just like thut 4 Luther was one, who talked with 

passionate conviction, and always with the aim of converting 

the hearer* On the other hand there have been gre^t talkers 

liice Dr» Johnson, ivhose delight was chiefly in the art of con:

jversation itself, the subject of the conversation bdLng of 

secondary importance, John Byrom too delighted to converse 

with his fellows, but he took his stand miduay between those 

two extremes* His conversations are reproduced only by him: 

I self and a mere sentence which mentions a conversation with 

some notable figure often makes us wish that it had been fully 

recorded by some Boswell* Still, there is sufficient material 

to indicate that while Byrom had time and interest to talk 

jnb leisurely way, his talk was directed chiefly to religious 

and ethical subjects, Entries taken at random fron his 

Journal, such as "Wilsford talked much against a future state, 

and I much for it11 , & "Phil, Mcholls iuid I suppod and talk: 

sed together till 11 o 1 clock. We talked about Ualebranche 

etc* after our old way", ^ "Conversation turned ut last upon 

the subordination that was necessary to be amongst people, 

and I contended for an equality and for the poor people", * 

ar© typical. It must not be assumed that because of this 

sincere religious and ethical note in Byrom1 s conversation 

that he used the coffee room as a pulpit, for he was apparently

1, Dr. Johnson & his Circle. Bailey - p.159.
2* Remains Vol. 1 p.160; 3. Ibid, p.207; 4. Ibid. p.490.
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more concerned with a philosophic approach to truth than he 

vas In contorting others to his way of thinking True to

the temper of his age, he delighted to talk about the various
 ' , 

aspects of religious truth, was even affected in his own life
'£ ' " j
oy his beliefs, but viewed the religious battle from afar.
"' * .   *

Yet while there was no .religious volcano within his coul,%$?> , f
Jrcady to trupt and overflow at any point in a general con:

.?.': •
sversation* li~ht, if no heat,was thrown upon mony a subject f1 ! ' « 
as Byrom talked. Conversation drew from him the convictions .

and opinions reached by much ^uiet pondering. But of course 

It was not in general conversation so much as in tiXgmsent and 

controversy that he excelled, aawl which he loved dearly*
r<r »

Entries in his Journal, first of c.11 on Llay 2nd 1737 which
  i

jreads W I have alv/ays a,great apprehension of having talked * 
too much \«henever I mention such things (religion c,nd morals)
,and yet I have not the grace to keep silent*1 , * and again on«
J2ay 18th of the same year "I should restrain iny talking way1* 

throv/ light on this pleasant characteristic. In 1 this age of 

reason, when controversy and speculation were the order of the 

day, Byrpm was impatient with the loose thinking of BO inany
V

would-be leaders of thought, and many a shrewd blow he gave
i

them. One is tempted to <iuote the complete short poem "On 

Specious and Superficial Uriters", it is so pungent in every
^ 1

line, but the following extracts from it are sufficient to

oonvey Byromf s sense of annoyance  *
 'I
* "How rare the cose, tho 1 ooncion the pretence,
i To OTite on subjects from a real sense I (a) 

*Tls many a celebrated author f s fate 
To print effusions just as parrots prate*

* Remains Vol* 2» p»99» 2. Remains Vol.2 p. 163.

(a) A sense of their reality*



"T.liile froth end bubble nloso the f lo ;inr, nud, 
And the nan thinks all clear and understood. 
A chining surface and a tr.n-iont view, ^ 
Hakes the 8 light-wit ted reader think so too. 
It entertains hair., an.! the boolc ic bcjuflrt, 1 
Read and admir'd without expense of thought" t

It should be remembered that* this was the age ofj the pamphlets
a &.
.* *  

leer, of new ideas, and of controversy. The action of the 

preceding century had given place to reflection and speou: 

tlation, when every man having an idea to ventilate, a person 

or principle to attack, or a philosophy to expound, rushed 

Into print. It was inevitable that there Should be some 

chaff among the grain, but Byrom impatiently blew it away 

and desired that others should do the same* His pov/er in 

argument and clarity of thought may be deduced from the
* *

following expanded syllogism. In reply to Pits and Street 9 

two Deists of the day, who argued that reason alone could

find out whether God was God, Byrom pointed out that reason was
. , * 

the gift of this God, and therefore one could hardly find
 

Hire out to be not God by it, since He could not be supposed.» *•
to give it us for that purpose. *

e 
Or QgaiBjWhen he pitted his dialectical skill against a more

formidabl9 opponent in the person of Bishop Butler. This 

lattor encounter was a battle between giants v/ith Butler 

emerging with the greater credit, but to quote from the 

editor's notes "Butler evidently felt that he had to^do with
  \

an original thinker, who, though not always riftfit, was seldom 

far wrong11 , * So much of the controversy of the 18th Century 

was narred by a spirit of rancour., &o indeed it jp? sf ever/
£

It is so much easier to call a man a knave than

ta elucidate the facto -o oncoming him that no other Judgement* 

1» Poems Vol« 1 p*22B. E, Journal 3rd Jan. 1731*
3* Remains Vol, 2 p. 99. Remains Vol.1 p. 445.



is possible. All too many controversialists adopted the 

former of these , methods. Even when Byron's passions 

were roused in the most acrid of contests, and when he was 

young and therefore most likely to be impetuous, he showed 

remarkable restraint. Bentley, the Master of Trinity 

College, Cambridge, had been bitterly( attacked in pamphlets 

written by two fellows of the College, namely, Middleton 

and Sergeant Filler, Killer's pamphlet had appeared in 

1717 and those of liddleton in 1719* Byrom had a great 

regard fpr Bentley and a fondness for his daughter Joanna, 

while he was on very friendly terms with the Easter's 

nephew, Tom, whose name often occurs in the Journal.
*» " r-

Accordingly t a vigorous reply was published from an * 

anonymous hand which, to quote Bishop Monk "Exhibits 

a less rancorous spirit than may be found in their 

(Middleton 1 s and Miller's) respective publications against

Bentley w » 3. There was no doubt in the minds of many of
-» 

Byrom1 s contemporaries who the anonymous writer v/as.

He was prepared to enter the lists and fl.sht hard,

but he would not allow anonymity to be a cloak for unfair

or scurrilous writing. Such was the type of Byrom1 s con:

:versation and controversy.

Une concluding characteristic must not be omitted from this

brief sketch, for if in anything Byrom exhibited enthusiasm,
2 

it .was in the Jacobite Cause. Saintsbury in "Social England" *

describes him as a lesser poet wv;ho contributed to the 

Spectator and lived .till well into the reign of George III - 

a Jacobite, a mystic, a shorthand pundit, a physician, a very 

interesting person,* The order of the epithets is most
m

1. Lift of Bentley - Monk. 2. Vol.5 p. 105.



interesting. This enthusiasm for the Stuart Cause got him into 

trouble early in life, a fact which has been already noted, 

for immediately following the »15 Rebellion, all Jacobites 

were viewed with acute suspici n. But the punishment, if it
  *

can be called such, of his prolonged stay in the South of 

France did nothing to diminish his ardour, for he even passed 

on his own enthusiasm to his eldest daughter Elizabeth*

On the occasion of Prince Charles 1 visit to llanchester in,« **
November 1745, we find her writing "St. Andrew1 s Day. Llore 

crosses making till twelve o'clock, then I dressed me up 

in my white gown..... .when he (the Prince) rid out of the

court he was received with as much joy and shouting almost 

as if he had been king without any dispute, indeed I think 

scarce anybody that saw him could dispute it". This * 

feninine ardour must have gladdened her father's heart p 

*^L three years later, John Byrom was Interested enough to 

read an account of Prince Charles 1 arrest in Paris, to a 

company at Rothmell f s coffee house. "Beppy's" Father, too,

was escorted - no doubt quite willingly - to meet the
* 

Prince when the Highland army took up their quarters in

Manchester* It is believed that the majority of the 

inhabitants fled before the, advancing host, but obviously, 

Byrom had nothing to fear from the Stuarts. Indeed, some of
<m %

his writings attributed to this period are of a very outspoken 

and unmistakable character. "A dialogue between Sir John 

Jobson and Earry Homespun,' Harry speaking in the Lancashire 

dialect, is very forthright and would leave no one in doubt 

that the author was in perfect agreement with the weaver,Harry.
 r   * *
1* Remains Vol. 2. p.393.



The latter f s argument was a plea for the rights of minorities f

as applied to the Stuart cause.it
2 "If folks may tak whot Kings they han a noind, . 

.3 V/hot faut wi» all theese Scotchmen con yo foind?" A

It was not apparent to Byrom that there are limits to the

claims of minorities, or that the attainment of a minority's
i "    

object should be along constitutional lines. That doctrine 

is Tery dubious which asserts that the end Justifies the means, 

How far this devotion to the Stuarts was the result of his 

usual calm and clear judgement, it is impossible to say;
m

but when it is remembered that he v/as a Tory, a High-Churchman 

and a Mancunian, then it can be seen at onc<, that this 

combination of factors provided him with a very strong bias*
*i

But perhaps the most important factor was the allegiance of 

the Byrom family to the Stuarts as far as can be traced, to 

$he year 1685* In that year, John, Joseph, and Edward Byrom 

respectively signed an address to the Lord and Lieutenant of 

Lancashire, offering to furnish "a foot soldier, v/ell armed 

pike", "a muskateer", and na foot soldier" 2 to assist in

crushing Monmouth's rebellion* This bias was not so
lit •

however, to interfere with his profession as a teacher of 

shorthand* or with his friendships, for he counted among his 

distinguished pupils Horace Walpole , the son of the ..rhig 

prime Minister. Notwithstanding the zeal manifested for

Jacobitism in the middle of the 18th Century, it had ceased to
%c

be a vital cause for the great majority of its English devotees, 

and was fast becoming a sentimental dream* Ko doubt Byrom was 

not Impervious to this gradual change in attitude* * He never 

swerved in his allegiance to the Established Church though the .

1, Poems Vol. X p,280.
8. The Historical ESS Commission's 14th Report Part IT. pp. 181 & 182.'

i Quoted in Remains Vol. £. p. 650.



Royal Family was prayed for regularly. It may be urged, of course, 

that in this matter he had his own mental reservations. Be 

that as it may, he was prepared to express his opinion and

express it vigorously, bul; beyond that, he would not go* So  i
even his own departure from the philosophic approach vas 

tempered by human kindliness and p;ood sense.
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Chapter III

Apart from a few hynna and oaao fra^aanta of rti^no very little of
*». -

John Byron' a literary work io known to the QDiard public of todey. Do one

would claim that ho is a poot of tho liichoot order and vory fow that his
j* | 

Journal eon rank aloacoiio similar works by v oole>y, Jo&rs and -ivolyn* Yot

deopite his literary dnfoofca, he hae ticarooly rooeivod the attention trliieh 

his worfc deserves. T*:is becomes very apparent t£.on it is reneaibored that 

Addison, who woo no noon Jud^o of njoritorioue «o^: t tsao ovidontly quito 

by Syron'e first contribution to tfco Il32jootatorw ^?hcn ho wm a 

at Conbridoe. Mttison tvritos '.r. tlxo 87th ^lUfuot 1714 "By the loot

poat X reooivod tho folloivinc letter iitil<£i io built upon a thought that is
<• 

new and ttry woll carried on, for trtiloh roaociia I chall civo it to tho
1 without alteration, addition or a-aandnrtntV tho t!>cu£ht refoxrod to

waa a dtcqulGition on the subject of -Iro'v^a, rovoulino ooiisidurablo

ineight at thle oarly dito. Tiiia contrlbui;iou was followod

by another on 30th ^ueujst orsdl than again by on© on th« 15th 

first and third of thono articles bear tha cuoto^sory :xnKl0»}dirw 

Vote Shadow1* » but it ia conoralJ^ a^rood that th» eocond is froa the sonic 

ptiu HP. A.W. Ward caate crave doubt uxon ata obaorvatioa attributed to 

Ssnuol Johnson *feloh cyppoarod in <m ATorican DSition of tbo Rotator, r^lr.t 

in 1661* takers it ic stated "In Xfe». Johnson's opi:Uoa, tho best of tho 

Spoctatcxr rJ^M otill liovo boon bottcr, 2iod ' r. B^roa'o contributions to it 

boen noro canorous, and cot ini'orlor to tho few e^ctsons he has civen of 

hio abilitieo." The croimde of *»ora»s doubt is .Cound in Johnson* s scorn

of all contributions of tho Spectator, not written by ^diflon hliasalf . ^u
/ 

it nay well bo that the generalisation was ouch too eaoopi^j to refloct

Johnson1 s detailed estimate, tet ovon with Addioonf s co^nouaation, toy

turu to thooo early Jjro&e offortc, lior io it lifcaly that jootority will turn
> 

froquootly to tho jonphlet antitlod "A Hovicw of tho Jroccodioga a(?dnot

Or. Bectley in tho University of Ccntoidoo; ia ono\TOr to a late ixetcndcd full 

and lipartlol account oto, "4th GOOD reiiarLs upon ijorceant filler's account of 

1, iancae'iiro v.-ort!iicr? -
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that University" by J/,0,, M.A. of the eaae University", published in 1719. 

Similarly, a very forceful and cogently argued pamphlet, written at a ouch

later date, addressed to the inhabitants of Manchester, and entitled
i 

"A serious disswasive fron an intended subscription, for continuing the Races

Upon Kersal Moore", will ever become widely known. Ilia chief claim to  .« 'i
consideration lies, of coarse, in his Journal and looms. Of the latter, as 

already noted, Wesley was a uost generous critic and the redoubtable tfarburton 

although disagreeing most heartily with Byrom on nany natters, is lavish in 

his praise of him as a poet. What could be finer than this tribute "how ouch

I think the literary world loses by your not applying your talents acre to
g poetry, in which you appear naturally foraod to excel". Or again, in writing

to Hurd on 2nd January 1752, lie asks "Bo you know Byrora's charuoter? or have 

you seen his two Epistles, one a year or two ago, on occasion of Sherlock'o 

book of Prophecies, qM the other, just now, on Enthusiasm? Ho is certainly 

a nan of genius, plunged deep into the rankest fanaticism. His poetical 

Epistles show him both, which, were it not for some unaccountable negligence

In his verse and language, would show us that he has hit upon the right style
g for familiar didactic epistles in verso".

John Byron's fame as a poet, of course, began with the appearance of 

"My Time, 0 ye Muses* on October 6th, 1714 in the Spectator, but - to quote

A.W. Ward "few of liis numerous poeos were published by his own authority,
4 

and still fewer, if any at all, with his name during his life". Very many

of his poems can be dated quite accurately by making reference to his Journal 

entries. "Tunbridgiale", a description of Tunbridge, was one of his early 

published poems, dating back to the year 1726, This was followed in 1728 

by "A Horrid and barbarous Bobbery", printed for J, Roberts of Warwick Lano, 

and in 1729 by the "Epilogue to Hurlothrumbo". It was in this latter year 

that Byrom began versifying part of William Low's "Serious Call". The epigram 

on "Bone and Skin" appeared in the "Gentleman's Magazine" in Lflay 1737, 

"Armelle Nicolaa' account of herself" in 1739, and in the same year the 

* oaleya, included the two hymns "A hymn of Jesus" and "A Farewell to the World" 

in their publication "grains and Sacred Songs". Little of Byrom's work
 sees: 
:azt page.
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appears to have reached the jublic between the year 1739 and 1747, and It is 

interest ing and significant that this period co-incides aJjaost exactly with 

William Law's long silence, namely, between the writing of his'appeal to all 

that doubt" and the "Spirit of Irayer". nevertheless, during these eicht years
*

f

Byron produced one of his longest poeas, "Enthusiasn", based on Law's "Appeal". 

It was penmd in 1743, but m=g published^nine years afterwards5 . Verses which 

had been contributed to the Chester Courant fran tho winter of 1746 appeared in 

a volune entitled "ManChester Vindicated"» published in 1749 at Chester*

The Byrom-Ufen controversy had it3 origin in a rather 10x13 poem entitled 

"An Xpistle to a Itiond" published in 1747 in London for a :.Cr. -J. Cooper of 

Baternoster Row, and The Chester It-inters' Henance" came out in an Issue of the 

Chester Courant in the year 1748. Thereafter John ityrora's pen was very busy, 

for increasingly he was finding his inspiration in the worka of William Law, 

especially in the "Spirit of Irayer", and tho "Spirit of Love". Tart of the

former was versified and published in 1749 under the title "An Epistle to a*
Gontlesaan of the Templo", while sections of Low's bock form the basis of thought 

for the poen "On the Fall of 1/an", and an exquisite little gem entitled "A Irayer". 

The "Spirit of Love* provided the inspiration few at least three of %rom's poems; 

namely "Universal Good, the object of tho Divine Will", "On the leaning of wrath 

in Scripture*, and "The true {rounds of eternal and Inraortal rectitude". But 

undoubtedly Byrom is known to most people through his immortal hymn "Christians
^.Q?

Awake!" This Christmas hymn was written in 1750 and though the date of publication 

cannot be given with certainty, very probably it firct apj-s^rad in Adams' Manchester 

Weekly paper in 1751. It only ramina to mention the publication of "The 

Immortality of the Soul" in 1754, a translation from the Latin of Isaac Ilawkins Browne 

and also "A defence of Rime" which was 3yrom»s contribution to the literary contest 

with Boger Oomberbaok. The date of publication of the latter was probably 1755*

X f

1. The Charters of the Collegiate Church with other Ancient Curiosities,
and edition 1733. 

fi. 3rd April 1752 Remains Vol.2 p.534.

3. Letters to Rurd p.97 quoted In Remains Vol.2 p.522.

4. loema Vol.1, p.xzii (note 3).



first eolleotion of : T4.30oUUa©ous locos was published In ^a-iohestor i;i tlio 

y»ar 1778, axil Pronoi* Qtoly eollectod and irintod in 1774 those of 3yronf s poonc

«nich ore paraj&rooos of tho worlM of tillitaa Lew, undor tho titlo ^Seasonably <
ularninG and huniliatinc truths in a £fetrieol Yore ion of certain selected passages

taken from the works of Williaa Leo?. w {
I 

In 1010 Ale:;ander Chulnjors published another odition of Ityrom's iforlaj aid

prefaced them with a atiort biocraphy. Ito is lavish in hie pe-also of ttyron's 

Gifts and writoa in tho fDllowiag gloniuc toros: "In theso l^bo Astrolocor. 

Tho load § OoBtantqont , ^noot of hie Tales opd tables, S3rd iSaUn) there apioars BO 

moh of the Gonuina spirit of ;cetry, <iM GO taony ai^^oachos to oxcollonco, that
."S

it ftould b« difficult, ovon upon tho x^ri^olplos of fuctidiouo criticiaci, and 

injoasiblo upon tho so of eonpcrioon, to o^oludo -yrom igron a collection of

poata. w Ilia arrraioal oouirto to a clinaz in thooo eorda; "^ dopiote
tho oloasioal oiAhuaiost, oi^d tho virtuooo, iTlth a atroc^th of colouring, not 

Inferior to acue of I-ope'a happioat portraits in hlo Koiotlo*, 1* this

was sharod by Janos Hichold mho ro^Tintod Byroafs poooa at 

in 1834* 

In his preface to the 1814 laitlon, liicholiJ* Judc^ont is 00 follotva; "Hig

invention was fortilo» hla alluolon* hap^, his inacory just, art! in no port of
2 his poetry does thoro appoa? a dofoct, except in the finishing.* ife also ci?®s

aono niost illuminatinc roaoons *cr tho noclect o:'* tho ixxsae. In tho firct placo, 

the Ixrossion of tho 1773 Edition waa scaall, aid its oireiJjation iTactisally 

opLf inod to Lanoaahiro and Yorkshire, 2ho pooras con£oquor:tly would coco into tho 

htoda of tcry fow literary rson who, eci^oiaJLly ir tho latter rcrt of tho oi^itocrt 

otntury, were ooncrocatod in tho capital city. osii'os, J^TOTI'C looninee toT?orvic 

!$8tioisni waro roearded in many quGTtors aa 00 nmch heresy, and theroforo croatod 

a prejudio^ against hie joetry, llohols aleo allega*; that; ocly a few icons isore 

imtODded top ;ublioationf which roaoon apicaro to bo oorjctfiut o'osouro, asd caiTr 

tlio succ^fltlon that a (Toat <Sool of tha trorl: ia bolcw tho lu££ standard ciai:iod 

for it by Hichole Mmoelf . <^iit« apart froa tho oonciderrition of any inherent

The Sorke of tho Sncliah loots * Additional Lives by Alexander Cholnero. - p. 131 

C. loons p.rxiv.



in tho ixxitry, ney it cot bo that lyruza also suffered noclect 

froa the ebonite which caito ovor tho toeto of tho reading ^utlio". She 

poetry of tho day ^»d boon baaod predominantly on tho arpoal to reason, 

it v.'fia oold, clear arjd logical, jleaaiac to the ear, satisfying to the 

Biud, but horinc littlo in it t<5 rou^c tho eaotiono, fe^t the novel 

•urplanted tho poen with ito ap:»al to sontinont ocd the oleoontal 

ii:ter?at in a story. Thai it rcuet be admitted that in a century 

which woa rich in poets, t:io latter v-tere moro than a jnatah for Byrom.

critics havo l>3on loos fulsome in tiiOlr iruioo. The 

moot appreoiative a*aoac thoa is A«r;, r^ord, trfio edited a reprint of 

foeoa for tho Gbctham roolety in 1094 and 1C95. A

voluno cf Iccns ro.^ooentir^ littlo ooro than the 

last frasnanto of hie poetio product i^ity \vua jointed b;r tbo eooe 

Society in the year 1C12, sfcare r^ard in tho prcr&oe of tUe edition

his yorca fc-i- all in all, it displo^'d tl^e lasting froohae&a
l as woll as simplicity of hia nirfl*"* i-Vea tUa raodost approciation

io ooi^iderably oodif'od «n tho Dictionary of rational

wharo it ia maintained tl»at Byron's vorse i« ttocai'cely better than olcver doco°rel."

1. p.



in the Canflirldpe Hintorv of English Literature "Ttyrom though scarcely a 

poet, for be lack.-d imagination, hau *u unusual facility for turning
JS »*-

everything into rhyme," 1 and yet again  Byrcra is hardly thought, oven by * 

his warm admirers, to be other than a second-rate poet** 2 "o quote once 

more in support of this view,' Uobhout* oays * an industrious versifier 

whose productions occasionally rise to the level cf true poetry."3 

Corananta ranging from uuoh high praine on the cm hand to scarcely 

concealed contempt on the other, call for som* examination of the pcens, 

for auoh diverse ^udnacnts must have been reached by the application of 

different onnons of criticism.

Imperfect ions. It is qvite true that with a few exceptions, Twining *e 

oatinate of Johnsons's poetry is equally appropriate as an estimate of 

Byron's, natnely, that it was "good sense put into good nwtre11 . But it 

oust be kept in mind that tho af*9 in which these writers produced their work, 

was one of robust oormon sense, perhaps a little pedestrian, but having a 

sense of reality, and as Johnson says truly "every man's performances, to 

be rightly estimated, nr;st be ccraparod vdth the state of the are in which 

he lived and with his own particular opportunities. * In any case, nay 

poems not be written toleral >ly well for conmon people who can scarcely 

ajipreciate the hi$ior flichtd of those gtted with this divine art, but who 

readily reoeober and appreciate rli^med veraeV It is alleged that after 

villiara Sliakespeare, the poet most freq>)ently quoted is Alexander Pop*| 

not because his poetry ia better than that of Browning, v, ordsworth or Shelley, 

nor th.it his thought ifi tnoro profound, but becai-sc his lines aro z&ore easily 

remembered. It is an intercepting speculation to consider vrhsther Byron Just 

required that sperlr of inspiration which comes from a profound spiritual 

experience to elevate his work to an altogether higher plain. Battenbury 

offers thia comment on Charles Wesley "Ilia poems, other than his hymns, 

give little ground for suppoolng, that arart fron his religious inspiration, 

ne would have ranked hi$\ ar-cngst even the 18th century poets. "4. This

int«n«« fueling no characteristio of \Vcsley1 s hyrsns, ia certainly lacking in 
1. Vol.a,..; JiuXII p. 326. 2. Studiea of a Biosraphor p.76 - Leslie u
3. Williaa Law and the 1cth centi ry .vja!:ere 7.109.
4. Tho Evar.colical Dcctrinca of Charlca v.ccley'a TT:»r.?>a -.32.



Byron's poetry, except where he too turns hyun-writer, Than it is 
that we catch a glirqpoe of *hat ni^ht have been* It only he had 
thrown his characteristic caution to the winds and had allowed his 
soul to be overwhelmed tho hyfiM books of the varioua churches night
have been enriched with a pore liberal sprinkling of Byrom'a hyuia,

i As it i£, to quote John Julian "From these poerji less than half-e-dosea
hynns hava come into cor-Toon use* One of these however, has a 
reputatico which haa extended to all English rpeakin,'' countries. "1 
"Christiana, AwakeJ " sent as a Christmas present to hia little 
daurfctor Dorothy, is a universal favourite* Tho form in which it 
arrears in ps-eoent day collections was given to it in Cottoriil's 
selection of Psalms and H,yffltsn, eighth edition, 1019. Another hywn 
of equal raerlt is "Come Saviour Josus from above", a translation from
Antoinette Bourignon's poem,' in Fronoh* 23*» latter hyrai is often/
olaioed for John V.csley, and it arrpeam as cuoh in tho I.lothodiat Ilyran 
Book* 2 Dr.Henry Bett thinka that "the style of the two h^nna (*Coc» 
Saviour Jesus' and 'A Farewell to the '.YcrU'y in unqi»sticaably aci«

X

like that of John t/ealey than like that of £tyrom".3 Yet ao '.Veeley read 
the poetaa in the 1773 Edition, v?hioh ijscludecl the t^yuij "Cuae Saviour 
Jesua", without ooorenting upon it, it eeena reasonable to aacixtt that 
the original translation ms raade by Byrcca. It nay jx»aibly have been 

by ttesley and then included in hia om collection of Hy^ais and
Sacred Poms in 1739* Apart froci a few hynasa, Byron's poetry lacks the 
quality of ioasinatien, since it is aleo deficient in depth of feeling, 
for in vurse the two features are usually present or absent together* 
It ought to be rendered, however, that this was oharacteristio of the 
poetry of the period, it wao smooth, trim, and restrained, and in this 
Byron was a nan of hid time. Ill-, affinity with sono other writers o

•^r

th« iHth Century can be noticed in tlie aJUaont complete absence in hia 
poem of references to Nature or Itotural Bpauty. In his charming little 
paatoral *^y Time, 0 ye ruses", a there TJhich lent itself to the 
dereriptive art, there is little indication that he even oared for
1. Dictionary of ffconolce:/ - John Julian, 2. Nc.f46. 
3. line RvKns of rc-'^odisu p. 11 9*



natural beauty, for his referenoes to birds and flowers are slight. 

One exoeption to this general rule oocura in "An Epintle to a Gentleuan 

in the Temple". Here, like Xoaao Watts, and greater still, like John
^.-

Milton, he sets his thouc^t against the immensity and beauty of God'n
i

oreation, and pauses to

"If when \i9 oast a thoutfitful, thankful eye 
Towards the beauties of the ev*ning sky, 
Calm we adniro thro 1 the ethereal field 
The various scenes that even clords can yield * 
What hugo delight i.tuet i^atur's Fxaid afford, 
Whor*- all the rich realities aro Btor'd 
tfhioh God r>roduoen fv a Its vast abyss 
To :!is era glory and His creature's bliss»" «

Tet even here it must be raw E&iered that Byrora le paraphrasing Williati Law.

This laok of appreciation for the beautioe of .;"t. ro is also noticeable 

in Johnson, who could blasphenio to tho extent of cayixi£ "v.lio oan liko tho 

*1 , and in Weeley vJho has in hla batons T-carcely any reference to

natural beauty* » Kor can it be said that Byrota shored imagination in tho 

handling of new oetres, the fona&l metres and rhytied oouplete of the period 

were quite adequate to express his e5j7C-9re, yet not very profound,

and feelings. An interesting exception to this ^oneraliaation is pointed 

out by C.Samp6on , it is found in NTho Deaponding Soul* a v.l&h* and mihe

# whioh makes the last line of each stanza the first of the next, e.g.

"Hy Spirit longeth for 
7/ithln ny troubled breast | 
Altho' I be unwortliy 
Of co Pivlno a c.ue&t«

Of so Divine a Cueot 
Unworthy tlio* I be, 
Yet ten rsy ttosrt no 3e?t, 
Unless it cone from Thee. " 4

Another exception oan be found in "An 1^/mn on ai^plloity. • Desjdte the 

very ourious oomblnation of aetrcs enrployad in this pcaa B^xoa oaiy^-o to 

trip tlirough it with ease* Having been so successful with such a measure, 

reminiscent of Charles v/osley'a bold ey.perlsiarito in t^taiolcgyf it is 

amazing that ho was content to allow formal or jingling metres to do duty 

for him* 3%i0 ifi a typical verse from the poen:-

I* Poens Vol.2 p.1f&* 2, Charles Uooley p, 196 r

vyartcn leoture on English ?eotry 1^3 p.2S. 4. Poerns vol.2 r-



*Nor within me nor without
Let hypocrisy reside;
But whate'er I go about,
More simplicity be guide! 

Simplicity guide me in word and in will; 
Let me live - let me die - in simplicity stiXX; -"' 
Of an epitaph made me let this be the whole: 
*Here lies a true child, that was simple of soul!' *'

What is it then which gives. merit and interest to Byroa* s poetry and 

why are fragnenta of it still quoted? The answer to these questions 

become clearer as we look at his prose works as well as his poetry, for 

the charm is found in both* Undoubtedly the most striking feature of his 

writing is Its simplicity; for the most part, the simplest words are used 

and the thought is expressed in the simplest way* Byrom frowned on the 

French style of poetry, wliich he labelled "Foppish, af fee tod, queer, and 

quaint", he preferred to be himself and to imitate nobody* A typical 

example of this simple style is found in tho poem "On Patience****

*Be on your guard; the Business of a man 
i Is, to be sure, to do what good ha can, - '' I 

But first at home: let Patience rule within. 
Where Charity, you know, must first begin; 
Not money1 d Love is fondly understood. 
But calm, sedate Propensity to Good". 2

The sane eharaoterist^agpoars in his literary Remains f a collection of 

his letters and his Journal, edited by Richard Parkinson and published 

by the Chetham Society between the years 183^-7. Of this publication 

Dr.Ward is quite enthusiastic, and goes so far as to say that if it were 

raoi-e widely known, it would be "One of the most popular works of English 

biographical literature1*. Hobhouse too re-echoes this sentiment, for he 

says, "Byrom* s Journal appears to shara with that of Samuel Pepys the 

distinction of entire artlessne&B", which is high praise indeed* Of 

course, 3yromf s Journal, like that of Pepys, was written in cipher and 

not intended for publication* This quality of artlessneas is especially 

marked in his letters, which reveal in a very personal way the simplicity, 

almost ohild-likeness of the man, free from all affectation and pretence.

*

1. Poems Vol.2 p* 102. 2. Poems Vol.1 p.127* 

2« William Law and tSth Century Quakerism p. 110*



,
A small 8 page booklet entitled "John Byron's Journal, Letters etc«1730-3t" 

was compiled by John E. Bailey and published in 1862. In this volume Bailey is 

content for the most part to set forth Byron's work and only adds a few short 

oonnents on his life and interests. - ,,

Re also had more than average wit in this age of wits and witticisms, a

capacity for  pigram second only to Swift, and a facility for happy remarks and> i
summing up. take for example these witty and famous lines, summing up neatly the

attitude of the majority to the current political situation,
%

v v^ "God Bless the King, I mean our Faith1 s Defender, -% 
  '* ' Ck>d bless - no harm in blessing the Pretender, ' , 
< But who Pretender ia or who is King,

God bless us all; that's quite another thing", I

Or this  pigram
"Sail men are oft like houses that are tall, 
The upper Rooms are furnished worst of all". 2

This same facility is ogually apparent when lie deals with more serious subjects. 

What a wealth of shrewdness is packed into these few words which occur in a letter^ 

written to Dr.Richardson, "For my part I am so afraid of falling into that 

unreasonable fondness which people are apt to entertain for their own inventions11 ! 

or ia a terse sentence in a letter to his son, "What we desire, that w« acquire", 

or again in a pamphlet written on 29th February 1728 "'.There men have money given 

them for their opinions, they often give their opinions for money4*. Many more 

epigrammatic turns of speech might be culled from his works, but these perhaps 

suffice to indicate his remarkable dexterity in this direction* Francis Epinass* 

also claims for Byrom that he "may be regarded as one of the creators of the
i

vernacular literature of hie native country".^ True enough, he employs the broad, 

racy and expressive Lancashire dialect in some of his -writing which gives to it a 

homely warmth. Just how effectively dialect can impart warmth may readily be 

appreciated if one endeavours to paraphrase into English, Burns* simple lines:-

"Wte, modest, crimson-tipped flow'r, 
Thou1 s met me in an evil hour; 
For I maun crush among the stouro  
Thy slender stem: 

To spare thee no?; is past my pow'r
Thou bonnie gem."

1. Poems Vol.1 p.574. 2. Poems Vol.2 p.576. 3« 6th February 1738. 

k» 21 «t M*7 1743* 5. Lancashire Worthies.^.



A certain Mr.Hilner is «juoted by A.tf.v/ard as saying of the Lancashire 

dialect "although anything like subtlety or oonplexity of ideas is 

beyond its reach, love, humour, patho*9 and a certain shrewd delineation 

of character are distinctly within the scope of its pavers". Of these 

possibilities, Byrom allows tfci characters in his Dialogues * moat 

delightful play of hunx irr. The dialogue is DO natural in these dialect 

pieces that it must be surmised thtitanother aptitudeof our versatile 

author was not allowed to come to fruition. Apart from the epilogue 

to Rurlothrudto, he never attempted any dramatic ccqponltion*

Xt must not bo iraaginod that ttie vernacular was B^roa's usual vohicln 

of expression, but ho does sprinkle it like salt throv^iout his Journal 

and letters, i&fxirting to thet.i a literary flavour they would not cthcnslse 

possess* 4hiteley*9 interesting comment on this feature of 18th Century 

literature is, that by the introduction of ti* vernacular into their 

writings, Byron and others like him "kept the current of English 

vocabulary fed with fresh streams of idiomatic speech and prevented 

standard literature from becondng anacdc through oore refinement       

Thus racy and vigorous words of the 10th Century dialect speakers, words 

of uniapeachable lineage were kept alive, and at the same time* the 

full-blooded, Able-bodied recruits from the vernacular* re^invigorated 

the vapid and attenuated conventions of 18th Cento T^T English vocabulary 

and literature* n1 -

These are the qualities -which have mada "John bhadocr0 into a very 

substantial reality in the t*orld of lot tors, together with his aoaaing 

facility in turning his thoughts into veree* It is very doubtful if 

anywhere else there can bo found auoh an amazing variety of learned* 

critical, and religious subjects discussed in verso as in Byrom'B 

Mificellaneous POODS. His ndnd expressed itself in rh^oe just a

as most men'e did in prose. This may account for a good deal of the 

mediocrity in his work, for so ouch of it givoa ono the irjpresaioa that 

it was jurt dashed off hurriedly without any attempt to revise or polish. 

f« Wesley's England



it* Even the original copy of "Christiana Awake! * shows remarkably few 

signs of alteration* But is this haste altogether to be deplored? 

The criticism that Byron's work, like v/crdsworth's or Bums'* or the 

music of Sibelius, is uneven and patchy in quality is tantamount to 

saying that a creative artist, should either produce a mnaterpioetf or
»
;

destroy any inferior work. Then all poetry would be after the pattern 

of Gray's "Elegy**. The freshness and spontaneity of Burns and v/ordsworth
§' 

spring from their ability to relax, socetimea allowing thoir lines perely 

to flow* To an even greater degree this is true of Byrora, and it is part 

of his charm. His poetry rarely touches the heights, but it is
i * ff

deli^itfully straightforward and withotrt^the tmtchful strain of avoiding

Tk • !>laCO •

This prolifio output of verses of varying degrees of quality was 

closely bound up with his theory of poetry, which tms in reality the 

theory held by his contemporaries. Iwtry was just prose presented in a 

nore pleasing and effective manner, or as it has been stated 

disparagingly "Just prose in full dress" t*

Her1 B the Judicious and the friendly part
To clear tho head, to animate the heart;
Their kindred foi-ces, teiaporlnc, to unite;
Grave to instruct, and rcitty to delimit;
With ju%32nt cool, vrith passions rightly warn,
She gives the strength to numbers and the charm".

"rhe decks, ^han call'd, vfaan honour *d to attend 
On sacred piety, her best lov'd friend, 
Decks with a graco, and arms with a defence, 
Religion, virtue, morals, and good cense; 
v/hatevor tends to better huoan caind * 
Sets Mel. at T?ork, a friend to all mankind".

As to the effectiveness of itiytaed verse compared with pro«e, Bjvrom

in no doubt. In a let tor dated 3rd Septenbar 1751 » to a friend in town*
2 he writes "I have sent you the verses* which you desire a copy of. The

book that gave occasion to then has treated the subject whereon they
*

are made in cuoh a brief, sensible, and lively Banner as nl&it well 

excite one to an attempt of this nature. Just and improving sentiaents 

deserve to be placed in any li^ht that may either engage the attention

1. Duloes ante onnia nusae. Foams Vol.1 p«l6k 2. "Hntusiasm* Poeos Vol.2
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of a reader or aaaiat hie meraoxy, and verae, a* I have found by 

experience does both] for which reason, when X first "bet an account of 

Enthusiasm ao quite satisfactory, X chose to give it the dress wherein 

It now appears before you".

He outlines his views on the art of English poetry in "An Epistle
 * i 

to a Friend*. They nay be suamarisod briefly as follows - the aim of

poetry is to express good-sense in a graceful manner, using words in a 

succinct and exact wayj the art must be hidden and therefore natural, 

no devices must be u&ed which call attention to the cleverness of the 

art* But poetry must possess individuality, or as xvo would say*

 character", there shoutt bo the impress of originality on it* The aim 

of the poet should be clear, he oust have one clear point round which
* . >:

everything else centres, or from which evoxrthing else grows, in other 

words, there must be unity of theme* Along with this the aim sliould tie 

ethical, for the poet will keep his readers in mind all the time * There
M

is little in such a view with which ooot people would be disposed to 

ojuarrel, it is sound, and for certain kinds of poetry, admirable. Indeed 

for all kinds of poetry it is necessary, but with some show of reason it 

might be contended that such a view is too inadequate, and so it supports 

the Jibe previously stated, namely, that poetry for 3yrcta was "Just prose 

in full dross**

Although such a theory is open to criticism, it is clear that this 

is the key to the understanding of a great deal of Byrom's work* It 

explains his application oT the poetic art to every kind of subject, some 

of which were better fitted for the vehicle of prose, A rivor may be a 

fit subject for the poetic muse, but scarcely a canal. - or a Mince Pie.^ 

It also th&ws light on his contempt for blank verse. He was always ready 

to enter the lists against anyone who praised the nerits of unriiyraed 

poetry* On one occasion he entered into friendly ccdbat with lioger Comberbaok* 

No literary contest could have been conducted on a more friendly basis 

or have ended so free from rancour. Byrom's case waa presented in

1. Ibid* p.168. 2. Poems Vd*1 p.394. 3* Poems Vol.1 p.206



1 od"A defence of Rise* f tshore he criticises the affeot/&«p ofELank verse
+

and oomenda the varied grace of rhyoa, he pointa out the ease with 

whioh rhytoed veree ia road and naintaina that It ia ooat natural to 

Engliah idiom.

 Descriptive beauties that with He race vie 
In British Jyrica,'want the Britiah tie;" ?

k-

Prior to thie o on teat he had put down some "Tlioutfrta on Rioe and Blank 

Verst"* in whioh he was chiefly oonoorned in correcting the notion that 

rhyoed verse was too fettered and jingling. Hia reply is not without

point but it muat be admitted that Byrora gave oocaaion for ouch a
L oritioiam by hia frequent use of what haa boon called tho "cantering metre".

It ia therefore for a specific reason not merely on eesthetio grounds or 

beoauae of * personal aptitude, that he chooses rhyine,

 Since different waya of tolling may excite 
/''.':*  In diffront cdnda attention to ^That's right, 

;   ?v? And men (I neauure by rqycelf) soostliea,
Averse to roan* ning, may be tau$it by rloea, - 
If, where cne fails, they will not take offence, 
Nor quarrel with the words, but seek the aense"* **

In the light of hia theory of the function of poetry, it can also be 

readily aeen why he turned hia attention ao often to the paraphrasing of 

pros* works, it ia very doubtful, to aay tho least, whether inferior 

poetry ia likely to be more effective ©r etrcn more pleasing, than first-class 

proae, it cay be painting the lily, and in this roapect Byrua does lay 

himself open to criticism- Especially is this true in relation to hia 

paraphrasing of Scripture. Yet, the popularity of the Metrical Psalms 

and paraphrasea with Presbyterian con-rogations inuicatoa that a real 

service can be dene in this direction. Undoubtedly tacre Peals* are 

neaorised by ohildren in Scotland than anywhere else, because of the 

metrical version. Hot only to memorise but to enable hia conteqporariea 

to beoona acquainted with Scripture v.-as the aio of Byrcta's Scripture 

Paraphrases, To a ouch greater extant he turned the writings of William Lav 

into verse. This uritor 01' lucid Eugliah was, in Leslie Stephen9 a tiorda 

"Too little in harmony with hia age to be understood". Byrcra consecjuently

1.Poems Vol*1 p.413- a.H«.d. p.422. 3-Ibid p.3^3. 4*Ibid p.xxviii
5. An Epistle to a Gontlocian of the Torrplo Poerao Vol.2 p
6. English Thou£tit in the 1Bth Century Vol.1 p.l65*



devoted much attention to hLsLn order that he mi$it popularise them. 

He kept so close to the text of the original author that his translation 

from prose to verse is a commentary on his religicus thought. Byrcm* s 

first experiment was to paraphrase a part of Law's "Serious Call" which

appeared under the title of "The Pond", but "Enthusiasm*, "Epiatle to a
»* j 

lentleman in the ternple% *A Prayer" and others wore to follow. Indeed

Law jocularly remarked that Byrora "would sing his (Law* s) prose out of date 

So with all his defeots mm a poet* Dyrom had a contribution to make to 

the religious thought of his tirae, which is worthy of consideration* 

To this aspect of his work, therefore, we shall turn our attention*

N •



Chapter IV 

RELIGIOUS THOUGHT

With such a fluent pen for prose and verse, and having a weH-storeol 

and contemplative mind, we would expect to find that Byrom had something 

to say upon & great variety of subjects. His Journal and Letters, together 

with almost half of his verse may be conveniently grouped under that ample 

word "miscellaneous", whereas his x religious thought is found almost entirely 

in the second and third volunjae (Chatham Edition) of his poetry* Herea^ain 

a large number of subjects are examined and it will be our task to focus 

attention on those which were of greatest moment in his mind, and to which 

he most frequently ma?res reference* AS he crew older, his interest in
fjin^rf^

religibus subjects deepened, ggmotieally to the Atotal exclusion of other 

topics of interest. There is little in his writing to suggest growth 

or development in his religious thought, but it should be kept in Wind that 

the great majority of his religious lines were produced during the last 

20 years of his life. Released from the necessity of teaching shorthand   

for a living, with more ample means and time for meditation* more 

frequent contributions flowed from his pen*

Byron seemed fated to be associated with minority movements, finding
*

himself unable to agree whole-heartedly with -any particular school of thought* 

This Is net very surprising in such a careful thinker, and indicates A degree 

of independence in forming his opinions. He was a loyal Churchman with very 

definite leanings to the High Church party, but regretted the insincerity 

of so many of the clergy and the disregard of essential Christian Truth 

in their preaching. His profound interest in Mysticism and the subjective 

aspect of religion made him look with friendly eyes in the direction of the 

Wesloys and the movement which they instituted, but he ras too cautious to 

ally himself with it; he preferred to meditate upon it rather than to be 

actively engaged in it. An examination of the subjects which chiefly engaged 

his attention will reveal any distinctive or original line of thou^it ant 

also show where he diverged from the orthodox positions of his tiraej it will
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also Indfcate those features in the thought of the lSth Century which 

received any special emphasis In his thinking. 

(1) The Bible
-*ir

Whenever the Christian Faith has boon tho subject of enquiry and
*

analysis, the Bible, and in particular, its authority jhas come in for its
i
t

share of investigation and criticism. This is inevitable, for the ideas,

**4.often*the aberrations, of Christian belief, have had their roots In the Old 

and New Testaments. Christianity is a historical religion and stand* or 

falls by the truth of a series of facts in space and time: these facts are 

recorded In the Bible. It is the citadel of the Gospel and any real attempt 

to change or modify the Christian Faith cannot ignore the record of the
A

Christian Revelation* Nor v/er« those who lived in the early 13th Century 

Ignorant of this fact. Biblical Criticism of course as we know it to-day 

was an unknown science, though Martin Luther, John Calvin, and other Reformers 

had expressed critical opinions on the books of the Bible. Luther, for example; 

had suggested that the Epistle to tho Hebrews might have been written by 

Apollo*. It was not until the year 1753 however that' real Biblical Criticism 

began - "The clue to a scientific treatment of the Pentateuch was first 

discovered by Jean Astruc. He was a Roman Catholic physician and published 

anonymously in 1753 a book which was of epoch making importance. Tie

started from the observation that in some narratives In Genesis the Divine
2 name used wan Yahweh, and in other sections it vras Elohim". This definite

beginning in Biblical Criticism had Its precursors in the age of rationalism. 

A good daal of sniping against the authority of Scripture was taking place, 

and some of the bullets of criticism were finding their mark. The Bible 

in the hands of the Clergy had ceased to be the inspired Yford of God, it 

had no message for tne preacher, and therefore none for the people. A text 

was used as a point of departure rather than a source of inspiration for a 

discourse fron the pulpit. Byrom complains bitterly about this in his 

"Familiar Epistles to a Friend"*
i t

1. Conjectures sur les memoirs criglnaux dant 11 parait que Moyse s'est servi 
pour composer le Livre de la Genese*

The Bible, its origin, significance, and abiding tforth, p.11^ Pnake.



"What nakes it soroton is the text prefixt, 
Tho' scarce a word of it is interraixt; - 
Consistently enough, for it has none 
'flhich suit the topics that h« dv/ella upon - 
Topics without a dignity to grace " , 
Text, office, audience, person, time or place! * '

Byrora had a great veneration for the Bible, which he read in the original
+• I 

languages, and it was his belief that the preacher's duty was to expound it*

In the previous century the pulpit had also been the platform from which to 

advocate political opinions. It was the only means available for reaching 

the people, but this medium had been supplanted in the early 18th Century 

by the emancipated press and a spate of political pamphlets poured from it* 

Yet old customs die hard, and chiefly because the majority of the Clergy 

had no message, they harked back to a procedure which in its day was necessary, 

but which had ceased to be so; forgetting that "Time makes ancient good uncouth". 

This point of view is expressed pithily in the short poem "On Clergymen 

Preaching Politics*:-2

"Indeed, Sir Peter, I could vdah, I own, 
That parsons would let politics alon«>J 
Plead, if they will, the customary plea 
For such like talk, when o'er a dish of teaj 
But when they tease us vdth it from the pulpit, 
I own. Sir Peter, that I cannot gulp it"

and especially in the last stanza

Were 1 a King (God Bless r.ie!)l should hate
My chaplains meddling with affaire of state,
Nor would my subjects, I should thin'.:, be fond,
\vhenaver theirs the Bible went; beyond.
How rrell, methinks, v/e both should live toother, 9
If those good folk would keep v/ithin their tether.1 "

So the Modern oontroversy about dragging politics into the pulpit is as oM 

as the 18th Century) It is not difficult to see in this unooiaprumising 

attitude not mtre2j a zoalous regard for the place of the Bible in Divine 

Worship, but also a blindness to the relationship of religion in general 

and the Inspired Word in particular, to the political and social conditions 

of the time. In this respect Byrora was a child of his age. He preferred, 

when He went to Church, to listen to expository preaching of a conservative

kind* But the conclusion must not be drawn too hastily that he was therefore

» * 
t. Poem* Vol.2 p.257. 2. Poems Vol.1 p.106.
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* literalist who accepted without thought or question, all that he 

found in the Bible. On the other hand it would be phenomenal if we found 

him arriving in one leap to the position reached by the modern historical 

method of criticism. He accepted like others, the Mosaic authorship of 

Genesis and would be accounted by modern standards ultra conservative in 

his views. Tot in two respects he was In the forefront of the movement 

which was to revolutionise Christian thought. In the first place he
i

was quick to realise the dangers of Bibliolatry, and was indefatigable
A

in counter-acting these dangers. In a treatise on "The Doctrine of Grace11 , 

Warburton claimed that the Holy Spirit was in the written revelation and 

therefore there was no need for direct individual revelation by the Spirit, 

"For", said the bishop, "Ills constant abode and supreme illumination is 

in the sacred scriptures of the Hew Testament". Like so many other 

controversialists, he was right in what he affirmed and wrong in what he 

denied. Throwing so much emphasis on the written Word to the 

disparagement of direct witness of the Spirit, laid this eminent Divine 

open to attack, which Bjrom does most effectively In words like the following:
» :̂ -'Hf' »'* Is

* * Scripture* said he (-which this account explains),- 
Does not record them only, but contains, - 
Contains in capitals: as if he took 
The Scripture to be something more than book, 
Something alive, wherein the Spirit dwelt* *

and then proceeds

"If I mistook him, or misrepresent 
You'll show me -where, for 'tis not with intent. 
I want, if possible, to understand 
A sentence coming from so fam'd a hand* 
Thof plain the words, 'tis difficult to solve 
What Christian sense he meant them to involve; 
In ev'ry way that words and sense agree, 
*Tis perfect Bibliolatry to me. 
No image-worship can be more absurd , 
Than idolising thus the written word."

By this challenge Byrom rendered a service to what later carae to be known 

aa the view of progressive revelation* The next step in Warburton*s 

argument or at any rate implicit in it, was the disastrous theory of flat 

level inspiration, according to which, a command in the earliest books of 

the Bible, not in accord withour ethioal standards, carries as much weight 

1. Familiar Epistles to a Friend Poems Vol.1 p.26o.



as a command from the lips of our Lord* It was this theory which took the
•t

edge off John Newton1 s conscience and enabled him to carry slaves from

Africa to America, and at the same time, feel no condemnation* Byron1 e
t 

protest against Warburton was a blow, thoug£i in a measure an unwitting one,
3W

against this dangerous and crippling doctrine.

In the second place he was active and interested 'in questions of 

textual criticism. Raving the necessary knowledge and mental equipment 

he made some bold ventures into this realm of study. It cannot be said 

that his contributions were of lasting worth or even of value in themselves, 

indeed they can be justly regarded as pieces of very doubtful criticism*

For example, Byron contended in "An Epistle to J.Bl-k-a Esq, "that in the
1 ? 

story1 where John the Baptist's food is mentioned, the wcrd'akfidea BhouB. be

translated "tops of plants" rather than "locusts". To support his argument 

he points out the prina facie improbability of anyone eating locusts and then 

quotes in confirmation Isidorus, one of the Greek Fathers* Obviously, the 

evidence is very slender and quite insufficient to support his case. Even 

more improbable is his argument for David* s belief in immortality, which 

runs as follows * Bathsheba said to the dying king "Let my lord king David
n

live for ever", but this was an impossible greeting to a person who was 

known to be dying, unless the wish was expressed in relation to the future 

life* In point of fact, it may strike us as being incongruous in that 

particular situation, but only requiring the very simple reason of use and 

wont for its explanation. The point of interest in these cases, however, is 

not in their doubtful or absurd conclusions, but in the fact that attention 

was directed to such mat tors.

Byrom* s really positive contribution to Biblical interpretation was 

founded upon his mysticism and view of inspiration. Orthodox Churchmen 

and Deists alike were seeking a definition of the term "inspiration"* 

Warburton was very conscious of the many inaccuracies in the Scripture text, 

he believed that there were about 30,OCX) such oases, but in company with 

more orthodox Churchmen, fougfrt a strenuous rear-guard action for the objective

1. llatt.3*. 1, 1 Kings 1.
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authority of the Bible, The traditional view of Christendom had been 

that the Book was the revelation, rather than that it contained the record 

of it. Whenever expoifters of Scripture got into difficulties with

historical* ©r scientific facts, they fell back upon allegorical interpretation

A» certain portions of Scripture did not agroe with thoir preconceived views
,* I *

Of Inspiration, then the words must mean something other than they say,

St.AugustiiM laid down two rules for those who would interpret the Bible,
it 
The first is to hold the truth of Scripture v/ithout waverings the second Is

that since Holy Scripture can be explained in a multiplicity of senses, one
<

should adhere to a particular explanation only In s- ch measure an to be 

ready to abandon it, if it be proved with certainty to be false; lest Holy 

Scripture be exposed to the ridiculo of unbelievers, and obstacles be placed 

to their believing", 1 This loop-hole was used, not only by the early 

Church Fathers, but continued to be used "by tte Clergy of the 18th Century, 

Just because Vfarburton, and others in similar positions of authority, felt 

the responsibility of withstanding the onslaught of Deism ' " '*

JIT! . only gradually ^^ they give up the generally accepted view of 

inspiration* Byrom's mind dimly a**are of another approach to the 

question of revelation and inspiration. He believed that the written word 

only came to life when the individual reader was also ins-pirod by the Holy 

Spirit* He held to the view that the Bible contained the Revelation of Cod, 

but that such inspir®d truth could only be apprehended by a mind which was

itself inspired; or as the late Archbishop of Canterbury puts It * living
*,

apprehension of a living process rherein those r/hose duds are enlightened

2 by divine communion can diccern in part the purposive activity of Cod",

In this, Byrom approximates very closely to the views held by many modern%
Bible scholars, a midway position bettTeen verbal Inspiration anrl looking 

upon scripture as so many ancient historical documents, and nothing more 

than that. Three notable figures in the realm of Biblical Criticism isay 

fce quoted in support of this, Dr.Denney writes "In Protestant scholasticism 

this glorious Gospel has again been lost oftener than once; it is lost when 

a learned Ministry deals with the flew Testanent wrltin£B as a srribe dealt

1. Quotation frc*i Kature, Man & God p. 310 * & Ibid, p,3t2.



with the Old; it is lost also - for extremes meet - whan an unlearned 

piety swears by verbal, even by literal inspiration, and takes up to 

were documents an attitude which in principle i& fatal to Christianity" , , 

and again "Ho written word, as such, can ever bo pleaded against the voice
*;

of the Spirit within. Even the *ord£ we call in an ouincnt sonce 'inspired1 

words of the Sririt, are subject to this law". 2 A scholar of the more 

radical cohool, Dr.A.S.Peake in his book "Th« Nature of Scripture" 

corroborates this view. . In tho chapter bearing the significant title
i*

The verification of revelation £a experience" ho nays "A very large number 

of passages come homo to tha soul with imaediate and self-authenticating 

power. And it is tha^e passages which sustain the average reader's 

estimate of the Bible"3. one more short quotation from Dchrard arubb's - 

11 1 he Bible: its nature and inspiration". " rifha inspiration oi' the Bible, 

then, is something that we learn to recognise for ouimelvas, it has real

meaning for us as we come to perceive and feel it ~ just aa the beauty of
& 

a great picture, or the power of a treat poem, must be felt and perceived

by ourselves if for us it is to be a reality".**- This was essentially the 

attitude taken up by John Byrota to the Bible. He rationalised as far as 

he was able, and r/here he failed to understand he suspended Judgment. But 

above and beyond ell, the authority and inspiration of the Bible found its 

verification in his owr. religious experience. In omtrast to the view 

generally taken by the clerics cf his time, he believed that this was the 

acre credible viexy of inspiration, an? the wisdom of .the a^ea has justified him.

*'Tis in this point, undovbtadly the main, 
That Sacred Books do differ from prof020. 
They do not ask so much for lot tor•c skill 
To understand them, as for simple ".'ill. 
For as a single or cloa:!?-nirrV;e<3 ays s 
Ad tits bho lisrht like an unclouded sky, 
So is the truth, by scripture-phrase doai^n'd, » 
Received into a well-disposed, mini 
By the same Spirit, zvacly to a&nit 
The wr?.tten word, as they possess f d who writ «* 
'*ho writ, if Christians do not VAinly boast, 
By inspiration of the Holy Ghost".5

1. 2 Cor. |>«125 The Eacpositor's Bible. 2. Ibid. p. 135. 3. p. 229.
4* p.22f. f» On the right use of Holy Scriptures Poems Vol. 2 p. 132,



ft) Moral Values

It la A pleasing feature in the work of one who was BO ouch influenced 
by the Mystics, that it contains a very noticfcble ethical content. The 
danger of inyaticlsci has alv;ays lain ia its tendency to diroree religion 
fron ethics. aids is so * especially in Eastern religions, aa for example

ifin Hinduism Tihere holiness la equated with dontecplntlon, it ia apparent 
in the early development of tho Ckri.fi tUn Faith in tlia rise of racnaotieiiHaf 
itr, danger oan be recognised later in Ifolther's doctrine of "stilLaces** 
It la all the more to Byron's credit that he should ^ive ouch an irapcrtnnt 
place in his thinking to Christian Kthicn, when it is reswriberefl that he 
was such an ardent admiror of Antoinette Bcnari^non, whone style of writinc 
may Juntly be tercnod •lusolcua 1 . It woTild be untrue to say that there twas a 
moral panalon burning like a firo in hia boncn, but his nati,*ral caution* 
hi-- clear rdnd, and abovo all, hia lm«e of life and of ^ood fellowehip, 
kept hin feet on the grvund vfaon hia h^ad *vas in tho air*

fNo one oan read even oaoually through tho pcema of John Bjfrom without
vividly aWra that in his ethical eyntea, thore vwro certain taoral 

which he priaed moro than others and regarded aa of prlnary inncrtance 
in life* He was not an original philosopher nor did he aeem to havo more 
than a passing Interest in the philosophical s^eculationa of hia tine* It 
mi ht even be said that he wan lacMn,:: in ciirioeity as far as tho ultimate 
reality of things \ma concerned, proa his v/ritinga and reading, tlio latter 
so often noted 'in hio Joumalj it can be cl^a^^ that he wan not ignorant 
of the speculative thinking of his tii.tr. lie devotes a short poem to the 
consideration of 'The Constitution of ITutaau Haturej ar represented in tho 
systems of modern philosophers*, * There in little doubt tliat the school 
of philosophy which ho had in cdnd \vaa that headed >>y Fra&cia Uutohosonf and 
known aa "The Coamcn Sense School**, or "Moral Senno School**. Hutchescn'a

theory of the constitution of Mtmin nature boing passion plus
reason is criticised, and in the same poen there is an allusion to the 
basic doctrine in Lock* 'a jhilooophy, that there are no innate ideas,

1. Foema *%1. 1 p.2W5.
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"With new Ideas, none of them innate"* there is no mystery in the origin of 

our moral instincts. Locke's chief aircs had been to expose empty verbalism 

and to free men's minds from the bondage of unproved assumptions, his 

philosophy was a revolt against authority and dogmatism. As A.C.Fraser 

suns it up "Loose's war against the 'innate 1 is in its spirit human
4

understanding in revolt against tine desjxptisni of donnas vfoich disdain to be

verified by facts, and against words and phrcises for v/hich thftre are no
t\ 

corresponding ideas or meaning". 'i'his was not a denial of intuition, but

an attempt to urge man to oubait their intuitions to the test of reason and 

so find whether they wore solf-ovide;it or demonstrable truths. Outlining 

Locke's thought on the point of intuition '.?,A.sorley writes "The real 

existences to whioh knowledge extends are self, Cod, and the world of nature* 

Of the first we have, cays Locke, an intuitive knowledge, of the second a 

demonstrative knowledge, of the third a sensitive loicvrlca^e. This view he 

proceeds to explain and defond. Locko holds that tho existence of the 

self is known by inrcadiate intuition",^ This is not the place for a 

detailed analysis of Locke's philosophy but it is evident Byrora's taysticiso 

cculd scarcely allow him to agree with snch reasoning. In the chapter 

entitled "Of our knowledge of the Existence of a C-od" Locke writes "I presuao 

I may say, that v/e more certainly knar that thara is a God, than that there
A

is anything else without us. '.Then I say we know, 1 man there is such a 

knowledge witliin our reach, which we cannot miss, if we will but apply our 

minds to that, as we do to several eijq^tries".^ Ttyrora's reply to this 

would be of course that our knowledge of Cod, is not founded on demonstration 

but on direct confrontation. It must bo recalled also that on one occasion 

he crossed controversial swords vdth Bishop Butler* A most interesting and 

full record of this argument is found in the Journal under the date 

23th March 1737, when Butler contended for the us© of reason in religionf 

and Byrom for authority- It appears froa the record that Butler had the 

better of the argument, though Byron was by no means routed, and indeed In 

some respects was nearer the truth than his adversary. He writes 

1. Ibid. p.2^2. 2. "Locke" p. 113 Blackrood's Philosophical Claesicc.

J. A History of English Philosophy p. 120. 4. An essay concerning Human*
vr^n v^r«V,rr-, 3,   *: TV rh.T T...ri ^w^ks va .7. p.190



"Man bad a heart capable of being faithful as won as a head capable of 

being rational and that religion inplied itself to the heart. If either

(Butler or Mr. Lloyd) were like me, it was not reason that convinced but
t

probably the reading of some life of a true Christian believer"* This is 

in line with oodem theological thought for Dr. John Baillie writes "llore and 

more, then, the thought of cur time eeerns to be converging towards such a 

view as that expressed by Professor r&llich when he writes: * Arguments for
$

the existence of God presuppose t!» loss of the certainty of God* That

2
 which I have to prove by argumert has no immediate reality for me* **

We would tharofora conclude that Byrom was very well acquainted v/ith
i 

tho philosophical thought of hie time, but his ethics grew, not cut of hie

philosophical speculation, but rather out of hie theological pre-suppositions,

The themes which recur with persistent regularity are "Contentment* "Patience 1*,
i 

Mltwility," and "Tolerance. These are such as wa would exrect from the pen of

a wan so ndld and gentle of disposition, who by nature war. reflective rather
» 

than active* The ancient moralist*, grouped the four virtues, wisdom, courage,

temperance, and Justice, together, as the sun-total of the good life. But 

although our Author waa no mean classical scholar he was opposed to making
>"

Greek philosophy the basis of living. He appreciated the broadening effect 

of culture from whatever source it came, and expresses this view iii "pulcem

ante crania musae" as follows:- «

: & *l!o cour pedantic rage
- s , . No viscioua rant Sc files bar freest page, 

She looks on variouB ewpires, various men 
all one tribe, v^on sh^ uii-oc^ tli«

Not\7ithstanding tlois apj;jreciation he waa afraid of a phenomenon which in 

out tiizM is causing theologians and Biblical rcholars scu^ concern. In tha 

preface to his Fern<ley-IZ.-rtley Lecture professor Korwan Snaith v/rites "The 

aimi of H*orew religion \;as Da ath Elohiin (the knowledge of God) , the ain 

of Greek thought v/as Cnotlii ceauton (know thyuelf). Bet\veen these two there 

is a groat gulf fixed. "-?e do not see that either adrdta of any ccnrprcmise. 

They are fundamentally different in a priori assumption, in method of 

approach, and in final conclusion. Trs-ditional Chritianity has scu^t to 

It Remains Vol.2, p. 97- 2. Our knowledge of God p. 177. 3. rooms Vol.1 p,l66.



find, a middle way, combining Zion and Greece into what is held to be

a harmonioua synthesis. Tht» Uev/ Tewtaioant has been interpreted aecording

to Plato and Aristotle, and the distinctive Old Testament ideas haw* t

been left out of account* "^ It was this synthesis of which Byrora was

more than suspicious. la some raasure this may account for the prevalence
* 

of What haw been termed 'the passive ethical virtues' which engafl® hie

attention* It ia true that patience, humility, contentment, and tolerance 

are only sub-divisions of Paiil*^ "Faith, hope, and love", and are not 

negative but intensely positive virtues* Thi« has been stated finely by 

A.B.Alexander "The pagan conceptions of virbxte were materialistic, temporal, 

and self -regarding. Christ showed that r/itliout tho spirit of love even

such excellences as courage, teupcrauce, and Justice did not attain to
* 

their true meaning or yield their full implication. Paul, as ivo hav* seon,

did not disparage hcroisn, but he thought that it va» exhibited as much,

if not more, in patience and forgiveness as in self-asoertion and retaliation*
s

What Christianity really revealed r/as a new type of manliness, a fresh 

application of temperance, a fuller development of justice. It showed the 

might of meekness, the power of gentkneas, tlie heroism of sacrifice11 ?. But 

as regarded by Byroci, there is a lack of this virile positive quality. 

None would feel disposed to quarrel with the truth, as far as it goes, of 

 uoh lines as these:-

"Content is better, all the wise will .rrant, 
'Jhan any earthly good that thou canst want; 
And discontent, with \vhich the foolish fill 
Their rniuds, is worse than any earthly

"It is aa fine a flo'-^er that c^n be found 
Within the mind's best cultivated groundj 
Where like a seed, it nust have light and air 
To help its growth, *,,-*...." 4

"I.^.en use the ill; - that fault is theirs alone 
But if thou nse thyself ill, that's thy own. 

. Ixeekneso and patience is rauch better tr^asiire. '

1. Distinctive Ideas of the Old Testament. 2. Christianity and Ethics p.1%..
«

J. •'Content" Poems Vol.2 p.532. 4. "A dialogue on Contentment poem* Vol.1 p. 

5* "A Soliloquy0 Poems Vol.2 p.1QJf.



It is when this simple question is asked "What is the nature of the motives 

which prompted such an interpretation of Christian Ethics?" that it }s 

realised that the motives were mixed. In criticism it can be said that 

the desire for patience and contentment, in the mind of Byrom was just

another form of hedonism. It is, however, well known that Christianity.«
I

itself has sometimes beon charged with being little more than enlightened 

self-interest. A mistaken einphasis on the future life to the exclusion of 

any consideration for the present, has given rise to this accusation. 

Similarly, there is too great an insistence on the ultimate happiness 

resulting from the possession of the "passive" virtues, rather than upon 

the desirability of such a disposition for its ov/n Bake, Yet in all 

fairness it ought to be said that Byrom iras in line with his contemporaries 

in stressing prudential motives as the reason for following the Christian 

way of life. This of course is not the whole truth with regard to his 

ethical code or the motives behind it. The contentment and patience which 

receive suchamle treatment are a direct corollary of his view of Providence 

and the Will cf God. It has often been affirmed that we are all Calvinists 

when we are vn our knees, and however much Byrom might oppose the doctrine 

in his other verses, he appears to be Calvinistic in his view of the 

Sovereignty of God when he deals with Contentment, humility and patience. 

That this is only an appearance may be Judged in the light of W.R.Sorley's 

penetrating analysis of the problem. It is well stated in the following 

quotation "The spirit of God is conceived as working in and through the 

spirit of man, but in such a way as not to destroy human freedom. So long 

*s we regard the divine influence as a quasi-mechanical force such a 

conception is impossible. But it is no longer so when we apply to the 

problem the idea of God as love. Love works through freedom. Compulsion 

or threats interfere with freedom; but in love spirit appeals to spirit 

in virtue of their fundamental affinity". 1 Byrom certainly did possess the 

idea of God as love, to a sentimental or benevolent degree. The weakness 

of his view - not a necessary weakness in the conception of the Sovereignty

1. Moral Values and the Idea of God p.495. \
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of Cod, but very apparent in our author - is the tendency for it to 

degenerate to the level of laissez-faire doctrine* These lines are 

eloquent on the point -

* Polk cry'n out 'hard times 1 , but I never regard, 
For I ne'er did, nor will set my heart upo' th» wardf

(world) 
So 'tis all one to.me, bin they easy or hard,

v/hich nobody can deny etc. * 
1 envy not them that have thousands of pounds, 
That sport o'er the country with horses and hounds j 
There's nought but contentment can keep within bounds

Which nobody can deny etc.
r ,

•*•«•«••••••«•••.,.•••••«.•«•••••*«•••••««••«••••••i -t
In short my condition, whatever it be, 
'Tie God that appoints it, as far as I see; 
And I'm sure I can never do better than He 

Which nobody can deny etc," 1

We can trace the movement of his mind with regard to contentment still further, 

to the point where contentment merges into resignation. Ills interpretation

Of Our Lord1 s words ^ ? ,! "Thy Will be done" simply mean "Thy Will
2 be endured"* This view is indubitably expressed in the verses "On Resignation"

and again in the poem "On Bearing the Cross". * This negative approach to the

great Christian virtues of humility, contentment, patience, and tolerance, was

not indicative or a strong conception of social duty* It has been such

interpretations of Christian ethics which have given point to gibes similar

to that which C. Bernard Shaw uses in his play "Major Barbara". The dialogue

runs as follows:*

Undershaft - "All religious organisations exist by selling themselves to the rich*
 

Cusins - Not the Amy. That is the Church of the poor.

Undershaft - All the more reason for buying it,

Cusins - I don't think you quite know what the Army does for the poor.

Undershaft - Oh yes I do* It draws their teeth: *

What contribution then had Byrom to make in this field of religious 

thought, where he was neither original nor fired with enthusiasm for personal 

or social reform? The answer to this question is similar to that given by 

Robert Burns and Thomas Hardy, finding simple things a big enough medium for the 

portrayal of immortal truth* In a less degree John Byrom made his modest 

1. Contentment Poems Vol.1 p. 114. 2. Poems Vol. 2 p. 355. 3. Ibid. p. 370.



contribution to truth by making the simple memorable. The following lines 

reveal him in his happiest vein and re-echo the sentiments of the Scottish bard*

"VYhy, prithee now, what does it signify ^ r . 
For to bustle and make such a rout? 
It is virtue alone that can dignify, * 
Y/hether clothed in ermine or clout, 
Come, come, and maintain thy discretion. 
Let it act a more generous part; j 
For I find by thy honest confession,   , 
That the world has too much of thy heart". 1

and this short quotation from his lines on "Humility" indicate his ability to 

couch a simple theme in choice and not easily forgotten language.

"Profound hundlityJ Of 6very grace 
That virtue of a God made Man takes place, - 
Wise as an old man, simple as a child, 
Like a youth courageous, like a suckling mildj" *

(3)"Enthusiasm"

In any estimate of John Byrom's religious thoupjht, some consideration 

must be given to the subject of "enthusiasm", if for no other reason than 

that it was the title and theme of one of his longest poems. It was also a 

production of genuine literary merit which elicited hearty commendation from 

Bishop Warburton, even though his views were attacked in the poem. This was a 

splendid tribute not only to Warburton*s manly chivalry, but also to Byrom's 

literary skill. It is difficult for us in this age to appreciate the zeal of
H

the protagonists in this contest over "enthusiasm". We are tempted to ask 

"tfas it not'much ado about nothing*, a meaningless ecclesiastical wrangle In 

an age given ©ver to controversy, and therefore unworthy of ©ur time and 

attention?" Before arriving at a definite conclusion we had better ask what 

the word really means, what were its associations, its possible interpretations! 

and its relation to contemporary thought.

In 200 years the word has almost received an entirely new connotation,

to-day it is a word of commendation, but in the middle of the 18th Century
t

It carried a stigma of the most opprobrious odium. It was to be feared and 

shunned, for to be regarded as an enthusiast was at once to lose caste in the 

eyes of genteel society. John Locke's influence on the thought of the early 

part of the 18th Century can scarcely be exaggerated, his views on religion

1. A Song Poems Vol.1 p. 115. 2. Poems Vol. 2 p. 63.
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and philosophy were the accepted furnishings of the educated and 

enlightened mind. He was able to focus and clarify what men wanted 

to believe or believed only In a vague way; "he gave his age just what it 

was ready to receive, a reasoned plea for toleration and a demonstration

of the Reasonableness of Christianity. It was Loose's appointed task to
, 

work up into a system, all the assumptions about God, Nature and Man which,

as the seventeenth century storm clouds drew off, seemed to most men to 

stand firm and unquestionable in the light of common day". After the turmoil 

of the preceding century men were suspicious of fanaticism or enthusiasm, and 

it was Locke who not only put the case for the average man and confirmed 

him in his attitudes, but also gave direction to subsequent thought on this 

subject. Calmly he reasons "Their Minds being thus prepared, whatever 

groundless Opinion comes to settle itself upon their Fancies, is an 

illumination of the. Spirit of God, and presently of divine Authority41 . 

He goes on "This 1 take to be properly Enthusiasm, which though founded 

neither on Reason, nor Divine Revelation, but rising from tha Conceits of 

a warmed or over-weening Brain, works yet, where it once gets footing, more 

powerfully on the Perswasions and Actions of men, than either of those two, 

or both together:"2 With more or less consistency later writers took up this 

argument, some showing so much, vigour in the advocacy of their point of view 

that they in turn might Justly have been accused of enthusiasm. 

"The Spectator" of 20th October 1711 defines enthusiasm as "a kind of excess 

in devotion* "Enthusiasm has something in it of madness, superstition, or 

folly. Most of the .sects that fall short of the Church of England have in
 

then strong tinctures of enthusiasm, as the Roman Catholic religion is one 

huge overgrown body of childish and idle superstitions". Shaftesbury modifies 

this view and used less vituperative language in his "Letter on Enthusiasm" 1711, 

where he describes it as a false belief in a supernatural influence, in contrast 

to real Divine inspiration. ^Yhile he disliked religious enthusiasm intensely, 

he objected still more strongly to any suppression of those holding unpopular 

views. Yet he was not averse to the use of ridicule in his attacks upon 

enthusiasm. As Sorley puts it "He never said that ridicule was the test of truth|
 

I. The Seventeenth Century Background T>,2£7» 2. An Ear-ay concerning Hunan
ITnr? •



out he did regard it as a specific against superstition; and some of 

his comments, in illustration of this thesis, not unnaturally gave
4

offence". It is readily understood that the ecclesiastical 

controversialists who relied solely upon the weapon of reason for the

defence of the Faith, should pour scorn and ridicule upon enthusiasm*
.   .  

It was a religious language of which they had no knowledge and one which

they had no desire to learn. Bishop Gibson of London issued in 1759
* 

"A Pastoral Letter" against "Lukewarraness and Enthusiasm", and in 1752

Bishop Hurd published a sermon on "The mischiefs of Enthusiasm and
r

Bigotry41 ! and most unrestrained of all, in 1747, Bishop Lavington's 

"The Enthusiasm of Methodists, and Papists Compared", For precision and 

economy of language Warburton's letter to Byrom on the subject cannot 

be ignored, the last sentence of the following extract sets forth not 

only his own view of the matter but also the views of the majority of 

Christian Apologists "You suppose enthusiasm consists in the mind* a 

being carried with eagerness and violence towards its object. I imagine 

this alone does not constitute the passion, and that justly to charge the 

mind with this weakness you should add that, in its progress for the

establishment of the supposed truth which it makes its object, the
o

eonviction of its conclusions exceeds the evidence of its principles."

When John Wesley contemplated going to Georgia in the year 1735 to 

take up missionary work among the colonists, before arriving at a definite 

decision, he consulted with several of his friends, among them, William 

Irftw, The latter1 s advice was sunned up in a phrase which accords little 

with his subsequent Judgment, for it is alleged that he looked upon 

Wesley1 s venture as that of "a crack-brained enthusiast". If it was 

strange for William Law to allow his usually independent and clear 

judgment to be so much influenced by current prejudice, it is even more 

surprising to hear John Wesley repudiating any connection with it. 

In 1761 he was prepared to defend it openly, but 16 years later his Jud^aent 

had become touch more conservative. Contrast the following extract from 

the letter written to the "Author" , presumably the editor, of the 

1. A History of English Philosophy p.l6o. 2. Remains Vol.2, p.523.



Westminster Journal on Monday 5th January 1?61 with a tract published 

in 1777, entitled "Plain Account of Christian Perfection". The former 

reads "There is'gone abroad1 , says he (the correspondent) 'an ungoveraed 

spirit of enthusiasm, propagated by knaves, and embraced by fools'* Suffer

me now to address the gentleman himself. Sir, you may call be both a knave and
• r f * a fool: but prove me either the one or the other if you can. 'v/hy you are

i 
an enthuiaat 1 . What do you mean by the term? A believer in Jesus Christ?

A

An asserter of Ilia equality with the Father, and of the entire Christian
 

revelation? Bo you mean cne who maintains the antiquated doctrines of the
*

new birth and Justification by faith? Then I am an enthuiaat. But if you 

mean anything else, either prove or retract the charge",. But in the tract 

he gives his followers this advioe. "Beware of that daughter of pride, 

enthusiasm. 0 keep at the utmost distance from it; Give no place to a heated 

imagination* w He continues "You are in danger of enthusiasm every hour, if 

you depart ever so little from Scripturej yea,or from the plain literal 

meaning of any text, taken in connexion with the context. And so you are,
*',

if you despise or lightly esteem reason". He then proceeds to give warnings 

"Cne general inlet to enthusiasm is, expecting the end without the means", 

"The very desire of 'growing in grace' may sometimes be an inlet of enthusiasm11* 

"I say yet again, Beware of enthusiasm" "Beware of Antinomianism 'making void the
•• ' 9

law1 , or any part of it 'through faith1 . Enthusiasm naturally leads to this".

What were the factors which made it possible for men who in some cases were 

ecclesiastical enemies, with different outlook and experience to agree in their 

condemnation of enthusiasm? To be ho r tile to something which would find such 

reader acceptance to-day? No doubt the underlying cause was the rationalistic 

spirit of the age* As Lecky says "lien became half-belivers* Strong religious 

passions of all kinds died away*.^ The Christian apologists and the Deists 

both appealed to reason for the support of their case, no place was given to 

the emotions at all* Therefor® anything which bore the slightest trace of 

enthusiasm was scorned by the large multitude who were adherents, if not 

advocates of Deism, and also by the ortHfrox leaders of thought in the 

Established Church, There was also an element of social snobbery at work.

f, Wesley^ Works Vol.3 P«33 1856 Edn, 2. A Plain account of Christian Perfection
3. History of England in the 18th Centy. Works Vol. II pp. 411-13 1'?36 F.dn, 
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in the outcry against enthusiasm. The common people, artisans generally, were 

most affooted by the Evangelical Revival, and it was the doctrine of Assurance 

which was a main contributory cause to the release of enthusiasm. Because
8

they were sure of their religious experience and forgiveness, they exulted

in a new found happiness, for as Dr.Bett points out, one can't be happy about
 * i *

anything of which one is not sure. But contemporary society thought it was 

insolence on the part of the common people to assume a knowledge of "which 

they, the elite, were ignorant. It was therefore because of this association 

that enthusiasm was suspect. The third reason for antagonism has special 

significance in its relation to Byrom1 s thou^it, and explains Wesley's 

wavering attitude towards it* Byrom was saturated in the mysticism which was, 

and is, BO often a bye-product of enthusiasm. More must be said of this 

relationship betwoen Byrom and tha Wesleys at a mom convenient stage in our 

study* Here again, mysticism was not popular with the majority of religious 

piople, it was looked upon as an approach to religion adopted by cranks, a 

little off-shoot from the main branch of Christian thought followed only by very 

eccentric people. Against this vast alliance of ecclesiastical and delstic 

opposition, John Byrom put up a doughty defence for enthusiasm* In the poem 

entitled "Enthusiasm" he gives a very different definition of it from those 

already cited; he asks the question

, " *\Vhat is enthusiasm? 1 \7hat can it be
But thought enkindled to a high degree"'

fhe argument of the poem follows very closely the line taken by William Law 

in "Sons Animadversions upon Dr. Trapp's Reply!1 ? a reply which Trapp had made 

to a previous production by Law "Appeal to all that doubt or disbelieve the 

truths of the Gospel"* It runs as follows - we are all enthusiasts about 

something. The question is to find the most worthy line for its expression. 

The nest worthy line is religion. Let Byrom speak for himself*

"Its own enthusiasts each system knows 
Down to lac'd fops and powder-sprinkled beaux. 
Great wits, affecting what they call 1 to think 1 , 
That deep-immers'd in speculation sinl, 
Are great enthusiasts, hovw'er refin'd. w *

He elaborates and illustrates the foregoing argument and then concludes with 

1, Poem* Vol. 2 p. 181. 2. Ibid p. 13.%
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with these really beautiful lines:-

"That man may learn infallibly aright 
Blest in His Presence, seeing in His Li$it, 
To gain the habit of a God-like mi:id.
To seok His Holy Spirit, - and to find. ~ , 
In this Enthusiasm, advano'd thus high, . 
f Tis a true Christian wish to live and die".

Thus Byron was a voice crying in the wilderness, or at'least a very 

pronounced echo* He saw clearly that the salvation uf the Church lay In 

the vary thing of which it was co much afraid. It is easy for us, from our 

vantage point, to see the simplicity of the situation, but very few Churchmen 

in the 18th Century realised that with regard to religion, reason required 

emotion to give it reality and relationship to life. The ideas of the 1?th 

Century which had represented very real experiences, wore carried over into 

the succeeding century. Abstract terms like freedom and toleration still 

dominated men1 s minds, though they no longer represented matters of life and 

death* The age was interested in ideas rather than persons* It was accordingly 

difficult for men who breathed the cold air of rationalism and construed God 

in terms of moral law, to understand enthusiasm* It is difficult to feel 

an emotional glow about an abstraction* Byrom on the other hand loved men 

with a genuine warmth of heart, and he felt God to be very near to him* 

This waa hifa safeguard against spurious enthusiasm. When Lock* argued that 

enthusiasm should be submitted to the tests of Revelation and Reason, he 

was applying tests to guard against fanaticism for an idea, mistaken for 

God's direct revelation. But God is concerned much more with men than with 

ideaa, \?« have seen how Byrom regarded his feller , not as humanity in the rnaas, 

struggling for freedom and enlightenment, but as individual men in need of 

God and human sympathy. Nicholas Berdyaev drawn attention to this distinction 

in discussing fanaticism. He says "Fanaticism is a curious instance of the 

degeneration of personality under the influence of motives which as such are 

not «vil and are connected with disinterested devotion to some belief or idea* 

A fanatic ia always an idealist in the sense that an idea means more to him 

than ooncrete human beings and that for the sake of the idea he ia ready to 

oppress, torture, and kill others - " 2. As we have already noted, Byrom could

*  Po«m* Vol.2 P»197« 2. The Destiny of Man p*1?0.



never be a fanatic, but he was en the side of enthusiasm, and his viesr
*

of it was not so much opposed to Locke's as complementary to it. Byron's 

function in life was not to impart that enthusiasm to others, but rather 

to keep the idea steadily before their minds; to meet and silence

criticism and to encourage by his reasonableness those men of action
***  * t 

who might be overtaken by doubt* f
it

(4) Mysticism

Whenever referenceis made to John Byrom he is .usually described as a 

Mystic, but as Rufua U.Jonos observes "Mysticism in common speech-usage 

is a word of very uncertain connotation". Rather than define it he 

prefers to describe it as follows "Religious mystical experience is an 

intense and striking dynamic, variety of this fused, undifferentiated 

consciousness. The individual soul faols invaded, vitalized with a new

energy, merged with an enfolding presence, liberated and exalted with a
o 

sense of having found what it has always sought, and flooded with joy".

Dean Inge regie tars his agreement with the difficulty of defining mysticism, 

In the following words "No word in our language - not even Socialism * has 

been employed more loosely than 'Mysticism 1 . Sometimes it is used as an 

equivalent for symbolism or allegorisn, sonetirnes for theosophy or occult 

science; and sometimes it merely suggests the mental state of a dreamer, 

©r vague and fantastic opinions about God and the vrorld. "* He gives 26 

definitions, all different, froramrlous sources , but he also submits 

a definition of his own. "Religious Mysticism may bo defined as the attempt 

to realise the presence of the living God in the soul and in nature, or, 

more generally, as the attempt to realise, in thought and feeling, the 

immanence of the temporal in the eternal, and of the eternal in the temporal",-' 

It iaay very well be that mysticism defies precise definition, but that certain 

things may be said about the experience. Certainly, it would be difficult 

to find all the requirements of Dean Inge*s definition in the thought of 

Byroou As far as he was concerned, it meant the direct fellowship befr.7®en 

the individual soul and God. If this is accepted, not as a definition but as

1. Encyo. of Rel.& Ethics 2. Ibid. p. 8^ 5. Christian Mysticism p. 3. 

Ibid, p.335^ i» Christian Mysticisq p. 5 v.
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a salient feature of B^sticiwa, then Byrom is rightly described as a 
Mystic, for his view point on religion is summed up in a short poem 
which allegorises the Byrom coat of arms, in which hedgehogs figure» ...»

prominently. In the laet etansa of the £c«*n hi

Whatever ills your Christian peace nolest| 
Turn to the Course of Grace within your broastj 
There lies your safety. 0 that all my kin 
May ever seek it, where 'tis found,    withinJ 
That BOH! no ills can ever lone annoy, 
Which makes its God the cent..~e of its Joy*.

Byrom has an intense interest in and regard for the lives acd writings of 
persons who were concerned for the culture and deepening of personal 
spiritual experience. It has been said that a man's religion is whatever 
h« is interested in, and undoubtedly a great deal of truth lies in this 
assertion. From his early days when he travelled to Montrolier until the 
end of his life, the writings of the mystics entliralled him, and his interest 
deepened with the pas s ing of the years. During Ms sojourn in France he 
came under the spell of Antoinette Bourignon and Father Halebranche, to which
there are frequent references in his Journal. The first of these occurs in

- - o the year 1722 "Bougit the works of Mr.Malbranche", but a mere catalogue
of references to the works of the mystlos and these two in particular*
during tho years 1726-1730 will indicate their influence upon him.

Feb. 23rd 1726 "Talked aoout Malebranche after our old way",

Mar, 9th 1726 " Wy dear, I have made a purchase - what d'ye think it is? -
h *Father Malebranctoe* s picture; " 

K&r.l4.th 1727 "Who known but in tine I roay be a little lik© your worship?
for I have beon reading ICalebranche this last week"* 

Dec. 22nd 1727 "We talked much about Antoinette Bcurignon". 
Jan. 4th 1729 "Bought Taylor's tranalation of lfalebrancha% 
Mar. 3rd 1729 "Talked about F.Malebranche much",
JulOT 17th 1730 "Reading Father Kalebranche 7th Ch. 2nd. book of Morality",, 

• There is a most interesting letter dated 16th September and probably 
written in the year 1730, addressed to "l^r dear Brother in Morality*. A section 
of it reads as follows "!Ve take the Father's Treatise on Korality along with 
1. On the Author's Coat of Arms Poeras Vol.1 p. 29. 2. Remains Vcl.1 p. 51
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us, and we all expound to the best of our capabilities; and I being the 

Senior Frenchman, they have b@e« so kind to call upon me for that purpose*
«k,-

We have almost got through the two Books of Morality, which are indeed \ 

most admirable | and this my of talking them over leta one into the
J

secret of them much better than one can imagine; for which reason I 

always wished you with us, when we called a Chapter, as our phrase is".

After this date pride of place appears to have been given to 

Antoinette Bourignon, for not only are the references to her name and 

reading of her works more frequent but ha penned verses in praise and 

defence of her life and thought. His veneration of this saintly woman 

is summed up in his lines "Upon Madame Antoinette Bourignon":-

"'ihere was an innocent and holy maid,
That lov'd poor folks, wept, fasted, watch1 d and pray*d: 
'0 Lord, take pity on my tender youth; 
All men are liars - do thou teach me truth!' 
God heard her prayers, and was Himself her Guide, 
And she knew more than all the world beside** 2

Nor wa» ha content to allow attacks to be made upon her views without 

striking a blow in her defence* This he does in "Leslie v Bourignon* 

and most neatly disposes of Leslie's position in a couplet:

"But great divines can with their learned labours 
See further into mill-stones than their neighbours"*^

At greater length he countered the arguments put forward by Leslie in 

"The snake in the grass" which was an attack upon Quakers, among whom 

he incorrectly included A«Bourignon. It appears at one point that, so 

great was his attachment to the thought of this Flemish mystic that 

agreement with her point o± view was a condition of his spiritual affinity 

with other Christians, even with William Law. On May 23th 1731 he writes 

"I asked him (Law) first what he thought of Mrs. Bourignon, he said he 

wished ha could think like her, by ??hich thou mayst guesa that he and I 

should not much disagree about matter*". * The influence of Bourignon upon 

his thought can be traced more readily by noticing the points of similarity or 

1. Remains Vol.2 p.591 2. Poems Vol.3 p.66. 3- Poems Vol.2 p.68 

4. Remains Vol.1 p. 507*



agreement* It has been pointed out previously that Byrom found great 

difficulty in definitely adhering to a religious body; ho was a member of 

the Church of England, but a critical member and a non-Juror, generally 

dissatisfied with the clergy and unable to subscribe to their religious

outlook. How closely he follows A.Bourigrion in this! She xvas opposed ,

j to Protestants of both persuasions: to Calvinism because of its doctrine

of Election and because it set limits to the freedom of the human will, 

to Arminianism because she alleged that 'it took no account of the Fall/ 

to "Justification" in both because it led to the neglect of works and 

prevented the endeavour to reach perfection. She was likewise opposed 

to the Reman Church, for, writing with that church in coind she declares 

that "The idea that men are to be saved by morning and evening prayer or 

by frequent attendance at Communion has brought the world into darkness". 

Strangely enough she was also opposed to the Quakers because they aimed 

at establishing a party, and also diso\vnod the Sacraments of Baptism and
*

The Lord*s Supper. She writes "To despise the positive institutions

of our Lord Jesus Christ, is a strong presumption and evidence of not being
o

led by the Srir^t of God". In this attitude Byrom agreed with Antoinette

Bourignon: paradoxical though it might seem, he would di&agree in theory 

with the Church of England but would continue in practice to support it. 

His dislike of schism finds expression in some lines indicating also his 

personal loyalty to the Established Church. The poem bears the rather long 

Title "An expostulation with a zealous sectarist, who inveighed in bitter 

terms against the clerpy and Church institutions". The gist of the thought 

is represented by the following argument:

"Prophets of old who spake against th'abuse 
Of outward f 01*11:1, were none of them so loose 
As to condemn, abolish or forbid 
The things pruscrio'd; but what the people did, 
Who minded nothing but the mere outside. 
Neglecting wholly vrhat it sijpiii'ied, - 
At this nor;lect the prophets all exclaim*d. 

- No pious rites lias any of them blani'd;"

"The greatest friend to Christian freedom, Paul, 
Intent to save, was 'ev'rythin;; to all. 1

loted from A<t»nteaoinette To keep, whatever forms should rise or cease, 
 urignon "Quietfst" 'Union of Spirit in the bond of peace',
50 A.R.McEwen. Th'effects of hasty, rash, condetoning zeal '

He saw, and mourn 1 d, and laboured to repeal. "3 3.Poems Vol.2pp 517-
.. .. i .. * i-> _» « . , . .." x-A..BoH[*i r i_ M7.A Tiurniare du p.'ftnda A jiourit^non 2. A .fiynlnr' nrranRi: nunV-flf**-^.-no-Par»« -r, vir *  "*  « 
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In particular ha was suspicious of the Quakers, as his part in the

Fanny Henshaw case amply illustrates. The mystical aspect of Quietism 

or Stillness had also a fascination for Byrom, and in this, no doubt,
%!

t

tee was Influenced by Bourignon, Fenelon, and Madame Guyon, of whost works

he was a diligent student. It is Impossible to say definitely how
i , * 

far he was influenced by Bourignon'a views on the Pall or on the Atonement.

There is nothing in his works to sug/est that he accepted the view that   

the Atonement was not necessary for rnan's salvation and that - to quote 

from A.R.Macewen'8 exposition "The Incarnation had a place in the Divine 

Plan apart from the contingency of Sin*O On the other hand William Law 

was a healthy corrective to Byrom1 s theosophical views. This relationship 

will require eorae consideration at a more suitable point in our study. 

Another moulding influence in Byroro's thought was Jacob Behmen.
»

This German mystic's influence was felt later in our author9 s life and 

coincided with the beginning of his friendship with William Law. Byrom 

usually found himself in agreement with the latter, but he was unable to 

follow him all the way, in his very substantial acceptance of Behmen*s 

theosophical thought. This is evident in Byrom* s partial paraphrase of 

Law's "Way to Divine Knowledge". One look® in vain in Byrom1 s works fca? 

such heterdox notions as Behmen entertained with regard to the beginning 

of life or Gnostic emanations, he was interested in such speculations 

but was not greatly influenced by them. The agreement of Law and Byrom 

on the teaching of Behmen falls largely along two well defined linen, 

first that knowledge though good and necessary in its own sphere, was 

quite irrelevant in the matter of religion; and second that "God is all 

good, the only good, and there is no good besides Him". *~ This latter

thought finds frequent treatment in Byrom1 s works and has special
«

significance and repercussions upon his views of Regeneration. The former 

thought had its effect upon his views of Doism and upon his attitude to 

classical culture. Contempt either for the Institutional or for the 

Speculative elements in religion has always been one of the besetting sins 

of mysticism. Baron Priedrich von Hugel describes in very great detail

how this comes about, for in the religious consciousness there is a .,
p.1 c

1. "Antoinette BQmrL-nQn - Quietist". rvRQ NoteJ_. 2.\/*ks.of '"m-Lacr Letter vi VoU
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continuous warfare among these threa element o of religion for the 

domination of the soul. Each strives and tc;:dn to oust tha other
 

two, to the impoverishment of the reli£dous life. Not only is this
«^,-

so/ "but the Institutional and Emotional element s may ovoa combine to

the exclusion of the Intellectual element altogether. Baron von Hugel

i j describes it thus " Apombination of Institutionalise! and Experimentalism

against Intellootualism in another not infrequent abuso, and one which is

not hard to explain* For if external, definite facts and acts are found
.f

to lead to certain internal, deep, all-embracing emotions and experiences*
?'

the aoul can to a certain extent live and thrive in and by a constant 

moving baokmrds and forwards between the Institution and the Emotion

alone, and can thus constitute an ever- tighten ing bond and dialoguej
t 

increasingly exclusive of all else"* From the very acceptable and clear

position outlined in the following lines i
¥

"If you, well road in ancient books, my friend,
To publish Hosier's Iliad should intend
Or Caesar's CcnmntariGB, and make out
Some thing*5 nore plain, - you have the skill no doubt,
As v/ell provided for the v/crk, perhaps
As one to iiake his baoLots, one his traps*
But if you think that skill in ancient Creek
And Latin helps you of itself tc seek,
Find and explain the spirit and the sense 

•' Of "tvhat Christ eaid, it is a vain pretence %
And quit© unnatural, - of equal kind T
YTith the endeavour of a man born blind,
Who talks about exhibiting the sight
of diff*rent colours, beautifully bright"* 2

or agaia where lie a\7ellc on the vanity of mere human learning;

"Of heada BO fatten'd and of hoarts ro f 
A different erablen should, tnethinks, be carv'd* 
The Cwl of Athens and not Sion*s Dove, - 
The Bird of Learning, not the Bird of Love." 3

**

it was an easy step to suspicion of all classical culture. Nevertheless
j

Byron was out to establish a truth which has from time to time been lost

sight of or at any rate relegated to a place ©f inferiority, that, as

Dr. John Baillie puts it "Faith is a possession, not of the sharp-i*itted

and the clear-headed, but of the truehearted and loyal. Its closest

associates are always a pure heart and a good conscience." 1^- He goes on

1 t The Mystical Element of Religion Vol.1, p. 75. 3« On a Sermon Poems Vol.2 p.28l

2. A dialogue from the "Way to Divine Knov/lcd-e11 ^ The Root8 of R«litfion in the 
poems Vol.2 p. 3224., " Human Soul, John Baillie p.106t



to say *It is true that to ©ur wry great loss and confusion this asp 

of New Testament teaching has frequently been lor.t si Jit of within the 

Christian Church, the moral conditions of "belief bting almost entirely 

forgotten and purely intellectual conditioner^ in their place. But here 

the mystics iiavo done good service by raising their voices in coaselesa ''* i
protest11 .' Byrora underlines this truth and at the aamo tine exproesen 

his admiration for Behraen- for the two thouchts are indicsclubly linked, 

in the lines:'

"How is it possible to juoV'e arif£.*t 
Of Heav'nly things but by a Hoav'nly li:ftt f - 
Conterjneci by Bolin^broke, by T .Xy confess 1 d, 
ByBehrsen, possibly at least, possess 'd? 
I'r-uly inspire^, an pious r.iinc!c lizve thoupjit, 
Jacob was known to live aa lie had taught, 
And at hia last departing moment cried, 
'Now I go hence to Paradioo,   - and died". 2

It has already been noted that there wau a streak of asceticism in Byrom' s 

nature, occasioned no doubt, froa his deep interest in tho iqyctio«. In 

every expression of Christianity t lie re must be found some place for 

asoetioisoi or self-denial, for disoipldahip is based on solf -renunciation. 

These were the terns offered by our Lord nlf any uan will ccoe after me, 

let him deny himself and take up his crosa, and follow me. "^ But asceticism 

as practised by the mystics had often boon workod out in unpractical ways, 

cutting luen off from their fellows, leading them to a life of contemplation 

or quietism. Not so in 5yrcmf 6 case; the religion cf the heart, in which 

he Velievedt was the inspiration of his active kindliness, so apparent in 

his life and character.

- It can be said further, in support of the soberness and sanity of his 

mysticism, that it lacks that phenomenon sc often associated with it namely* 

the hearing of voices and seeing of visicrx. The mysticism in which he raa 

interested v/as a religious experience of tha type v/hich could be enjoyed 

by everyone, there was nothing outz4 or uncanny about it. It was a 

mysticism for the market place and the coffee-house, the hoc« and the 

work-shop, as well as for the cloister. Byrom was a oan of the vrorlcL, 

enjoying good food, good companionship, good literature, who had found the 

1. Ibid. p. 106. 2. Human Reason and Divine Illumination Poems Vol.2 p. 332. 

J. Matt.
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nystic&l approach to religion satisfying, a *"ay <«.Mch ml^ht be followed 

l>y flesh and blood individual: li^ hi^-?lf.

Proa the foregoing examination it can be Jndred that Byrcra'e

unlike that of Bohnen an£ r«oi ri^on 7ms not, inrnediate in the

sense that he had sora© first hand new interpretation of the origin of sin,
» «* i

or of the \7orld, or of Christian experience to five to mankind; his *a« 

the role of the apologist of nomethinj to which hf? had be^n intrcdticed, 

Prum a wide range or theoscpliioal thought and rqystical teaching he 

selected that which coinnaaded itr.slf to hin jud^tnont, and supported it,
*

paradoxically enough, by reason and ar.;unent. "for- e>rar.ir>ie, he cites 

the case of i^eter on the Jlcmnt of Tranafi^'ratlon a*^ a witness to the 

factor of imaediacy in religion wiiich cai^ric-s commotion;

"Becaueo the prophets, here to be compar'd 
Ac evidence of \ifcat r od deolar'd^ 
Could but originally hear and see, 
And be as fully satisfied at* he. * 1

or

ti \7ords irnport diivctly, if yo\ reek 
Their gentn'jie craning of the Vulgate Greek 
And Kind the previously related c-oer e t - 
I!ir words, I nay, meat evidently mean; 
'v.e ia\. the r-lory, heai^. the ^cico, and thus 
Have the prophetic word made cure to rsj 
V/ldcli yo do ^11 to follow ^.r- a RrnrV 
That apreaclrs a ray through places that are darfc| 
-ill ye vTith v.r. enjoy the perfect li-ht 
And want no prophecies to set you ri^ht. ' "2

William Lavr, Bvrom struck at the narrow conception of Church 

Llembership and its formality in the Established Chnrch. He never regarded 

the Sacraments of the Church as being valueless, and therefore it appears 

to be an overstatement of hi.- case when he writes as follows in his poem 

"Church Communion":
*

"The Jews objected to hi^ Cospel clue, f 
A MVliat advantage thorofore hath the "ew; 1 
Or, 'Of vfaat use is to ba circuiacis'd?' 
So nsay some Christians say, 'to bo baptis'd; 1 
May forta like questions, like conclusions draw 
And urge the Church, is they did, and the Law". 3

"hat hu really *as anx*.£ur> to dc waa to -s^a^lish a nevr and noro correct 

scale of values for Christian fellowship. Not that sacraments had no place, 

1, On Hiddleton Concerning Prophecy Poems Vol.2 p. 21 5. 2. Ibid p. 230, 

J» poems Vol. 2. p.450.
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but that they had an inferior place to the direct jxyver of the Holy Spirit 

in the Christian life. He makes this plain in the same poem:

*'tVhatevor helps an outward Porn may bring~"
Tr Church Cr::."v.-ric", It ic not 1;he thin;:, 
Nor a society, aa ruch, nor place, 
Ifcr anytv,inj "bc^icles milin-; ~rnce; 
They arc but aceess<.riea at the mont | 
Po truo caroiunion of the Foly Choot". * '

From these lines it appears that Byrom waa rot pronfcred tc claim that 

ngrsticism alone W&B sufficient in apprehending reality* As surely as 

knowledge trac &n auxiliary to Faith* re t?src the eacreiucctcj but the
* " r

all-important factor wan direct ocmmvnion wit!>. the Hcly Spirit. He ivould 

have agreed with Boron von 'Ti'^el when hr sayw "In there, then, strictly 

epealcing, auoh a tiling as swcifically distinct, s elf •sufficing, ptirely

Mystical mode of apprehending Reality? I tnVeit f dirst5.nctly not| and
»

that all the errorft oftha Exclimive ? 1yritio proceed precisely from the
t

contention that Mysticism does constitute euch an entirely reparate, 

completely self -supported kind of htaaan eacperience, w 2. But tho danger 

to religion in Byrom* s day ajnose from tho opposite direction, from the 

supposition that the Church and all for which it "ma guardian, together 

with the u.ie of Reason, \mra Adeoj.iate for r. roligiovs experience. Bjrroffl 

rerjlied that they were not only insufficient, "but of secondary importance. 

It was to this that Dyr- m "bore ^fitness and for rhich he argued.

The 10th Century had little interest in and less knowledge of the tnjystical 
\

element of religion, Locko was the hi^i-priest of the a#e; Dr.II^nry ?ett 

vnrites "There had been considerable intert?nt in the ngrstics during the
&

Conraonwealth, but (nd.th the exception of VTilliain Lav/ and Zr.&sjtom and their 

devotion to Boehmsj there was little Imowled^e of the rayrstical -«.vriters 

during Wesley's century11 .^ Jn an age vdiich laid its ernphaaia upon 

rationalism and when the Churoh was tenuously Ueld together by rites and 

ceremonies, Byrora along with a few others, prevented the fundamental truths 

of the Christian Faith from being overlaid and lost in a welter of 

secondary factors.

1. Poems Vol. 2
2. ilie iiyatioal Element of Religion Vol.11 p.^°3« 3. "The Spirit of :":t



(5) Election

, presume not God to scan, 
The proper study of mankind is loan. "

wrote Pope in his "Essay on Man", and in thus writing he~waa throwing down 

a challenge to all those with Calvinistio leanings, for the basic truth of 

Calvinism was the assertion that - to quote the Shorter ̂ atechiaa - "The 

chnef end of man is to glorify God", ilie approach to religion fxxia the

God-wtrd side and even the study of man must first of all begia with the
> * 

study of God, "The Christian estimate of man must be baaed, not or, man

"but on God"." Ihe religioun controversy originating', in Augustine and 

Pelagius has never been completely settled nor lias in threat in it over 

completely died down. It is therefore to b© ex. eoteci tiiat in an era
1*

particularly conscious of and interested in theological problems* that 

florae aspect of the classic encounter should emerge* It did omar&e in the 

clash between a revived interest in the rival claims of Aniiinianism and 

Calvinism, K?hilc John Byron waa never an avowed protagonist on behalf 

o'' the fonfter view, h© did not hositate to criticise the latter* Knowing 

him to be a nan who found it difficult to take up an extreme position this 

criticism it to be expected, for the Calvinism of Byron's day was little 

given to tolerance or flexibility. Yet on exoiaination of Byrotii'n thought 

upon this subject it mu:*t be admitted at the outset that there weixj as-^cts

of the great French Reformer's thought which hyrom did not or pref erred not
j^f 

to understand - for the books in tho Byrom library on the controvorsy

concerning Predestination ara very nwraeroua. The lash of Byrom's i^iip 

was directed chiefly to the doctrine of reprobation. In days when slavery 

was an accepted institution in the national, political and cosmei'cial 

systems, and when such a tremendous chasm divided the rich from the poor, 

opposition to the doctrine of reprobation wan no doubt not quite so obviotia 

and acceptable as it is to-day. V/e my shudder at such a rigid and chilling 

statement as this "By the decree of God, for the wan if « station of His Glory, 

some men and ay>£els are 'predestinated untc everlarting life, ar;d others 

foreordained to everlasting death. These angela and cuen, thus predestinated

1 . The Christian Estimate of Man - Cave -« 1 '^.

2. A Catalogue of the Library of tho late .Tohn Brron, ~\x served at Tersall Cell
> f /-.nr:.}iO'r her fpT'inti'?^ for -^r-i vnt.o ci^n 1 T n"fc > nr. r n 1 • •'» -1 fl?ij } _



and foreordained, are particularly and unchangeably designed; and their
»

number is so certain and definite , that it cannot be either increased or 

diminished,"1 but the theological outlook had its counterpart in the 

political and social spheres of contemporary life. Therefore due credit

must be given to Byrom and those like him, who championed the cause of
i

freedom*

Byrom usually appeals to the eoamon-sensa of the situation, which 

ground after all, is not to be ignored; he was not to be carried away by 

formal logic or theological extravagance* as he states emphatically in 

the following linos:

mo not with your 'predestination', 
II or sink ray .spirit*) with your 'reprobation' 1 
ij'rora all your high disp-itos I ntand aloof, - 
Your Pro 'a and Ro's, your Destin -, and your Proof, 
And fonoal Calvinintic pretence 
That contradicts all Gospel and good *ens*,*2

And again in a short poem he points out how utterly out of character 
God would be acting, and in a most unpeapcnable nanner,

"These people pro'-dre, by A forr.ial flecd, "**" 
God, and each ether, to c» in tain a creed, 
V/hich, on a calm, unjre^v-'lc'd review, 
All sober senae voulci i--!'c.. ther v.Tir, not true 
In ev'ry (pert) - pariicvlarly ono 
Whore reprobation is inris--:e<.T c:;. 
Do they : v v':: lrct >^jpt 'repi^Mition 1 iteane? i! 
'lliC cduplic&.ticn of all horrid scene F, 
Of all J-h3 toiv.en-8 of the dam'd in hell ^ 
En-oless, iEBfiajpe! If they connf-^or-'S T .t?3J.f 
Could tliey believe that an ab^s of ill 
\Vas fixecl by righteous council of C-ofi* a r'ill; w 3

If we could have asVusd. Byr:m T^JO.-X- the ?o'orcc-s of Calvinir.r.i r/ith its

aootrinea of predestination and r»?;irdbation •••••w& to be found, he

have replied, "In its view of ^od and its idea of Imputed

Following '/illiaiu Lav/, Byron naintained that f^od desired and willed the

universal ̂ od of all Ilia creatures.. Ho rays BO in hia poara "Universal Good,

the objwot of the Divins

1. Thi Westminster ConfeaBion of Pnith Cli.3 sections 3 &nd

2. Thoughts on Predestination and ReiTrobation Poems Vol. 2 p. 501.
3. The Dogma of Reprobation Poems Vcl.3 p.129.



"For love Divine, as rightly understood,
Is an unai ucriible ..'111 to c>XKi, -
Good in the object of Ilia blessed will,
Who never can concur to real ill;
Much less 'decree, predestinate, ordain, • -
'«7ori2s oft ar.iploy'd to take Id- naae in vain.*l

and again in an exquisite little poom The rotter and hie clay", which la'
worth quoting at some I

W7h* Aliui^ity Vorkiuafl'c potf'r anC skill 
Could have no vile, "but ncblo, ends; 
2iis one immutable gocd-v/ill 
To all tliat He hath codo extends, 
This ^acioua, ^ov'roi^n LorC Oil liii>i 
By His eternal word and voice 
Chose all to live, and iionc to die; 
llor 'will Ho ever ciian^e His choice.

i.»•••«••*<>••*> **••*•*•««•••*»«••«*• 
His all-electing lova employs 
All moans tii^t hiuo&n raoo to blcns, 
That nortals may Hia aoavf nly JuyB 
B,7 re-eloctins llira v-or^-ccs, 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••a
Do thou, poor siiiful coul oi' nino 
By faith and penitence, onbrace 
Of doubtleBB, bouiclcDG lo-.-e Divine 
The free, the universal grac'j.'" 2

It has been aeen tliat ^iiile Byrom felt no great urge for the redemption of 

hia fellow creatures, yet th& ^roat kinulinoaa of his nature tov/arda all 

who were in trouble or distress gave colour to his view of God. Like li 

he arrived at an estimate of &od,not fa-oia lo^Lc 01 the head, but from tl 

logic of the heart. ISis experience wau* cliff eroat fi-oa thoac whan lie criticised 

and hence Ms view of God ;,U2 3ifi'ere:.t. Tha cliff ereaca could not be stated 

more clearly than in the following ext-'Actj shaking OA the difference oev:.C' 

Luther and Calvin wlc the v/ittenberg rei'oiwfer- tli^ expcriencse of Gcd* a 

forgiving love in Christ was fun^aaantal. To the aef ortied Theologians, 

they recognised tliic, and even ftsphasised it, tlie dotbinatiivg element in 

experience Tj?as tho ccnscicusness of th«? po^vtjr and ordaining \vill of God",* 

There is no (8oubt that in giving tlie supreme otupha^ia to inaautabla decrwea cf 

God, and at the same time deprecating ^an's estate, that - at any rat'a to its 

crltica - the God of Calvinism appeared to t»e very much like an Oriental 

potentate. Weight is given to this view by tha peculiar e^-hasis and \vcrdiiig 

of questioo 7 in the Shorter Catechicm, ""hat are tha dfcoroes of God? To .v!J.ch

l t Poewii Vol.2 p. 395- . 2. PoeraB Vol.2 pp. r>12-13. 3. Protestant Thoocht "before
Kant T>"^ a'i-'Lirt



tho answer is given "Th: decrees of Gc4 are, his etarcrtl purr-ow,

to the counsel of his will, wiercby, for his o-r, glory, he h^th foreordained

whatsoever cooes to pass'*. Thfr vame ultra-subr.iir.sl\ o relationship of nan to
$

God aprpears in Vinet's theology "If Cod "bo Cod, if tion be aan, the flory of

God io th« end of mac, llari &»# Jxrqn qrcutod to ^iva glory to Cod; he is the
- " , 

toioe given to the world to praise Cod; hie lipa, his life, his thought have no

other UBO than to glorify Cod, all that ha does in any other spirit is labovj* 

lost, movement without progress, so much taken from his Iife w1. interpreting 

this theological position v'or!;*nan says "God oxiJL His v/m vrero all in all; 

the individual was hut the channel of His motiona. 'Thcthor in heaven or in hell 

he exists merely for the pleasure of the Eteme.1, hi" ev^ry action liaiter! and 

conditioned before all time "by sovereign -tearae all is viev/ed, an Spinose - 

the representative in philosophy of this oreed - would phrase it, svb specie 

a«tornitatis| his own riotliin^ness has erd^ted frogi all eternity, and fomis part
gof an eternal oohetao," In I^rrcn't efforts tc rofuto thiw position there is 

the evident tondoncy tc record God, not as a potentate "but as an amiable, 

good-natured Father ~ and here one traces the influence cf William Law tmon him. 

In his study of Law*3 Rev.J.B.Green gives nuraercxts exa'^les and quotatione of 

this particular vimir-point in Lav/* s t.-ritiii^s, bxtt the fclicking Bhort quotation 

indicates sufficiently ths sinilarity between Lav and Byrcn in stressinc "The 

goodness of God broaldlng forth into a desire to ccoriunieate tlie amiable nature 

of God. Kence it follows that good was the cause and the beginning of the 

creation, to all eternity God can have no thought* or f*fcent towarojs tte creature, 

but to caawanicate good| becauso lie niade the creature fcr this sole endt 

to receive good. .,. .He must always -will tliat to it Y,Mch He willed at the 

creation of it. i'his is tho amiable nature of God. He is tho good, unch^^eable, 

overflowing fountain of good, that sends forth nothing but good to all eternity. "**  

Both Law and Byrom found that the Biblical references to the wrath of God >were 

opposed to the supposed amiability of Gcd, arid Bii^om by a very ingenious but 

unconvincing theory attempted tc explain it away. His own words explain his 

position; and echo Law's "Spirit of Love": 

1. Outlines of Theology - Vinet p, 149- 2. A New History of Methodism - Workman p. 11

3. John Wesley and William Law - J,Brazier Green, 4... Works of Y.rr..La'.7 Yol.VH p. 15
The Spirit of Prayer.



as

"And yet the \vrath of God in Scripture phrase 
Is oft express 'd, and many diff'rent ways: 
His 'anger', 'fury', 'vengeance', are the terms 
Which the plain letter of the text affirms; 
And plain, from two of the Apostle's quire, 
That 'God is Love', - and *a consuming flj®'." '

The disorders in nature, - for none are in God, - 
Are entitled 'His vengeance', 'His wrath' or 'His rod1 ; 
Like 'His ice' or 'His frost', 'His plague, famine, or sword' 
That the love which directs them may still be ador'd; -" 2

By a process of love from ths crib to the Cross
Did the Only-Begotten recover our loss,
And show in us men how the Father is pleas 'd,
When the wrath in our nature by love is appeas'dj -" 3

It has often been pointed out that the strength of Calvinism has been in its 

appeal to the Bible for oonfirmation of its truth, rather than to philosophical 

or theological speculations. It recognises the Bible as the only authoritative 

Word of God, therein is contained His willf and the duty ofman is to accept and 

obey this Word whether it agrees with his reason or not, "V/hatever the Ruler 

of the world does is just and right, whether it squares with our notions or not".* 

And a little later in the same section, expounding the thought of John Calvin, 

the author says "The Christian life consists simply in keeping God's conmands, 

and that not because they are good, but because they are commanded." 5 To this 

particular view of God, again Byrom took exception. He believed that the 

eonraandments of God were good in themselves, making their own direct appeal to 

the conscience of manj not that God's decree made them so* This thought is 

expressed in "the true grounds of eternal and immuta'ble rectitude"

verbal question cornea to this in fine: 
'la good or evil made by will Divine, 

, Or such by Nature? Does Command enact 
What shall be right, and then 'tis so in fact? 
Or is it right, and therefore \ve may draw 
From thence the reason of the righteous law?'* *

1. On tht meaning of wrath la Scripture Poems Vol.2 p.403- 2. Ibid p. 409 

Ibid p.409, 4. Protestant thought before Kant p. 86 HcGif fert.

$  Protestant thou^it before Kant p. 90 » 

6, Poems Vol.2 p.VM.



The answer to this question is stated thus

" ..,,..M.on divide -, 
Nature and Laws which really coincide",

 V

These extracts indicate his point of view on this subject* Such an

attitude is not Inoomrmtible with Byrom* s Hypticisia and view of the Bible*
I He would not be bound by an external or objective standard of Judgment.

The seoond source of Calvinism Byrom found in Imputed Righteousness. This 

particular tenet of Calvinism had been revived by James Ilervey in his 

popular theologioal work "Dialogues between Theron and Aspasio". Calvin had 

interpreted the doctrine of justification in thin way "A man will be justified 

% faith, whan, excluded from the righteousness of v»arks, he by faith lays 

hold of the righteousness of Chrir.t, and clothed in it a^-cars in the night of 

God not as a sinner but as righteous. Thus v/a simply interpret Justification 

as the acceptance with which Cod receives UP into His favour and holds us 

for righteous, and say that this Justification consists in the forgiveness 

of sins and the imputation of the righteousness of Christ."^ The con*»nt 

of Dr. Vincent Taylor on this passage is rtjhie obvious reluctance to describe 

the justified man as ri£htecus is due, partly to opposition to Scnan teaching, 

and still EOfe to a healthy desire to avoid language vhich night suggC'st a 

richteoucnesfl consisting of holiness and achieved excellence. In this sense* 

of couree, the Justified mail is not r.v'Jhtccua; ho is ri diteous* bocaurse, through 

faith in Chriat the Ilsdeecsr, ho gains a righteous mind", VTith this view 

Byron was in perfect agreement and gives ox^renaion to like continents in 

Thoughts on Iinputed Ri^tocuEneaB 1'. He introduces tho idea in these wordu:

* fImputed lli^hteouBncnu^* - beloved friend, 
To what advantage can this doctrine tend, 
If, at the name ti'.r.a, a believer1 K breast 
Be not by real righteousness possentj" 4

and then proceeds to examine the case for imputed sin. He appeals to Pauline 

teacliing for the "Regenerating life, dethroning sin 11 , and builds up his 

argument, dalnSjag that imputed righteousness is one source of Calvinistic error.

<U Ibid. p.M2. 2. Institutes, III 11, 2 Calvin. H.Beveridge 1 * Transn«
Vol.2, p.303. 

5, Forgiveness and Reconciliation - Taylor p. 70*

Poems Vol. 2. p. 486*
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"This 'Imputation*, which he builds upon, 
Has been the source of more mistakes than one. 
Hence rose, to pass the intermediate train 
Of growing errors and observe the main. 
That worse than pa^an principle of fate, 
Predestination's partial love and hate; 
By which, not tied like fancied Jove to look 
In stronger Destiny1 s decreeing book, 
The God of Christiana is suppos'd to will i 
That some should come to good, and some to ill, - 
And for no reason but to show, in fine. 
The extent of goodness and of wrath Divine". 1

Hot only does Byrom question the very grounds upon which Calvinism rests, 

but he also points out some of the errors which have emanated from it* 

Having assumed a definite position with regard to predestination, then other 

doctrines dependent upon it must be brought into conformity with it, and
«

Byrom maintained that these views were open to criticism. There can be little
.

doubt that he laid bare this grave danger of the a^riori method of reasoning* 

He strikes at the fundamental weakness of the Calvinistic system, and 

indicate* the straits to which formal logic will ultimately push those who 

proceed to work out a system of theology from one grand principle:

"No end of monstrous maxims that ensue 
v/hen such an article is held for true"* 2

It led to an altogether too formal view of God and of a closed universe 

governed absolutely and exclusively by law. Berdyaer brings out this same 

point in his study of the Ethics of Redemption and criticism of formalism 

in relation either to men or God: he says "Christianity knows no abstract 

moral norms, binding upon all men at all times. Therefore for a Christian
(*?

every moral problem demands its ovm individual solution". He goes on: 

"Every moral act must be based upon the ^reatest possible consideration 

for the man from whom it proceeds and for the man upon whom it is directed." 

The only thing higher than the love for man is' the Iwe for God, Who is also 

a concrete Being, & Person and not an abstract idea.* 3 The Science of to-day 

has been accused of making God a prisoner in His own world, Calvinism in the 

18th Century came near to locking Him out of His own world. God was regarded

as being so remote in Hiu majesty, His decree so unalterable, that the 

personal. Fatherly attributes almost disappeared. In the following lines

1. Thoughts on Imputed Righteousness Poems Vol.2 p.493. 2. Ibid. p. 130. 

J« The Destiny of Man p. 106.



Byron takes the opposite view, where Cod is regarded as a person, and
¥

not merely an automaton.

"An intervening penitence,-we see, 
Could even change His positive decree, *  
As in the Ninevites. If any soul , 

  Repent, the promise is the sure parole."

The other outworking of the doctrine of predestination, and its associated
»

doctrine, reprobation, was found in the interpretation given to the Fall* 

For the sake of consistency, it required that God should predestine The Fall 

from all eternity or at least permit it, without actually ordaining it; 

the former interpretation bore the name of supralapsarianism, and the latter, 

sublapearianiam* Byron criticises these related doctrines in his linos:

"This paper, pushing to the last extreme 
The most horrendous reprobating scheme 
Will have no sin to intervene between 
Damning decree, committed or foreseen. 
Men are rejected, reprobated, curst. 
And fitted for destruction, from the first   

Supralapsarian system this, the case ^ 
Which these, so far deluded, souls embrace".

In reviewing Byrom's attack upon the Calvinistic system of theology, 

it is evident that while he has pounced upon its weak points, he is scarcely 

fair to it as a whole* Calvin had set out to relate the various aspects of 

Christian thought, grouping them round the Sovereign Majesty of God, as 

MoGiffert says "Standing by itself, the doctrine of absolute and unconditioned 

predestination wculd probably not long have found general acceptance, and 

would unquestionably have been crowded into the background by other interests, 

as in Lutheranism. But Calvin gave it an essential place In a system whose 

controlling principle was the majesty and the might of God". And again in 

Dr.Taylor's footnote "One is reminded of the observation of Ritschl that the 

identity of the forgiveness of sins, justification, reconciliation, and 

admission to communion with God f receives really classic expression in 

Calvin 1 , despite the distinctions drawn elsewhere in his discussions." 

Calvin's was perhaps a bold experiment, to find a universal law running 

through all life. Byromf s self-imposed task was to point out the exceptions

to this law, so as to discredit it. Nor did he give due consideration to

t. On Church Communion Poems Vol.2 p.4J$. 2. The Do^na of Reprobation Poems
Vol.3 p.131.

Protestant thou$it before Kant. 4* Forgiveness and Reconciliation 
MeGiffert



the motives and practical effects of Calvinism. One need not subscribe 

to all its tenets to feel that Byrom's interpretation and criticisms 

give * distorted picture of a 'gloomy, cruel, and irrational creed. In 

point of fact it produced Christians who were Just as radiant as those

who erabracedthe creed of Anninianism. It has been noted how deeply
i

Calvinism was grounded in Scripture, and it has also been pointed out 

that there is nothing gloomy about the Scripture references upon which it 

is built* The point is well put as follows "He has not begun without 

purpose to finish; and this is true not only of his work as a whole, but 

of his work in individuals, - he intended it, and intends to complete it 

(Eph.1 ^5j Phil.1 *). It is foreordained that his children shall be 

made like Jesus (Rom. 8 29). These predestined certainties are not 

announced in order to perplex men, but in order to give sure foundation 

for hope and comfort to those who trust in the grace of God. The 

predestination that we find in Scripture is a joyful and reassuring reality** 

This buoyancy found its practical counterpart in the zeal of the Calvin istic 

Independents and Calvinistic Methodists, especially was this true in the 

case of that ardent evangelist, George v/hitefield. Besides, one would 

imagine from Byrom* a account of it, that the doctrine of reprobation was 

the all Important feature of Jo!in Calvin's work, v^hereas it was only a 

necessary offshoot from his system. Dr. Sidney Cave makes this point in his 

chapter "Calvinism and its Critics'1 , when he writes "Calvin's supreme Interest

was not the predestination of man but the Sovereignty of God and the

2 demonstration of His glory in every department of life". We might expect

that Byrom, who owed so much in his ovm religious experience to Uystics 

whose leanings were in the direction of the R< man Catholic Church, should 

pay little attention to the Protestant motive behind Calvin's argumont. The 

latter sought to guarantee the sole activity of God in the work of redemption!
s

If the doctrine of human merit was not to creep back into Reformed theology, 

the only adequate safeguard seemed to be, the doctric* of predestination. 

In his judgments, Byrom makes no allowance for these factors.

1. An Outline of Christian Theology vr.IT.Clarke p. 145.

2. The Christian Estimate of Man. Sidney Cave p. 143.



ft
If* AS Canon Overt on declares, nothing new in the way of 

theological thought emerged from the famous controversy between Wesleyn " 
"f

and Toplady , it would be very strange if we were to find new strands of 

truth In Byrom's writings upon it. Previously it has been stated that

Byrom usually saw so many sides to a question that it was difficult for
k   

him to be aggressively definite about any one of thorn, but over this

Calvlnistio controversy he was very sure that hia theological opponents 

were wrong. In his mind there was no difficulty in the problem, and no 

mystery, except in the love of God. It. can be claimed that his 

theological position had some bearing on the Deistic controversy of the 

times, but an examination of this point is called for at a later stage 

in our enquiry,

(6) Redemption

To complete our survey of John Byrom's religious thought, some 

examination inuet be given of his views concerning the Redeeming W< rk of 

Christ* He gave very close attention to this subject throughout his 

lifetime, and frequently he return* to it in his works. The importance 

which he attached to thin particular doctrine may be Judged from an extract 

which occurs in one of his Ionper poems:

" * * "That quickening Spirit to a poor dead soul **
Not part of Scripture Doctrine, but the whole; 

*m Which writers, figuring av/ay, have left
A i;ere dead letter, of all sense bereft *
But, for that only help of man forlorn,
The incarnation of the Virgin-born." 1

That this subject receives euch close attention is worthy of note, in view 

of Byroa's enthusiasm for the Hystical Interpretation of religious experience. 

Not that his mysticism is kept apart and is without relationship to his 

thought on Redemption; but an emphasis on the former has often caused less
*

attention to be paid to the latter. There is obviously no necessity that 

this should be so, but ecclesiastical fcistory shows that where emphasis has 

been placed on the mystical aspects of religion, then the objective view of 

the Work of Christ has tended to recede. A modern example of this trend can

2. An Epistle to a Gentleman in the Tenple. Poems Vol.2 p.161.
1. See "English Church in the 18th Century" pp. 355-7 Abbey & Qverton.



Hi aeen In the religious work and outlook of the Oxford Group. 

On the other hand,the obverse truth may be perceived in the theology 

of the Presbyterian Churches, where considerable emphasis is laid on 

th* Bible as the Word of God and on the necessity of the Cross in the

work of Reconciliation; in a word, on the objective approach to religion*
\ 

But generally, Mysticism has found the religious atmosphere of

Presbyterianism too chilly in which to flourish. Byrom avoided this 

tendency and gave due consideration to both Mysticism and the Work of 

Christ.

He found the necessity for the work of Redemption in the fact of 

universal sin and in the nature of the new life which resulted from

forgiveness and fellowship with Christ. This sense of need, in Byron's
conviction 

thought f does not arise from an overwhelming/of the efi'ects of sin in the

relationship between man and his fellows. There is no evidence that he 

raked the gutters of sin and was nauseated by the social depravity of 

hie day. His conscience was not shocked into a burning hatred of the 

cruelty, injustice, and misery, all around him* Nor is there evidence of
%

any grievous moral lapse in the respectable life of this godly raan, no 

wild oats were sown in his youth causing soleim reflection in later years 

on the depravity of human nature* Just because of the nature of his 

religious experience - for experience modifies and often corrects doctrine, 

even that which is the result of meticulous lo^ic - it is evident that 

Byroa regarded sin not so much as aetive rebellion ajrainst either God or man, 

but as the absence of good in life, like a hole in a stocking* Traces of 

this view can be found in svch lines as these:-

s - He svffer'd ev'rythinn;, that we 
Prom wrath, by sin enkindled, raicht be free, m 
The wrath of Cod in us, that is, the fire 
Of burning life without the love-desire, 
V/ithout the light v/bich Jesuc came to raise, 

* And change the wrath into a joyful blaze." ^

And again

"Evil, if rightly undorstoodg 
Is but the skeleton of rood, 
Divested of its flesh and blood

So, by abuse of thought and skill 

1. Meditations for Passion Week. Poerns Vol.2 p.30.
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" The greatest good, to wit, free-will 
Becomes the origin of ill1**

la the subsection entitled "Our sins affect the lives of others", 

Professor J.G.Riddell writes * 'What troubles the Christian conscience* 

wrote Dr.H.R.Mackintosh, 'is neither sin committed by the first human 

pair nor the sin with which \re Are born, but the actual; sinfulness of 

oufr acts and persons'. Our sense of guilt arises not from the past sins 

of others but from our own wrong-doing and the effects which our deeds 

will have upon ourselves and upon others"? He continues "The measure of 

our responsibility is to be estimated not only in terms of our o«vr> lives, 

but also in the light of a world in which men's lives are inextricably 

linked together* "^ This generalisation is unquestionably true of the 

great majority of people of all times, but in Byrom's case, possibly 

because of the even tenor of his life and the gradual evolution of his 

own spiritual experience, the foregoing interpretation of the human 

reaction to sin was only very partially true* He is much more concerned 

with Sin than with sins, and therefore would have agreed with the statement 

"Before the holiness of God wo are not asharaad of our deliberate wrong acts 

alone, but of our sinfulness itself* We need forgiveness for v/hat we are, 

and not merely for -what wo do.* * It v/as this approacli to sin which led 

Byrom to speculate so much on tho origin of sin, even more than he speculated 

on its nature. Consequently ho had very strong convictions about original 

sin and The Fall. He believed that at some point in human history the 

Divine nature had been lest by disobedience and wrong des:L?es, posterity had 

accordingly shared in this loss, and only the direct intervention of God 

could restore the fallen nature of Man. This disobedience could not be 

regarded as a single act, for thus it 'would be too trivial to be fraught 

with such dire results, but it is an indication of man's desire to enter 

into a sensibility of the world's good and evil, in other words, a mis-use 

of free-will. In expounding this view of the Fall, Byrom follows his master, 

William Law, very closely. It is of interest also to note tliat such a view

1. On the origin of Evil. Poems Vol.2 pp.474 & 473- 2. V/hat we Believe p.241
Prof .J.G. Riddell D.D.

3« Ibid* p. 241* 4» The Christian Estimate of Man
P*1C6 Dr.S.Cave.



also Indicates Byrom's departure from a literal interpretation of the 

first chapters of Genesis. In his own words he explains his position:

Thus, Sir, throughout the Burial Office run. 
You'll find that it proceeds as it "begun.

Reason of all that's either sung, or said, -« 
Is by this one groat solemn truth err lain*d 
Of 'Life in Adaci'lCst, in Christ regain'dj'-* 
Loot at the Fall, - not at the end of years 
That Adam labour*d in this Vale of Tears % *

This assertion of truth finds fuller exposition in his poem "On the 

of Han% where he takes up the two points made by 'Jilliam Law, that Adam's 

disobedience was not an isolated act, and that the command of God, not to 

eat of the fruit, was intended for information:

"Of man's obedience, while in Eden blest 
TVhat a more trifle is here made the test, ** 
An outward action, in itself defin'd 
To be a 'perfectly indiff'rent kind, 
Which, but for God's forbidding threat severe. 
It had been 'superstition' to forbear,lft 2

Buskin once declared that he was not surprised at what men suffered, 

but was very surprised at what' men missed. He was thinking chiefly of what
<$.

they missed on the aesthetic side of life, failing to appreciate the best in 

art and literature. Byrom too agreed with this sentiment, for he saw in the 

work of Redemption, a power which introduced men to a new and fuller life*

"Regenerating life, dethroning sin; 
Working in moru and wore resided wills, 
The gradual conquest of all selfish ilia; 

« Till tho true Ciiristian to true life revive,
'Baad to the world, to G-od, thro* Him, alive?'" *

This not* is struok more positively in the poem "On the Pall of Man" in 

these wordsj -

"'Alive'? To what? Tho' \darn and his wife 
Existed, bare existence is not lifo; 
Nor death (the) loss of being, but of bliss; 
Devils themselves exist in their abyss". ** *

These two factors, forgiveness and new life, in Byron's theology, were to be 

obtained only in one way, through the Cross of Jesus Christ. The 

redemption of man was possible only by the initiative of God, by his am efforts 

$an could not achieve goodness of life. This is hinted at in the lines;

1, An Epistle to a Gentleman of the Temple Poems Vol.2 |>.150. 2. On thePall of

J. Thoughts <on> Imputed Rigiteonsness Poens Yol.2 p./>$2 Vol^2 w.^21 
4.' Poems Vol.3 p.81. (Part 2 of "On the Pall of Man"). * *"~



"More of true good, more of true nature learn 
Than from a thousand volumes on the shelf 
In one meek intercourse with Truth itself". '

It !  stated more explicitly in the following couplet:
*.

"Lesson for us is plain from Peter*a case 
That real virtue is the work of Grace"  ^

In the discussion of Byrom's thought on the dootrine of Election, it was 

pointed out that he held no brief for the belief in the Wath of God. If 

God wms lovt then it could never be necessary to appease Him.

"The Saviour died, according to our Faith, 
To quench, atone, or racify a wrath. 
But 'God is Love*, He has no wrath His own; 
No thin^ in Him to quench or tc atone. 
Of all the wrath that Scripture hath reveal1 d, , 
The poor fall'n creature wanted to "be heal'd. *  *

Byrom no doubt gave too scant regard to the conception of the Wrath of God, 

being sensitive to the difficiilties of a penal theory of the Atonement. Yot, 

no less an opponent of the penal theory than J.KcLeod Campbell writes "But the 

wrath of God against sin is a reality, however men have erred in their thoughts 

as to how the wrath was to be appeased.- Nor is the idea that satisfaction 

was due to divine Justice a delusion, however far men have wandered from 

the true conception of what would meet its righteous demand. And if so,

then Christ, in dealing with G-od on behalf of men, must be conceived of as
i 

dealing with the righteous wrath of Cod against sin, and as according to it

that which was due? and this would necessarily precede His intercession for 

us".^" Dr.H. /.Dale also han a word to say about the reality of the wrath of 

God, in his locttxres on the Atonement "Although the temper of our times 

makes it difficult for us to believe that the anger of God against sin, and 

against those that are guilty ©f sin, can ever become 'a consuming fire 1 , it 

is perhaps easier for UB to believe that He is angry with the sinful and the 

impenitent than to believe that, in any real sense, He is hostile to them. 

Anger within oertaili limits is not inconsistent with love. Indeed, th* 

measure of our love for others is often the measure of our anger against them 

when they do wrong. A comparative stranger may tell iis a lie, and w» may

1. Enthusiasm Poems Vol.2 p. 197- 2. Peter's denial of his Master Poems Vol.

3. Meditations for Passion Week. 4. The Nature of tho Atonement p. 116 
Poems Vol.2 p.29. J.fcicLeod Canpbell.
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feel nothing but contempt and disgust; but if our own child, or a 

friend for whom we have strong affection, tells us a lie, there is often 

intense anger as well as intense grief,"1 Re goes on to say lie is not 

a mere 'good-natured God1 . His righteousness as well as His love is 

Infinite. 11* Byrora was quite impervious to this view of the Almighty, but 

he did pay due regard to the necessity of Justice "beini done in the 

whole situation regarding Man's sin* In holding together these two ideas, 

first, that the love of God was infinite and therefore there could not be
i,

any estrangement between God and His BOH, God did not require to be 

appeased; and second, that God* s love was holy, there was a Divine 

necessity that Josua should die, he made a valuable contribution to 

religious thought on tho nature of the Atonement. Although he emphasised 

the universal and unchanging love of God yet he did not regard the Cross 

as being superfluous, no mere superficial forgiveness was adequate for 

or oofimensurate with the problem of tin. This inteipretation is much
if

more readily accepted to-day than it was in the middle of the iBth Century, 

and credit must be given to Byroru in foreshadowing it. The position is

admirably stated by H,R,Kackintosh4 as follow "Holiness is the austere
«;

element in love, preserving it from wrong. We are able to speak separately
«» 

of the two things, love and holiness, because in men they often seem

distinct; but in God they are indistinguishable. There are principles of 

righteousness native to the love of God, and in dealing with the sinful 

He acts in harmony with these principles, not against them. Forgiveness 

can be taken by the living conscience only as it cooes through judgment, 

and it is part of the Christian conception of God that He forgives in such, 

wise %s will not foster the seeds of evil within us. Hence in God's very 

nature there is what may be called a noral necessity that pardon should be 

mediated through active condemnation. He so reveals Himself in the cross 

that His mind about sin is unequivocally disclosed^ the world is shown how 

awful goodness is".^ In his own way Byrom brings out this point in his 

poem "Thoughts on Imputed Righteousness":

1. The Atonement pp.5^2-3^3 H. v'.Bale. 2. Ibid. p.#4-

|, The Christian Experience of Forgiveness r-%21>-2l6 1C. H. Mackintosh*



"Man had contracted in that fatal day 
Debt so immense, that man could never pay; 
He who was God as well as Man, He could, 
And made the Satisfaction thro 1 His blood, - 
Paid all the just Demand, 'imputed1 thua 
Our sin to Him, His righteousness to us." '

A further quotation may be cited from the "Meditations for Passion Week", 

under the auction "Christ satisfieth the Justice of God by fulfilling all 

Righteousness":

"Mai; had departed frora a righteous state, 
Which he at first must have, if Cod create. 
*Tis therefore cali'd 'Cod's Kightoounneas', and must 
Be satisfy1 d by Man's becoming Justj 
Must exercise good vengeance ITXHJ men, 
Till it regain its rights in them again. 
Thi? vims the Justice for vhioh Christ becant 
A man, to satisfy its ri^jiteous claimj n 2

Byrom carries forward his thought regarding Redemption made possible by 

the Cross, to the consideration of how this saving work is apprehended 

by man. In a sentence it may be stated thus, from Man's side of the 

transaction. Redemption beeches available for all by penitence, and faith 

in Christ. A few short quotations will set forth Byrom's idea of the need 

for penitence.

"He fell frora good, misusing his free-will. 
Into this world, this life of good and ill; 
Prom whence the willing to be saved revive, 
Thro' faith and penitence in Christ, alive11 . *

"All hopes of good men, since the ruin began, 
Ytere deriv'd from the (Trace of tills YTonderful man. 
His life, in the promise, has secretly wrought 
Its intended effect in their penitent thought"* *

"Sure of success may penitents implore c 
What Cod through Him i-ojoicen tc restore."

This la a vital element in Byrom's clear undcrtanding of the redeeming 

work of Christ; ha steered between the two errors of orthodoxy and liberalism, 

the one which intellectualisea the Atonement to the mere assent of certain 

doctrines concerning it, and the other which dilutes the Christian Faith

1. Poemfr To, 2, p.491« 2. Ibid. p.^« 3« c>n tne true meaning of the
Scripture terms "Life and Death" 

k. A Hymn on the Coodness of Cod Ibid.391- Poem Vol.2 p.J77.

5* On a passage In the General Confession. Ibid.^.



to a matter of nebulous belief in the Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood 

of Man* *We are not saved by what we believe about God or man. We are 

saved as we respond to God*s approach to us in Jesus Christ, "^ That 

response can only be in terms of repentance if we are truly to be saved.

It is not a matter of mavin<r Q decision to pull ourselves together to
I 

follow Christ, not the challenge of an ideal, nor the mere experience of

frustration turning us to Christ as we might turn to any other help or 

helper, but the recognition of our unworthinoss "before God. Ihat is the 

real starting point of redeeming grace in our lives. Professor Vincent 

Taylor puts it thus "Tho remission of sins it is recognised, depends 

upon repentance. Always ail act o^' sheer grace, Gc.d r s forgiveness is not 

largesse bestowed indiscriminately, God xsanrjot forgive the feebly 

penitent, or those who are not penitent at all, because so to act would
i

be to aot contrary to His nature as the Cfod of rightcouoneSB and. truth*
m

Forgiveness of this kind would be thf removal of ere at Mrriers which man
» % 

has barely seen, or has not o'ven descried. It is only when a man cries:

'God be merciful to me a sinner1 ! that God can, consistently with His love,
r"

2 "   
remit sins". And if repentance is: required to apprehend the Grace of God

*

and to share in the merits of the Cross, it is this sane Cross v/hich induces 

true repentance. 'Kan doesn't worry about Ids sins and cannot .do so until 

he looks on that wondrous Cross* lie has identified himself BO- cornpletely 

with sin, that he is unable to be perfectly penitent* his capacity for

such a state of mind har- boon lost. Cod Himself must be^in the work, lie
a

must soften the hardaded heart and enlit^hten the darkened inind. It must be 

reraembered however, that thsre is still something in man which can respond 

to the awakening power of God, conscience has not been irreparably damaged, 

man's fallen nature is not wholly depraved* "Conscience is the Dieting 

point of freedom and grace**   * Nevertheless, the difficulty of rapenting 

as we ought was felt by Byrom, it is the life of Christ which

rt has secretly wrought 
Its intended effect in their penitent thought"|

it is the burden of Wesley's cry : «0 that I could repent".

!« fhe Chrictian Estimate of Kan p. ̂ 23. n.Cave. 2. Forgiveness and Reconcil 
iation p.23/f, Vincent Taylor 

J, The Destiny of >Mi. p. 168 Berdjraev.
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Moberly too has called attention to this a&peot of penitence, in these 

words "It is of considerable importance moreover for the truth of our 

conceptions about penitence that we should bear clearly in mind this 

fact      the fact that we know every degree of penitence except that 

one which alone would realize the true meaning cf the word. M He goon on
"' i 

to say "But much as experience teaches ua about penitence, it is important

to remember that all the penitence realized within cur experience, is of 

necessity imperfeut penitence11 , 1 Of course, Byrcm has in mind the kind of 

repentance which issues in a fviler and purer lifo. If it was meraly an 

 motional sorrow for past sins, than it would be entirely negative in 

cltaracter, and a waste of energy. In thic, Dyroiu, v/ould have agreed 

with tha "Healthy-minded" school of thinkers, his view might be surnned up 

a* follows " Christian repentance is much more than a lamenting of one's

past sins; it is an active and fruitful reconstruction of the spiritual
« 2 

life, a development of a new consciousness out of vhich oomos a ne-v nature.

Byrom completes his view of the nature of Reflection by propounding 

the Pauline doctrine of the Mystical Union vita Christ. In thie, he does not 

contemplate the absorption of the individual in the Divine, AS Borne forms of 

''ystioisra interpret union v/ith the Divine, but ratver the enrichment of the 

personality by the indwelling Christ. Such a 'Jnion ensures an ampler life, no 

longer self-centred, but Christ-centred, enabling a man to be himnelf at his 

best.

"Salvation is, if rirhtly wo define, 
Union of human nature with Divine."

and again

"That holy tiling that saves a soul frcm sin 
Of God 1 a good Spirit nu;-»t be bora TO. thin. 
For all salvation is upon the whole 
The birth of Jesus in the hunan soul11 . *

In this way Byron came to grips <edth this greatest of all themes. Fzfcra the 

scattered nature of the references it ia obvious that in no single poem does 

he formally outline a complete theory of the Atonement. Various aspects of

1. Aton«&«nt a&d Personality p* 31. R.C. Moberly. 2* Heart and rind p. 121.
S.G.Dimond.

S* A Itynn for Christinas Day Poems Vol. 2 p.18. 4. Verses written under a !Print.
Ibid. p.61.
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the subject were considered at different tiraes. That a coherent theory can 

be traced in his works is, however, quite patent*

To sura up: It must be conceded that in his thinking about Redemption* 

Byrora owed much to WilliaiA Lasr* of which relationship fuller consideration

will be required at a later stage. But if his thoughts were second-hand t
»* \ 

his ojefiniteness and convictions were hi» own. ?y goi^S to the root cf the

matter and tracing sin to the Pall, thereby postulating a twist in human 

nature itself, Byrom kept before theologians the view of the depravity of 

human nature which was to find corroboration and amplification at a later 

date from the economics of Karl Marx and th-a psychology of Sisraund Freud, 

He also did useful service to theology by so definitely reusing to 

entertain the idea of estrangement 'bet-.vuen God the Father ajnd God the Son, 

wMle at the sane titie he kept in yie\7 the holiness and Justice of God, and 

BO maintained the witness to the necessity of the Cross in ari a&9 in which * 

thia truth was strongly assailed. His inaiutenoe on nan'a response in the 

form of repentance is a rot® which still requires to be struck, even more 

 trongly in our own day than 200 years ago«
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Chapter V.

0) William Law

Son* justification is necessary at this stage of our study 

for tracing the relationship of John Byrom' s thought to that of 

William Law, for Law never led a great religious mover.ient« He never
i

had nor* than a handful of followers and sympathisers, and despite 

Gibbon1 * statement, he was never a popular writer ootoaanding a large 

public* He was too independent by nature and too much of a recluse 

ever to have the oonraon touch. His groat ability as a tori tor of 

first-class Rrgliah prose claims for him a place among the immortals 

but he is known for his contribution to religious thought chiefly by 

his devotional classics "Christian Perfection* and  The Serious Call 

to the Devout and Holy Life". He is a lonely figure on the stage of 

history* about whom little has been written and to whom little attention 

has been paid* Nevertheless, as Canon Over-ton observes "William Law

was a man who could hardly have failed to take a foremost place in any
1 religious oocBunity** None will be disposed to question his influence

upon contemporary religious life- 9or example it has been sliown how 

profoundly his ideas concerning the perfectibility of human nature 

affected the theology of John Vesloy. J.B. Green writes "This work, 

(Practical treatise upon Christian Perfection) together with the 

Serious Call, which he published three jears later, is not only the 

most famous phase of Law's literary activity, but is the teaching uhich 

found a ready disciple in Wesley. Tot it is possible to discern in 

its pages, not only the high conception of ethical Christianity which so
«

powerfully appealed to Weeley's hunger for disciplined religious devotion*

but the beginnings of the mystical detachment which eventually repelled
f% 

him". 2 More important as evidence is the testimony of Wesley himself

in describing his spiritual pilgrimage to the time of his conversion* He 

writes "But meeting now with Itr.Lasr'o "Christian Perfection* and "Serious Call", 

although I was much offended at many parts of both, yet they convinced me more 

than ever of the exceeding hei$st and breadth and depth of the law of God.

Tho light flowed in so mistily upon «y soul, that everything
*. 5foa Non.lurors - their lives arid prinoi-lcs.^ 2. John vosley and T
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appeared in a new view* 1 cried to God for help, and resolved not tc 

prolong the time of obeying him as I had never done "before. And by my 

continued endeavour to keep hie whole law, inward and outward, to the
**..

utmost of my power, I was persuaded that I should be accepted of him,

and that I was even then in a state of salvation". 1 Nor can Dr. Johnson 1 s
I Testimony be pas red over without reference, for the influence of the

latter in the literary world 7/as as massive ao his figure* Boswell reports 

him as having said "When at Oxford, I took up Law's Serious Call to a Holy 

Life, expecting to find it a dull book (as ouch books generally are), and
•***•

perhaps to laugh at it. But I found Law quite an overmaoh for me; and 

this was the first occasion ofmy thinking in earnest of religion, after 

I became capable of rational enquiry11 ,^ Edward Gibbon's testimony is no 

leos striking "Mr.Law'a master work the Serious Call is still road as a 

powerful and popular book of devotion. Ms precepts are rigid, but they 

are founded on the Gospel; his satire is sharp, but it is drawn from the 

knowledge of human life; and many of his portrait a are not unworthy of the 

pen of La rruyere. If he finds a spark of piety in the reader's mind, he 

will soon kindle it to a flame.". ̂  Many other personages of less distinction 

made their way to Law's abode in Putney* to talk with him and to be
<•

influenced by him. The influence of a person can never be measured by his 

popularity or oven by the range? of his immediate personal contacts, the 

classic instance of this principle in the realm of philosophy is David Hume, 

who "influenced a po*verful, though a small class". In the realm of 

literature, Hilton has never been a popular poet, his "soul was like a star, 

and dwelt apart*, but his verse has been a standard for the classical 

type of poetry for succeeding generations. In the sane vay we would 

maintain that William Law's influence upon contemporary movements was much 

greater than appears at first sight. He was the "Homing Star* of a change 

of emphasis which was to bo felt both in religion and literature, from the 

rational and historical to the subjective and emotional in religion, and from 

formalism to romanticism in literature* 

1. TTorks Yol.1 p. 93- 2. Life of Johnson - Bo*w*ll Vol.1 p. 33 (Everyman)

3. H'ercoire of ray Life and VTritirgs * Gibbon p. 15. 4. English Thought ir, the 
5. Sonnet on Milton - v/^worth. 1 3*h Centy.Vol,1 ?.^Les
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The relationship of Byrom to William Law is taken up at this point of 

our study, because of all the Influences which played upon the life of 

Byron, none oan be compared to that of William Law. Ilia first reference to 

him is not very complimentary* In a letter to his friends on 27th April 1?13i 

he writes "There is one Law, a M.A. and Fellow of Erananucl, has this last
"* t

week been degraded to a Soph, that is, the year "below a Bachelor, for a speech 

that he spoke on a public occasion reflecting, as is reported, on the 

government. ... He is much blamed by some, and defended by others; has the 

character of a vain, conceited fallow*.^ There was no further connection 

between them until 15th February 1729 rchen Byrom bought Law's "Serious Call1** 

He read it almost at once, and by the P1 st his conscience had been stirred 

by its challenge, and his interest aroused in its tuthor. On kth March he 

travelled to Putney in order to meet Law, so began a life-long friendship 

which was to have very definite results vpon John Byron* a religious outlook. 

Prom that day forward, William Lnw was his spiritual guide and very quickly 

he developed a supreme regard for him. The effect of the "Serious Call" on 

the conscience of John Byrom was immediate and oan be traced in his Journal*, 

The comment» which he makes, reveal the struggle of a soul newly awakened to 

a higher sense of duty, but unable to attain to its ideal* Law had written 

his book to show that the Christian religion had to do with the ccrancn 

duties of our ordinary life. This truth came home to Byrom1 s conscience with 

such force that immediately he contrasted it with the usual expression of 

religion In his own day. Writing on the 18th February ha says "ICr.Law and the 

Christian religion, and such things, they are mightily out of fashion at 

present, indeed I do not -wonder at it, for it is a plain calm business, and 

people here are and love to be, all of a hurry .... they have established a
?nominal Christianity and forsaken the practical Christianit:*. Th« first 

attempt to apply the ethical teaching of William Lwr to his own life is 

recorded three days later, on the 21st, where he says "Rising this morning 

(7 o'clock) makes me sleepy bjat I must rise every morning soon, as icy friend 

Law says, for it is shame to lie abed".* But so true to human nature, the 

pendulum had swung in the opposite direction on the following day, when Byrcm 

1. Remains Vol. 1 p.20. 2. Remains Vol.2 pp.328-329. 3. Ibid. p.331.
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sets doom the sad truth "Hose 12". Three weeks of trying had apparently

produced no better results, for on the 10th March he oays "Rose at 12 -
2 \rhy not sooner? - God "be merciful to me a sinner.11* Eyrom had found in

*S '

Law one with whose religious outlook he was fully in sympathy, one who

conveyed truth which carried conviction to his mind* This truth, he felt#
*  I

ought to be more widely knov/zi and appreciated, and therefore ha began

turning Law's prose works into verse. Evidently Law thought very highly 

of Byrom9 s efforts for there are some appreciative references in the 

Literary Reraains. Byrora reports a conversation with LAW which took place 

in May 1743* as follows ''lie talked of the versos about the Pond, and of 

printing them with the other, but I Bald those about Enthusiasm would do 

better by themselves I thought, that I was only afraid of mis taking his 

sense j but he said I had only added flaw? to the fire, that the verses -were 

very good ones, and so I promised tc send them to Mm".^ Others too vmre 

quite impressed "a very learned Deist" added this postscript to a letter 

written to William Law "I have read Dr. Byrom1 s poem. (/In Epistle to a 

Gentleman of the Temple). I think it an admirable one; and was I to 

believe the FaH at aH, it certainly should be his system of it, far 

preferably to that of the Bishop's." **•

Byrom was delighted that Law \ms pleased with his system o#£horthand, 

and by 9th November 1731 his? veneration had deepened to this extent WI longed 

to r.-rite to Hr.Law, but it seems BO like invocation of saints that I know- 

not how to venture",*
»

These citations indicate the progression and range of Law's influence 

upon Byrom. ITo nom-de-r>lume was ever more fitting than Byrom' a "John Shadow" 

•with Boswell-like faithfulness he recorded his conversations with his master, 

These records, along with his letters, have been valuaMe to biographers and 

historians in re-cons truct ing -a figure who was known almost only by his 

writings and of whom there were few biographical details. His faithfulness 

IB however more clearly damonstrated in his efforts to bridge the gap in the? 

jt Remains Vol. 2 p. 366, j#f Ibid. p. 51 6. 5. Poems Vol.2 

1. Remains tfol.2 p. 331 2. Ibid. p.

,.
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Wesley-Law controversy. This was occasioned by an open letter written on 

6th January 1756 by John Wesley to William Law, in which he attacked 

vigorously the latter* s theology and mysticism, especially as it appeared 

in "The Spirit of Love" and "The Spirit of Prayer". Wesley regarded these 

notions so false and mischievous that six men who had been reading Laws 

works and expounding them vere expelled from membership!of the Methodist, 

societies. The famous, or infamous* latter has been variously estimated, 

V,hitefield regarded it as "a most unchristian and ungentletoanly letter",
»•

but more modem critics have been kinder and much fairer in their judgment, 

The point of interest for our investigation is Byron's inaction to it. 

Though there it* PO reference in Byrom1 a Journal at that particular time. 

Charles Wesley record* a conversation which took place on 21st October, 1736,
:»

when the "open latter" waa discuasedt he writes "I drank tea with Dr.Byrom, 

and was hard put to it to defend my brother's book against Mr.Law. ffe got 

at last to a better subject, and parted, not without blessing".' On two 

or possibly three occasions he reasoned with John Wesley in an endeavour 

to bring him "to repent of that wicked letter", Unfortunately he wet with 

little success and in July 1757 had to confess "I could get nothing from 

him but that - if helived to publish another edition ha would soften some

expressions in it, - which I did not accept of. Mr. Law, I apprehend, does
2 not chocs® himself to take notice of it, or that anybody else should".

A, further conversation took place Just a week before Law* s death on 

2nd April* 1761, for two hours he talked with Wesley and Mr. Philips and did 

not mince his words in defending his friand. There is a suggestion that 

V. as lay and Byrora must have discussed the matter in 1759, for the Journal

record reads as follows "Y're had again the talk about his letter to Mr.Law,

1 
but to no other effect than two years ago". His censure of Wesley was also

framed in verse, charging him with distorting Law's meaning and being altogether 

lacking in the spirit of love and impartial judgment.

1. Charles Lesley's Journal Vol.2 p.

2. Remains Vol.2 p.595*

3. Remains Vol.2 p. 62$.
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"Now, after daring to refrain so long, 
Surely, beginning at the End was wrong. 
To hunt for queries those two pieces o'er, 
Without regard to aught laid down before, 
Looks rather like the Purpose of a I "and 
On quest of meanings which it wants to find. 
Than such impartial Search to find the true 
As fairJEnguirers after Truth pursue,J'» "

To turn to an exanination of the more specific instances of Law's influence
i

upon John Byron's thought, li^ht will be thrown upon thia relationship if 

unexpected attitudes, changes of outlook, and differences of opinion are noted* 

At once we are struck by Byrorn' a attitudes, -which do not seou to proceed 

naturally frow hia fundamental notions arid ideas. Take, for example, his 

attitude to classical culture, with his reservations and doubts concerning 

it* It sueiua to be in sirango contrast to his cultural background and 

natural love for all kinds of learning. Law's attitude, almost of contempt, 

is well known and appears in several of his works. His a-tituda on this 

question had been foreshadowed as early as 1729 when ho published "A Serious 

Call". Discussing the subject of education, he says "I am teaching you Latin 

and Greek, not that you should desire to bo a great Qritick, a fine Poet, or 

an eloquent Orator; I would not have your heart feel any of these desires, for 

the desire of these acoourplishrnents, is a vanity of the rniud, and the masters 

of thorn are generally vain men". He proceeds "1 teach you these languages,  

that at proper times you may lock into the history of past ages, and learn
p

the methods of God's providence over the world". In the last phase of the

life and writings of William Law, this view bccaios core pronounced. In "The 

Way to Divine Knowledge" - published in 1752 and paraphrased by Byrom - he 

puts these words into the mouth of Rustic us "The treasure of human reason, is 

the very builder of Uabel, tfoilst you are under tho guidance of our own 

Babylonian Reason, you can have no good either from the Scriptures or the 

writings of Jacob Behtnen; but will be hunting after Notes and Commentaries to 

help you to Kotions, which only delude your ndnd with the empty shadows of 

knowledge",^ He writes in "An Address to tho Clergy'', published in 1761

f * We*lty on Law .- Poems Vol.3 P»138, 2. A Serious Call. Works of Wm.Law
Vol.4 Ch.l8.p.<fi9

3. The Way to Divine Knowledge Ibid. Vol.? P-93-
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"The Law, the prophets, and the Gospel are the only treasures of all that 

can be called the knowledge either of God or man, and he in whom the law, 

the prophets, and the Gospel are fulfilled is the only well-educated man, 

and one of the first-rate scholars in the world". 1 Writing of "The Spirit

of Prayer11 Dean Inge makes the fo31oTdng ooianent "The former, however, is
j i 

somewhat marred by the extreme anti-intelleotualism whidh was part of Law*s

later philosophy. It was a reaction against the Deists and their opponents
2 

who ecmbtted Deism with its own weapons". In the light of these citations

it is difficult to escape the conclusion that Byrom must have been greatly 

influenced by taw In this curious attitude. How like Law in his "Address to

the Clergy* are thete lines j-
i

"The ChriPttwi Bard, has from a real npring 
Of Inspiration, other themes to sings 
No vain Philosophy, no fabled Rine, 
But sacred story, simple and sublime, 
By holy Prophets told, to whom b«lon# , 
'Xhe Subjects ^7orthy of the Pow'rs of Song «

Closely allied to this was Byrom's belief that it was wrong to continue 

reading on any subject after the truth of the matter had dawned upon the mind, 

if the truth was not given practical expression or its challenge accepted. 

Again, such a curious attitude appears to be inconsistent in one who found it 

difficult to restrain himself from buying books. The explanation is surely to 

be found in the recorded conversation between Law and Byrom at Putney on the 

7th June 1735 "He (Law) eaid ..-that it was wrong to have too many spiritual 

books, that the first time a man was touched by the reading of any book that 

was the time to fall in with grace, that it passed into mere reading instead 

of practice elsej"^-

Another instance of Byrom1 s curious reaction is to be found in his poem 

"Remarks on Dr.Brown's Estimate". The Immediate effect of Brown's "Estimate" 

waa a stiffening of the moral fibre of the nation. What could be more in line 

with Byrom's earlier Judgments than this attack upon effeminacy and selfish   

indulgence? Yet in his poem he interprets Brown's criticism as an instane© of a 

clergyman meddling with politics and so degrading the clerical officei

1* An Address to the Clergy - ^forks of Wn.Law Vol. 9- p,66.

2. Studies of English Mystics p*l57- 3- A Hint to Christian Poets Vol.2
• « . .» i A .*-•<-. P. 128,4ft &emui3 Vol.1 >o1o.
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"Women must pray| and, - if Divines can reach 
No higher a Theology, - must preach. 
This world - this Sea-bound Spot of it   may seem 
The central Paradise, in Men's Esteem, 
Who have great Souls; but Women, who have none, 
Have other Realms to fix their Hearts upon". 1

Dr. A. W. Ward's suggestion regarding the reason for the spirit ofthe poem
i { 

is "Very possibly, Byrom's lofty conception of the clerical office, which

corresponded to that delineated by his "Master" Law in his Earnest and

Serious Answer to Dr.Trapp, may have talcen offence at the worldliness not
«

easily separable from the combative variety of patriotism". Another
i

possible interpretation is that Byrom, being a Jacobite, disliked Brown's 

patriotism, but perhaps both factors w@re at work in his mind*

Attention has already been drawn to Byrom's change of attitude towards 

theatrical performances, and in this too there are undoubted traces of Law's

influence* Two years after their first meeting this change had been affected,
i 

Whether this influence was at work in this particular immediately after he had

read the "Serious Call" is open to question. On the 4th March 1729 Byrom says
1 *1?e talked about Law and the stage being unlawful, which I stood Up for".

Evidently the discussion had arisen from Byrom's first meeting with Law on that 

day, and acquaintance with his views in "Hie absolute unlawfulness of stage 

Entertainments'1 , published in 1726* Whether Byrom stood up for Law's views 

or fez* the lawfulness of the stage, is not clear, but in any case, his views 

had completely changed by January 1731, as we have already noted* The subject 

of Quakerism also engaged the attention of John Byrom very considerably* 

His relationship to Quakers and their views has been traced in detail by 

Mr. Stephen Hobhouse in "William Law and 18th Century Quakerism'1 , and therefore 

the features relevant to our discussion need only be selected* The first
»

record of Byrom's interest occurs in his Journal where on 18th April 1725 he
h 

states "Went to Anabaptists' meeting and the Quakers". It may confidently be

assumed that as Byrom was still a devoted disciple of Antoinette Bourdon, that 

her views in "A Warning against Quakers" would have some influence upon him. 

In January 17^0 he wrote a humorous poem on drink, which, - after making all

allowance for the fun in the poem - clearly indicates Byroads poor opinion of

1. Poems Vol.1 p. 447* 2* Ibid* p.WU
J. Remains Vol.1, p.338- 4- Remains Vol.1 p. 120.
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the Quakers and others mentioned in it -

"Hence Presbyterians, Independents, Quakers, 
And such like prim Salvation-undertakers".

In the late September or early October of the same year he categorioally 
sets forth his position with regard to the Quakers. One of their number, 

a certain E.Larape, had challenged him to a debate on Quakerism, to take
I

place at Stockport. Byrom declined and replied courteously, gave his views 
on Quakerism and then went on to say "I am far from being an enemy of the 
quaker* because of their name   quaker'. It is their life, their love of the 
world, their wisdom as to this generation, their luxury, and neglect of that 
Spirit which they particularly pretend to , which I blame in a quaker as well 
as in myself and others* " 2 A practical expression of Byron' s suspicion of^

Quaker doctrine and practice is seen in his handling of the Fanny Henshaw 
ease* In the last three months of the year 1736 this determined and head 
strong young woman engaged in frequent correspondence with Byrom * She had 
decided to join the Society of Friends, and Byrom did all in his power to 
dissuade her, he even called in his friend William Law to help in the case, 
but without success. Yet in a letter to his wife on 15th March 1739 he 
writes "I had an evening last night more agreeable at Mr. Glover's, who asked 
 » to come there to meet one Martin, a Quaker that teaches his little girl to 
write, and comes often to this coffee-house, and is a very honest, sensible 
man, and entertained the company very agreeably, though they could not enter 
into his notions. There was Mr.Taylor White and a gentleman of Cray's Inn, 
and they three against the Quaker and me, whose main principles suited 
together and were opposed by them". There had certainly been a transformation 
Of opinion in the interval of two years. This might cause no surprise were it 
not for the fact that precisely the same transformation occurred in William 

Law's attitude. From the year 173*7 there was a change from theological 

hostility to genuine respect. Hobhouse writes "It is at any rate noticeable 
that in the second tract against Rev.Dr.Trapp, published in the same year as

the Iast(l737), Law refers to George FOX with studious respect "A 
<  Semains Vol*1 p«41oV 2. Poems Vol.2. Appendix ¥ p. 593

3. Heimins Vol. 2 p.2W>. JM William Law and 18th Century Quakerism p. 244.
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It is only necessary to compare the thought of the Three Letters 

to the Bishop of Banger", published in 1717, with the thought contained 

in "The Spirit of Prayer11 , published in 1749* to realise how much Law* 9 

Opinions had changed. In the second Bangorlan letter he writes "For why

can we not change the sacraments? Is it not, because they are only
» I 

sacraments, and operate as they are instituted by the Holy Ghost? Because

they are useless, ineffectual rites wj&iout His authority? And does not the 

same reason hold as weU for the Order of the clergy? Does not the same

Scripture tell us, they are equally instituted by the Holy Ghost, and
*

oblige only by virtue of His authority? How absurd is it therefore, to 

pretend to abolish, or depart from the settled Order of the clergy, to 

nake new orders, and thii.k any God's ministers, unless we had His authority 

and could nake new sacraments or a new religion? 1^ Compare this extract

with the following citation from the "Spirit of Prayer11 ^Accustom thyself
i

to the holy service of this Imrard templef in the midst of it is the 

fountain of living water, of which thou mayst drink and live for ever. .., 

There the birth, the life, the sufferings, the death, the resurrection, and 

ascension of Christ, are not merely remembered, but inwardly found and 

enjoyed as the real states of thy soul, which has followed Christ in the 

regeneration* When once thou art well grounded in this inward worship, 

thou wilt have learnt to live unto God above time and place] for every day 

will be Sunday to thae, and wherever thou goest, thou wilt have a priest,
n

a church, and an altar along v/ith thee". It was this movement in Law's 

thought towards Quakerism that Wesley criticised so severely in his letter 

Of 1736* Pouncing upon the implications of the above passage, he says 

"I could most easily believe it, if I did not believe the Blhfe. «...

extremely dangerous therefore is this other Gospel, which leads quite wide
I 

of the Gospel of Christ** Law had come to the conclusion that the Gospel

was not helped by controversy, and therefore this partly explains his silence 

with regard to the Quakers, and his decision to refrain from publishing a 

treatise against them as it does also his refusal to reply to Wesley* s letter

in 1756, but the deeper reason was the growing Influence of Jacob Behmen

f. Defence of Church Principles pp. 102-103 Willim Law ed. G.O.Nash A C.Gore 
2. Spirit of Prayer\ \. 3» Yfesley's tfcrks Vol. 9 P

7 * *'K
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W

upon his thought. To quote from Hobhouse again "These ('not to enter 

into disputes* but to 'wish him God speed in everything that is good')* 

one oan have little doubt were the uppermost feelings in Law* a heart, when 

he put aside for good and all those sheets of controversy with the Quakers,

' which nave been reserved for a Quaker editor to bring to the light oftiay.
I

A strong contributing influence towards Law's decision would be his 

growing absorption in the teaching of Boohrae, whose doctrine of the inner

light was not far removed from that proclaimed by George Fox and his
I followers11   Likewise, John Byron was influenced by V/illiam Law to change

his' mind about the Quakers and at least to substitute an attitude of respect 

for one of hostility*

These instances of Law's influence upon Byrom's thought are, however, 

small compared ̂ ^the total effect of his thought on mysticism. It has 

already been pointed out that from his early years Byrom was a devoted 

disciple of Antoinette Bourignonj a brief examination has also been made 

of the agreement and differences in their theological outlook* It is to 

be expecythat Byrom would be willing to absorb teaching on mysticism from 

whatever source it might come. He did so by tempering the more extravagant

mysticism of A.BcurignG2 with that of a more virile sort which was expounded
 

by Law. While the latter had a great regard for the older mystics he spoke 

slightingly of Bourignon and Madam Guyon, and others of tho comparatively 

modern school. He took the opportunity of expressing himself on this point 

in a conversation with Byrom on the 7th June 1735 "who records it thus "It waa 

not long before Krs.Bourignon became the subject of his discourse, and he 

said much about her and against her; seemed to think that she had great 

assistance from the Spirit of God, but questioned much if she did not "rf-r 

her own as Luther did", 2 In a letter to Mr.Walker earlier in the same year 

he outlined more fully his opinions concerning the Flemish mystic of which
i

this extract indicates his fears concerning her teaching. "If her writings 

do not lead you into a disregard and neglect of the external worship, 

sacraments and inatitutions of religion, (whioh perhaps was not her intention,

1. WnuLaw and 18th Century Quakerism p.

2. Remains Vol.1 p*
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though many passages in her writings seem to look that way) or if you 

guard against this she may prove a good instructor to you, especially 

since you so much approve of her". 1 This Judgment appears to have 

hardened as time went on, for he became lees tolerant of her opinions and 

was not prepared to accept the errors in her writings for the sake of
i

the good in them. It says much for Byrom' s faithfulness to truth and 

his regard for his spiritual guide that he should put the following 

conversation on record. - "we went up to the high walk, when we soon fell 

a-talking about Mr.Walker, and how it ms all owing to Mre.Bourignon 

who was all delusion ........ mentioned a manuscript of Freyer's wherein

it was said that he had pent her forty-five contradictions extracted 

from her works, he said that she was peevish, fretful, and plainly against
o

the sacrifices of Christ"* Byrom was not in agreement with this, and 

put his own point of view, but the closing words of the record "X find 

much repugnancy in me to condemn her" suggest that the seeds of doubt 

had been sown in his mind. He was nevor weaned away from his first love, 

but Law's influence saved him from the more extravagant aberrations of 

Bourignonv s mysticism. Despite the shift in emphasis in the works of 

William Law, from doctrinal differences to the ethical and devotional 

aspects of the Gospel, his influence was always on the side of 

inntitutional religion. It must also bo remembered that when Byrom first 

felt the impact ofLaiv's writings, the institutional and ethical emphasis 

was even more pronounced. On the other hand, rrhilo he sympathised with 

the mystical speculations of Behmcn, he was not unwilling to remain in 

doubt concerning h*» theosophy, imbibed to such a large extent by Villiam 

Law*

From our study of the relationship of John Byrom to William Law, it is 

clear that generally, where John Byrcn appears to make an original 

contribution to religious thought, for example, his thought on the Wrath 

of £od and the Fall, in reality he was echoing the thoughts of William Law. 

He added the impress of his own personality but the original inspiration 

t. Ibid* p.559« 2. Remains Vol.2 p. 105.
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was Law. In the second place the form of his mysticism which in

hi» earlier years had been modelled on the Mystics with Roman Catholic
m

tendencies, gradually gave place to a mysticism of a more" robust 

character, this was entirely due to the criticisms and writings of 

William Law. Thirdly, in thought and personal relationship, 

John Byron stood between Wesley and Law, with a closer approximation 

to Law than to Wesley. But more important than points of agreement or 

disagreement was the tremendous inspiration which Byrom found in Law1 s 

writings and friendship. If he accomplished anything or made any 

contribution to religious thought, he might have given aa a reason for 

his achievements the answer given by Charles Kings ley, "I had a friend*.
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(2) Deism

It would be difficult to find any book which had reference to the 

religious, literary, or political thought of the 18th Century which t 

avoided mentioning Deism or the Deists. Yet if it is asked "tthat is Deism? H 

it becomes clear that the word i,s used in a variety of connections and \vith
i>

a variety of meanings. The Oxford English Dictionary defines it as 

"The distinctive doctrine or belief of a Deist, usually, belief in the 

existence of a Supreme Being as tha source of finite e;ci3tenco, i/ith 

rejection of revelation and the supernatural doctrines of Christianity"* 

While this description indicates the salient features of Deism gonerally 

propounded, an examination of the views held by some of the leading Deists 

will reveal important differences in their doctrine, A contemporary writer. 

John Leland, who laid bare tha weakness of the deistic position by acute 

and convincing arguments, notes this point in his reflections on the deistio 

writers; he says "Some of them have reckoned among the principles of 

natural religion, and which are of great importance to mankind, the belief 

of God's universal and particular providence, his moral government of tha 

world and of mankind, the obligations we are under to pray to Him and worship 

Hica, the natural differenceo of moral good and evil, mail's free agency, the 

immortality of tlie soul and of a future state of retributions. Others of 

their applauded writers dony several of these principles or at least 

represent them as absolutely uncertain".^ Differences of outlook which to 

contemporaries appeared to be very pronounced have often seemed to succeeding 

generations to be superficial and perhaps unreal. But in an estimte of 

Deism, modern interpreters agree with the Judgraent of Leland* Whittaker 

writes "The deists have in common not any definite philosophical doctrine, 

but an effort towards a rationalistic criticism of tha Biblical documents 

and an atteopt to set up a primitive, pure, religion supposed to be prior 

to everything that is called revealed religion, and to contain all that is 

good in it, without tha superstitious doctrines and the ceremonial elements 

with which it has become mixed". 2 W.R,Sorley supports this view by stating 

1. A View of the Principal Deistical Writers p. 50if. 

1* Social England, Vol. IV, p*777. £d.0?raill & Mann.
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"The Deists were indeed a famous school of thinkers, especially in 

England in the eighteenth century; and yet it is not easy to give an 

 xact definition of their creed, so as to distinguish it from that of 

their contemporary opponents. If we ask what Deism means, a perfectly 

clear answer is not forthcoming either from the Deists, themselves or
4 ' i

from their critics'*, 1

It is true that Deists did not agree on thair creed, but the broad 

lines of development and the cohesion of their system of thought can be 

Observed from the time of Lord Herbert of Charbury until Deism, as far

as England vras concerned, \vus av/ept ar.ide by tho Evangelical Revival.
%

Lord Herbert, who is regarded as the Aether o* the English Deists laid 

down five principles or articles of belief in his book "De Veritate", 

published in the year 1 62J*.. '-these principles or Comocn Motions as he named 

them were as follows:-
»

f   That a Supreme Being or God exists, 

2* That lie ou^ht to be

3» That the principal pan; of His voi-uhip is woral virtu© or the right use 
of our faculties*

4« That faults or crimes are to be expiated by repentance.
t

f* That rewards and puniphmento are to bs> expected, from God's goodness 
_ and Justice, both in wlie pro sent and in the future life.
 '*F

Herbert regarded theso as a sufficient basis for religion but admitted that 

they did not explcdn everytLiiig, he re j tots noit'i-sr the possibility of 

revelation nor the reality of particular grace. This finds verification in 

the statement "But when in a moment of intense faith wu make a special appeal
*

to God, and feel within us His eavir»g pcr.vw and a senae oi* marvellous 

deliverance, I do riot doubt that the mind is touched by Grace ©r particular 

providence, and since some nev? aspect of God is revealed* we pass beyond the 

normal level of experience. I maintain in short that what orovms and brings 

to fruition the principle of actions which are due to the wisdom of nature 

or oonmon providence, and what makes these actions pleasing to God, belong 

to Grace". 2 Nevertheless, while Herbert found some place in religion fbr

1. Moral Values and the Idea of God. p*^50. 2, De Veritat« p.311.
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revelation and grace, the basis of authority for him, rested in reason. 

Thus, to quote Basil V/illey, Herbert waa "virtually, though not quite, 

brealcing through ft^om the theological thicket into congenial naturalism". 

This was the way between scepticisa and blind acceptance of ecclesiastical 

authority; wen had neglected to identify religion sufficiently with reason. 

Accordingly he directed the minds of his confc&Lmorai'ies* to the Socratio 

dictum "Virtue id Knowledge1*. He -writoB "wo ccmnonly sin through no other 

cauoe, but that we uietcolc a true ^ood for thai which was only apparent,

and RO were deceived, by wa'rin^ an undua election is the objects proposed
2 ' " 

to us"« In "De Veritate" he advocates a similarly lenient view of sin
* 

"a man goaded by th§ apurs of Vonun or of ?M*r; can be Biore properly charged

with an exceea of violoua b)r.iour8 than of vrlcTreclneaa. I have no desire to 

stand advocate for any depraved person; I me:.vly argue that wo should 

proceed with more gentleness in respect to thooe pernons *1io fall into sin 

owin^ to sotne phyRieal, anirvil , or al?r\opt necossary oo;npulsion"«^ As we 

might eypect In a rationalist to a^^roach to religion, thin feature ap7>cars 

also in later deiatlc ivritin^p. Horbort of Chor>>ury had provided the 

grovn^ork from >?h4ch all sybse -uent elliptic thought j^tiqecdod, and the 

following century Mdtne^sed t?w more clot ailed ap^licatr.on of the 

principLee already laid down by him. Alfeicst at the turn of the century, in 

tine year 1696 Toland carried Herbert *s thought a step forward, and claimed- 

that there was no place for religions truths which wre beyond the comrpass 

of reason. Aa t» have seen, Herbert hcrdtated to fo quite as far as this* 

The burden of Ma cry was for the understanding of belief and the equating 

of faith with knowlsdfle, which ha supports with scripture references. He 

writes "If by knowledge be meant understanding vihat is believed, then I stand

by it that Paith is !<nowled£3: I have all alon^ raaintainM it, and the very
« % 

>Torda are promiscuously us f d for one another in the Gospel." ^

It Tht 17th Century Background p.1J2. 2. The Autobiography of Edward,
Lord Herbert or Cherbury - p. 38.

De V«ritate p,l80* 4. Christianity not Mysterious
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Anthony Collins was more ooncerned with the superstition whioh had 

crept into Christianity, and with the puzzling differences of 

interpretation offered by the various sects. He assertecTthat it 

Was impossible to arrive at the truth by way of the conflicting doctrines
i

of the Church, the only hope was in each person thinking for himself. 

This is his lament "the Priest?, not only of different Religions and Sects,
*-

but of the same Sect, are infinitely divided in opinion about the Nature 

and Attributes of God ....nor can we be easy in our own minds under the 

prejudices and Difficulties which the Priests put into us against these 

Truths, (i.e. Belieff discipline, and worship of the Church of England 

as founded on the New Testament) but by ceasing to rely on them, and 

thinking freely for ourselves 1*. There is also a hint in his writings of 

another aspect of Deism which was to receive fuller treatment by his 

successor, Matthew Tindal, namely, that God did not require anything from 

man, service to God was possible only by service to man. Such a view 

necessarily struok at the roots of worship. This was the radical defect 

<>f 18th Century Deism, in making man the measure of all things, and taking 

no account of adoration, worship, or repentance, the God-ward side of 

religion. The culmination of the deistic movement can be seen in the 

publication of "Christianity as old as the Creation" in the year 1736 for 

Tindal was one of Deism's ablest exponents. He is very severe on the 

mistakes and cruelties of the Christian Church, he purs scorn on its 

sacerdotalism and sectarian differences, and criticises the lack of real 

goodness in the lives of its adherents. He attacks the trustworthiness of

the text of Scripture, and suggests that the function of prayer is "to keep
2 

up a constant sense of our dependence on Him (God)". Agreeing with Herbert,

he stresses the belief that the escape from sin is to be found in a fuller 

knowledge ©f things beautiful and good* The Judgaent of J.M,Creed and 

J.8.Boys Smith is, that "Historical Christianity is not directly attacked, 

but the argument tends to show that revelation 1? superfluous",^ and this is

verified by this short citation "Cod never intended mankind should be without

1. A Discourse of Free-Thinking pp.93,99, 2. Christianity as old as the
Creation .

jj BBligious Thouffct in the 1$th Century - p.31,



religion or could ordain an imperfect religion, ... There must have been 

from the beginning a religion most perfect, which mankind at all times were 

Capable of knowing". 1' Thomas Chubb reiterated much of what Tindal had said*
*.,-

i

especially attacking the worldliness of the clergy and setting aside miracles 

and prophecy as confirming the truth of the Christian revelation. Revelation,
* *

to his mind, is unnecessary, the Divine character of our Lord's mission is

questioned, and his divinity repudiated. Wot only has Christianity nothing
their 

to offer men in/efforts to attain good-rieas, but generally speaking, it has

done positive harm. With this in mind ho writes "Christianity has had a
}.

contrary effect, and instead of making men better, as to the moral rectitude 

of their minds and lives, it has realty- made them worse than otherwise they
9would have been, had they been left to follow nature*1 . Prom this skeleton 

outline it is apparent that while the main emphasis of Deism remains constant 

from Herbert to Chubb, there were important differences of detail,

It is not our province to appraise or to criticise Deism, but it is 

necessary to the understanding of the religious situation to note the causes 

which gave rise to the vogue of Natural Religion. The scientific movement 

of the 16th and 17th centuries had called attention to the marvels of Nature, 

the world was a great machine working by immutable laws. The discoveries of 

Galileo, Boyle, Newton and others, had far reaching results on the religious 

thought o^Later generations. They raised problems about the scope and 

 fficacy of prayer, and about the place in religious thought for Divine 

Providence. To quote from Basil VYilley "the fundamental impulse of the 

century was towards the 'explanation 1 of what had hitherto been mysterious; 

towards the statement in conceptual language of what had hitherto been 

expressed, or imagined, in pictures and symbols* n^ The Reformation also had 

some effect upon the rise of Deism, for in part it had bee a a revolt against 

authority, claiming the right of individual freedom in matters of faith. It 

had doubted some points of faith and brought them into the arena of 

controversy. Speaking of the relationship between the orthodox Churchman 

and the Deists, Whittaker says "Upon the question of the limits of free

1, Christianity as old as the Creation - p.432. 2. The Author's
to his Readers - p. 366. 

J, The 17th, Century background - p. 11 9*
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religious investigation, an appeal to the fundamental principles of
T - 

Proteetanism was coumon to both". The challenge of the Deists was made
A 

against the authority claimed for the Bible. It must be submitted to

Historical analysis and be judged at the bar of reason like other books*
* *

This attempt "to measure Jerusalem"^ gradually became a challenge to the
t

necessity of Divine revelation at all. An age of intellectual discussion 

was bound to produce its mead of doubt. Collins declared rather shrewdly 

that nobody doubted the existence of the Deity until Boyle lecturers had 

undertaken to prove itj The Protestant principle of the right of individual 

Judgment in matters religious naturally gaw rise to many different sects,
p;

m

and with them, a good deal of ecclesiastical strife and dissension. There 

were two reactions to this state of affaire, first of all there wai/llesire 

of Christian men to find some coraaon ground upon which they could stand 

together, as Leslie Stephen claims as a starting point of Deism "As sects 

raraifiad, it was necessary to fall back further for a principle common to 

all; the same method therefore which caused Chillingworth to appeal to 

Scripture, implied an appeal to reason as soon as Scripture authority should 

be impugned",2 Frequent reference to the weakness of sectarianism is 

found in the works of The Deists, indeed Herbert at the outset of his 

treatise asks, in view of the multitude of sects "where can an anxious 

and divided mind turn to find security and peace ft% and Tindal also complains 

of the divisions of Christendom about trifles* The other reaction was a very 

natural trend towards toleration. Men were tired of the religious strife which 

had been such a marked feature of English religious life up to the revolution 

of 1688; Roman Catholic, Protestant, Independent, each in turn had found 

difficulty in appreciating the point of view of the others. But this 

sectarian seal had almost spent itself at the beginning of the 16th century* 

The watchword of the century was Toleration, and in such a congenial 

atmosphere heterodox opinion could flourish. There was also a genuine desire
 w*

to find * basis for conduct. Protestanism had destroyed the authority of the
A

Church, HoWbeshad made a vigorous attack upon the Bible as an authority for

f* Social England Vol.IV p.778 Ed.Trail! & Mann. 2. Zechariah 2. v.2*
3. English Thought in the 18th Century Vol.1 p. 77 ^ ** Verit&te 

Stephen. _
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conduct, and therefore - to quote from Overton and Kelt on "The Deists 

went still further, and as they thou^it, deeper, and affirmed that behind 

the Bible and what they regarded as similar writings there was human
«a_-

nature and that the basis for authority mis to be sought and found in the
** i

common beliefs of men".** Besides, in the minds of thoughtful men there was 

* growing discontent with the Established Church and its clergy, and a 

desire to sift the essential in religion from the non-essential* Deism was
 * 

the expression of thoughts which were in many minds, "On the whola this was 

in fact very much what the age v.-anted to believe". S It must also be noted 

that pioneer interest in exploration and oornmorce had pushed back the 

frontiers of the world known to men of this period, and this in turn had 

stimulated an interest in other religions. The study of comparative 

religion* had scarcely begun, but even a very imperfect knowledge of 

Eastern religions had its effect upon the religious outlook of Herbert 

of Cherbury who sought * ooomon basis of belief derived from all 

religions, aa he puts it *Y/e must therefore see what universal consent

has brought to light in religion and compare all that we find on this
3subject".

The significance of Deism during the first half of the 18th century 

was immense; not that the range of its influence in England was ever great, 

for its appeal wan too much to the intellect to be understood or to have 

any effect upon the uneducated masses, but at the Court and in the

universities it was extremely popular. The Cambridge Modem History
M 

speaks of its having immense vogue at Court; and it implied a vague

monotheism for the educated few, with a very definite dogmatic system for 

the ignorant many*.^ Kor were its effects in England lasting, except in 

so far as the problem which it attempted to solve, nar^ely the relation
m

between natural and revealed theology, is still with us.

Our next question must be to ask how John Dyrom under-stood Deism 

and to which aspects ho addressed himself. In his middle thirties be 

became very interested in heresies, and his Journal abounds with

references to conversations with Deists and to the reading of their works.

1. A History of the English Church p. 35 Overton <"  Relton.
2. The 18th Century background p. 15 - Basil Willey.
3. De VBritate r>.121 - Herbert of CKerbary,______*..- Vnl.vr ^.



This first-hand oontact apparently did not engender a healthy respect within 

Byrom, in faot there are traces of incomprehension and contempt for those 

whom he regarded as being intellectually inferior. His first mention of 

Collins is to the effeot that he "talked very ignorantly*/ of TToolsten on 

1£th February 1729, he says*, "In short, I could not tell vtoat to make of him 

and of a less well known Deist on-15th March 1736 "Mr. Refolds the Deist there, 

talked with me strangely* "5 After this date Byrom was more concerned with 

the predominant place givwn to Reason by the clergy of his day. Indeed, 

the orthodox apologists and the Deists had so much in crcrion that there was 

an air of unreality about the whole controversy. Not that the charge of 

insincerity could be brought against either side in the dispute, but it 

was very largely intellectual fencing between opponents whoae approach to 

religion was very similar. Bishop Butler is generally regarded as the 

chief apologist for the orthodox point of view of Churchmen of the iGth 

Century. His religious system was presented in "The Analogy of Religion, 

Natural and Revealed, to the Constitution and Course of Nature", published 

in the year 1736. Butler's argument is directed against the claim of Deism 

that a Divine revelation was unnecessary. II© defined the respective 

functions of reason and revelation and demonstrated that reason is the only 

faculty by which anything can be judged, including revelation itself. 

Revelation wan necessary, for it supplied information which could not have 

been discovered merely by the use of reason. He writes "Christianity is to 

be considered in a further view: as containing an account of a dispensation 

of things, not at all discoverable by reason, in consequence of which several 

distinct precepts are enjoined us*T Nevertheless the whole approach tp 

religion is rationalistic, every argument is used except the argument from 

experience, and reason is the ultimate test*. These short citations 

illustrate the emphasis of the work "the scripture enjoins every moral virtue, 

In this respect then they (moral law) are both upon a level. But the moral law

1* Remains Vol.1 p. 93- 2. Ibid. p. 330. 3- Reaains Vol. 2 p. 15. 

Th« Analogy of Religion p. 177 - Joseph Butler (World's Classics)



Is, moreover, written upon our hearts; interwoven into our very nature, 

and this is a plain intimation of the Author of it, which is to be 

preferred, when they interfere".^ Again he writes "I express myself with
j

caution, lest I should be mistaken to vilify reason; which is indeed the

only faculty we have wherewith to ;Judge concerning anything, even
2 * "' ' i 

revelation itself"* What Butler did not admit was, that reason like

intuition taken alone, is an inconstant standard. Its value will vary 

according to the knowledge and Intellectual agility of the individual. 

Byrom saw very clearly that the ground taken up by the defenders of the 

Faith was likely to yield the sai» fruit as that of their opponents. By 

identifying themselves so closely with same of tha tenets in th« deistio 

creed they were parting with the very heart of the Gospel, In this 

particular, history has Justified Byrom1 s contention, there was a 

Rationalism common to both which produced a formalism in religion and 

robbed it of its vitality. Speaking of Deism, C*C,J.Webb says "they were

too ready lightly to part with what they were over-sure was not a vital part
3 of the organism" , but the same mi^ht equally have been eaid of the clergy

too* While Reason has undoubtedly a very important place in religion, by 

over-emphasizing it to the exclusion of other faculties, religion was 

de-personalized, as illustrated even in Butler* s own religious experience. 

Yon Hugel argues that "Cne of the spontaneous activities of the human soul, 

the Analytic and Speculative faculty, seems habitually, instinctively to 

labour at depersonalizing all it touches, and thus continually both to 

undermine and discrown the deeply personal work and world of the 

experimental forces of the soul". It was against this and other tendencies 

in thtf work of the clergy aa well as in the creed of the Deists, that Byrora 

wrote j his estimate or criticism of Deism applied also very largely to 

orthodoxy* Take for exangple the poem entitled "On the Redemption of 

Mankind". Our author summarises the argument of the Deists as follows - 

the only proof which the Divines have of the necessity of the Cross is to 

be found in the Bible. This necessity arises, so the cler^r say, to satisfy

an angry Cod. But this is at variance vrith Justice and unworthy of a God;

1* The Analogy of Religion p. 185 - Joseph Butler. 2. Ibid, p.200
3. Studies In the History of rlatural Theology p.353- 4. The Mystical Element of
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besides, God could have attained Hia objective sane other way. - It is over 

the last point in the argument where Byrom breaks a lance, in his poem, with 

a clergyman whoa he had heard expounding this view and producing arguments in 

its favour* The danger of such teaching is expressed in these words -

nlt is at least incautiously express'd, 
And leaves the subtlest of the Gospel's Fooa, 
The Deists, this objection to propose ,- 
To which they have, and will have, a Recourse, 
And still keep urging its unans.vcr1 d Force, 
_f lf there was no necessity1 , they cay, 
'For saving cion in this mysterious way, 
What proof can the Divines protend to bring - 
While they confess the nature of tbu thing 
Does not forbid, - that the Celestial Scenes . 
Will not be open'd by some other means? 1 "

From the foregoing short account of Deism and the realisation that the clergy 

approximated so closely to it, it will readily be soon how great was the chasm 

between Byrom*s thought and the thought of this particular religious movement. 

It would of course be strange if he did not find himself sometiioes in 

agreement with a movement which was religious and ethical in aim*

In WIT consideration of Byrom1 s thought on the Bible it was pointed 

out that ha not only held it in high regard, but he believed that it was 

inspired* The Deists on the other hand belittled the claim to inspiration 

and challenged its authority to bo the rule' of Faith. Herbert of Cherbury 

had set in motion the critical attitude toward revelation, though he 

approached the subject with reverence and humility. He contended that if 

through carelessness or owing to the passing of time, errors had crept 

into the Bible, or if the ideas contained therein conflicted with Common 

Notions, suoh errors or ideas ought to be erased. Dominating the thoujgvt 

of his time as he did, Locks too accentuated the rationalistic trend. He was 

firmly convinced of the Divine origin of Scripture, yet Season must be the 

ultimate Judge on the question. Basil Willey writes wLoc>et like a true son 

Of his age, is so convinced that 'Reason must be our last Judge and guide 

in everything', that he writes sometimes as if revelation were, by comparison, 

untrustworthy or superfluous". 2 The challenge to the necessity and the 

authority ©f Scripture rose to a climax in the publication of "Christianity

as old as the Creation".

1. Poems Vol*2.p.477, 2« The 17th Century background p. 282.
Basil VYilley.



Tindal naintained that Natural Religion had existed from the beginning

and therefore revelation could add nothing to it, Byrom's retort to
&«W

this position was, in effect, that religion was grounded in revelation and 

not in reason* and that this revelation was spiritually discerned* for 

there are spheres of thought where the reason alone is totally inadequate 

ao an interpreter. He wakes the first point in a podu* entitled "On the
1 9Conversion of Saint Paul", the second is expressed in "A Dialogue", 

Mention has been made of Byron's interest in a modified form of Biblical 

Criticism, he believed ia applying his ndnd to the Bible critically but 

reverently. He is at pains to say through Theophiluni

"Be not uneasy; learning has in m 
No foe at all, not in the Xeaat degree*** a*

and in this he agreed with the orthodox clergy and the Deists* Where he 

disagreed was in this, that

"They think that now religion's sole defence 
Is learning, history, and critic sens©;" 3

A most interesting account of a conversation between Butler and Byrom is 

recorded in his Journal dated 28th March 1737 which has bearing on the 

relationship of his thought to Deism and nationalism. He writes "We entered 

into a icind. of dispute about prophecy, and I said X thought the Old Testament 

for prophecy and the hew for miracles , emd that miracles were the readiest 

proof, upon which rose an argument and talk about reason and authority, they 

being for reason and I for authority, that we had reason indeed to follow
;authority, vis. the consent of the Christian Church* ft ' r Prom this account it 

is clear that on the narrower issue of regarding miracles as a proof and 

confirmation of Christianity, he was at variance with the Deists. Writing
#

of Hum* 1 * attack on the apologetic value of miracles McCiffart says "Critics 

of Hume are quite ri^it in saying that it is not necessarily impossible to 

prove a miracle, that is, they are right if a miracle be understood simply 

aa an otherwise unheard-of event inexplicable in the light of our present 

knowledge. But Huaae was really concerned primarily to destroy the apologetic

1. Poems Vol. 2 p. 138. 2. Ibid. pp. 31 8-31 9. 2a. Ibid* p. 320. 

Ji, Ibid. p. 258. JN Kemaius Vol. 2 p. 9$.
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Value of miracles, and for that purpose his argument was valid, and has 

never been successfully refuted, " ' professor John Balllie has also 

repeated this truth, a truth 'which tends to become lost eight of from time 

to time,  Supposing a nan devoid of religious faith were to read in his

morning paper that a remarkable thing had happened in a neighbouring city -
i 

a citizen who had died and been buried had, after the lapse of some days,

and in agreement with his alleged predictions, appeared to a number of

his friends and been engaged by them in conversation". ....."if he satisfied

himself that such an enquiry had been made, and that the evidence was indeed 

quite unimpeachable, then he would be forced to allow that a phenomenon of 

extraordinary scientific interest had occurred; a mari who had been certified 

as dead by the doctors and had spent three days in a vault had (as foretold 

by binself) returned to earth alive and had again corapanied with his friends 

for a brief period before disappearing once again from their midst. But 

would he conclude, further, that the risen man must have been remarkable 

in any other respect, or that his ideas on things in general must have
«

been profoundly wise and right, or that all men would rise as he did, or 

that even he would live on for ever? Or again, would his mind be turned in 

any way towards belief in the reality of God or in the possibility of

fellowship with Him whether in this life or in glory everlasting? Surely

2 the answer tx> all these question must be No *. Just as Byrom believed

that religion was rooted in revelation, he also believed that morals were 

rooted in religion* The demands made upon religion by ths Deists were, that 

It should be reasonable, and also make for righteousness* Attention has been 

drawn to the fact that in one respect Deism was an attempt to find a basis 

for morals* But, both in the ethical objective and the means of attaining 

it, Byron was opposed to the Deists. Let it be recalled how often Byrom 

stressed the virtues of humility, contentment, patience, and tolerance. 

tord Herbert of Cherbury had also said that the principal part of the 

worship of God was moral virtue. Yet it must not be deduced that Byron 

And the Deists coincided in their ethical outlook* The whole of the

Deist movement was a rebellion against authority, which ill accords with 

1 . Protestant Thought bef ore Kant. p. 221 .

r>



contentment and patience, shading off into resignation. The delstic

documents were revolutionary in character, calling fbr a wholesale change
the 

in/structure of religion. At first critical yet constructive, they became

more and more destructive. The virtue of tolerance was common to both,

despite the occasional acerbity of the spirits, of the Deists, for they
j 

too were opposed to the dogmatism of the Ecclesiastical authorities.

Xt was chiefly in the means of attaining moral virtus where Byrom 

disagreed moat strongly with the Deists and with tho orthodox clergy too, 

J.Wesley Bready says "Daisia plunged its adherents into an inflated
<n»sfe ofevloos .

optimism contradicted by tho ,0" acts of life." Byrom v/as convinced that 

men could neither be good nor happy by reason of their own exertions, 

it was not a new creed which v/aa required but a now heart, not so much, 

clearer thinking, though that was good as far ae it wont, but greater 

spiritual power. He makes reference to this in his Journal on 30th April 

1740* "If an acorn had free will, and should either pretend to erect 

itself into an oak without either soil or sunshine (as Deists, who trust 

to their reason without grounding it in God's word promise, or suffering it 

to be influenced by His grace, pretend to grow good and happy^, or 

despising the dirt of the earth as long as the present frame of the world

subsisted, should expect to grow into an oak after the conflagration,
# 

would it not be mistaken? 0

This need, in his opinion, was more likely to b@ mat by a religion 

which was given the libellous label of "Enthusiasm" than by the cold 

critical attitude of the Deists. So much attention had bean given to the 

intellectual side of human nature, both by literature and religion, that 

the emotions and imagination were frozen. These two elements wore needed 

to translate the aspirations of men into realisation, they alone could 

provide the driving power to lamentably absent in Orthodoxy and Deism* 

Byrom had another answer to the religious bankruptcy of rationally, in 

his thought concerning mysticism and the support he gave to it. 

It has been noticed that the growing protest against the do&oatism of the

1. England - Before and after Wesley.

2. Bargains Vol. 2 p«303*
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Church of Roma crystallised in the Reformation, and likewise, the protest 

 gainst the dogmatism of English Protestantism crystallised into the form 

Of Deism. The latter sought to substitute an internal for -an external 

authority, "Look into your own faculties and you will find God, virtue,

and universal eternal truths'* says Herbert of Cherbury. Similarly, Byron
I 

appealed to an internal authority, which made his religion much more

subjective than the religion of either orthodox Churchmen or Calvinists. 

It is open to question whether Byrom fully realised the implications of 

his Mysticism as far as his Churohmanship was concerned. He was a mgh 

Churchman and staunch supporter of the Establishment, believing in authority, 

but his Mysticism did not run in the direction of orthodoxy. Indeed, it 

was one of the main reasons why he found himself so often in opposition to 

the clergy. Therefore, he agreed with the Deists in finding an internal 

authority, not however in reason, but in the Holy Spirit at work in the 

soul of nan. He expresses his criticism of reason as an ultimate authority 

in the poem "The Self -Subordination of Reason".

reason is I, and your reason is you, 
And if we shall differ, both cannot be true| 
If reason must judge, and vte too must agree, 
Another, third reason must give the decree 
Superior to ours, and to which it is fit 
That both, being weaker, should freely submit. 
How, in Reason submitting is plainly implied 
That it does not pretend, of itself, to decide. "*

Xt might be asked whether the same difficulty might not arise with regard 

to any internal authority. Hot only Rationalists, but Mystics, Quakers, and 

 1? who emphasize the subjective aspect of religion have been faced with this 

question. Robert Winkler has said "The Religious experience without the 

vision of history would be empty, the historical event without the religious 

experience, blind"* A weakness of both Deism and Bysticism was the neglect 

of the historical basis for religion. Byrom avoided the aberrations 

consequent upon such neglect by his passion for the revelation of God in the 

Bible. He waa not content with what von Hugel calls "a petty, artificial 

arrangement of the human mind of the little which, there and then, it can 

easily harmonize into a whole,* 4 nor with a pure mysticism v/hich was

i* De Veritate p. 121 - Herbert of Cherbury. 3a. 3>as Gcistproblem p. 32 quoted 

3. Pooo. Vol.1 p.569
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independent of external evidence a. Another point of comparison between 

Deism and Byron's thought on Mysticism may be observed in their mutual 

tendency to abolish creeds and sects. A thorough-going Deism would 

sweep away every denominational barrier, there would be one simple oread, a
.i-

j
minimum of belief, and one Church, if a Church at all* It is also apparent

that Byron9 s mystical approach to religion gave him very wide sympathies

with all branches of the church* He was willing to learn from Roman Catholics*
 

Moravians, and Methodists alike* He regarded with very great disfavour the 

exclusive barriers of narrow sectarianism. He writes:

 Doctrines wherein Redemption is concern'df 
No more belong to msn as being learn'd, 
Than colours do to him -who never saw 
The light that gives to all of thorn the Law. 
Prom like unnatural attempt proceeds 
That huge variety of sects and creeds, 
Which from the same true Scripture can deduce 
What serves each diff'rent error for its use: 
Papist or Protestant, Socian Class 
Or Arian, can as easily amass 
The texts of Scripture and by reason's ray, 
One as another, urge the endless fray;" »

It was the exclusive element of the doctrine of Election which caused Byrom 

to disagree so strongly with the Calvinism of his time. On this point he was 

nearer to the tolerance of the Deists than to the exolusiveness of the Calvinists* 

With both he disagreed in their conception of God, The Deists looked upon God 

as an Absentee Creator who had left His world to run by Natural Law, and 

therefore He was'remote from man. The Calvinists in their turn thought of 

God in such terms of majesty and His will in terms of immutable decree, that 

here too He was lost in the clouds of Sinai* To Byrom, in Tennyson's lines

"Closer is He than breathing and nearer than hands and feet". 

Lastly, how did Byrom's thought on Redemption impinge upon Deism? It coincided 

at least in one point, both Byrom and his theological foes, the Deists, agreed 

that there was no wrath in God, that was a fiction of orthodox theologians. 

When this has been noted, everything possible in the way of agreement has been 

said. It has been seen how the doctrine of Redemption is grounded in Scripture 

and history, but the Deists belittled the authority of Scripture and refused to 

1, A Dialogue - Poems Vol.2 p.325.
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keep their theological feot on the solid earth of history* Consideration 

of Byron's view of sin led \m to tha conclusion that ha regarded it not 

taenely «  wrong acts towards men, but as a wrong nature causing separation 

from God* lie would have re-echoed the Psalmist's cry "Against Thoe,
1 ** ! Thee only, have X sinned". On the other hand tho Doista were concerned

merely with virtue and ri$it rslatloar.hlpc with their fellow. They did 

not deny the faot of sin, but regarded it much noro lightly than did Byrom* 

To Mat the Cross was a dire necessity to be set in the hoart of every 

person's life* Ho dcdatio Gospel of "try again", or creed of good deeds 

was adequate to deal with the problem of »ia. Thus Byrom made his 

contribution to the removing of tho dead hand of Deism from religious 

thought* Mcftiffert suns up the situation as follows "It is often 

asserted that in the controversy of the ei^iteenth oentury in England 

the victory was won by the orthodox apologists over both Deists and 

sceptics* Rothing could be further frora tho truth. The victory vras won,

so far urn there was any victory at all, over both the orthodox apologists
o 

and the Deists by tha sceptics, of T^iom Mtaoa was the greatest"* ̂  That was

not to be the lost vcrd, new forces were at work vhich were to engulf Doiara,
%

Orthodoxy, and scepticism, in the Evangelical Revival* Byron's relationship 

to these forces will now engage our attention*

1, Psala M v*4* Hi Protestant '/nought before Kant p»2*3.



(3) Methodism and v/osley

"In the vfaole hiatory of the Church of Chriat thoro haa never teen a more 

remarkable movomont than Llothoclia-a or a nx^-o reyarfcable cian than John Lesley, and 

the oan &nd tho movement arc singularly identified",1 oo writes Dr. Henry Dett in 

the opening sentence of his book "Tlie Spirit of :'othoc!isiu"« \Vhenovor tlie naias of 

Wesley la uaed relative to the 1Cth Century, the rofcrcnco ie invariably to John, 

for he was the dominant personality, the inspiration, guide, and architect of 

Methodieu, Others contributed i.n no s^iall raoar.u'tj tc the roovoncnt, especially 

Charles T'esley and Ceorgt) * Thitefield, with v/honi Ttyrcm t/tui cm very friendly terms. 

Ilia porsonal contacts with v/hitefield and CJvirlea Henley appear from hio Journal 

to lirwt) boon much incre frequent than vrlth John, but as tho latter rp.ve the 

evj^nr*clical revival ita tl-eolor^cal and e<5clesirtstic'il ftrarxr.-.'crk it ras raturally

on his theological and religion y>ractice» that Ttyrcra had aonethin.^ to say*
2 friendship with the Lesleys probably datoe bac5: to the year 1731 when they

at Oxford* At that tioo Reverend John Clayton, a mutual friend and a 

was atu^ins at Brazonose and traa associated with the croup of carnoat seekers 

after the holy life, ^.ich i?as led by tho v ealeys. Both brothers bep^n to leam 

•horthand from Byron and wroto large portions of their Journals in It* Fraa 

June 1737 until after the epoch naMng expcrienco which gave riee to the !>!othcdiat 

Revival Byrom wac very cloccly associated i?ith Charles v eolcy, for there aro 

Beveral refe^enceito him in hii? (Uyrota'a) Journal during this time. Cn June 15th 

1733 he vn^ttca of the brothers in vary cordial torn© "I h&vo a good opinion of 'ea 

frora \vhat I hsnrj tboir navmor> ars t tn tolc^, in to convince oan of tbs tnso faith 

In Chriat, which if tliey had, they would have all thoir ciua forriven, tl^u^i nevor 

so g«jat, the raer^cy of £od bein^ so botmdloBS 1*.^ Ther^aftar Byrosa bocane mere 

critical ao tlie Uetliodist novcmont gaijnod nonenttx^ «cd by February 1739 he could 

write *I walked this afternoon to Islington again with J.i-esley to Ur.Stonohousc'a 

who oaoe back with ne to London to meet eor?K? of 'en, and ws had cuch tallc of like 

mattei'a likewise, so one wo^ld tlxlnk I should learn nomowliat, but I suepcndod c^- 

^udGocnt aa far as I am able. I can talk with J^.Stonchoutie noro freely than 

Hr.rcsley, with when he differs in ccoa pofcrta tliat he and I are acre agreed in, 1^ 

and furthor, on 26th Ararfl of tho same year *t!^y hava both together (the v.ealcys) 

printed a book of hynnn ancngpt v/Iiich they have innerucd tr;o of !;rr>.Bourirjicn $ s f coe 

of which t!wy call a Pazvr^H tc tho Vorld, tr^.Platcd frcxi the Frc^?h, pr-d t!.G cthc
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(I think), translated from the French. They have introduced 

them by a preface against what they coll mystic v/riters (not 

naming any particular author) for whom they say that they had 

once a great veneration, but think themselves obliged (very 

solemnly) to acknowledge their error and to guard others against

the like, which they do by certain reasons that I do not see I
the reason of. I believe uncle ^Fosiah would not approve of 

their expressions, some of which are very extra ordinary." *  

The name of Whitefleld appears more prominently in the Journal 

during the year 1748, end on three occasions Byrom writes of

going to hear him preach, in July % in the open air, end on
« 

20th August at the home of the Countess of Huntingdon,

and on the evening of the same day in V/hitefield f s Tabernacle, 

The difference in disposition between Whltef ield and the 

Lesleys would naturally incline Byrom to the former in prefer: 

:ence to the latter. Wesley often asserted that the converts 

of the revival should remain within the fold of the Church

England, and he himself continued to the end of his days
I 

as one of its ministers. But as Relton observes, it is ex:

:tremely doubtful whether nine tenths of his followers shared 

this view, they felt no obligation to attach themselves to 

the Established Church* Besides, just because of V;es ley's 

organising ability fce welded the converts of the revival 

into classes and societies, thereby establishing the frame: 

:v/ork of a potential Church* Uhitefield on the other hand 

possessed no organising capacity and consequently there are 

very few churches of the Countess of Huntingdon* s Connexion 

today. ttnvd/btingly, V/esley was creating, in the eyes of

1. Remains Vol.2. p,242,

'* Ibid. p.458.

* Ibid, p.452.
4. A History of uhe English 

Church. r«75»
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Byrom, another sect, and how utterly he deplored this aspect 

of Church life I His short poem entitled "Denominations" 

is most devastating and scathing in its delineation of the 

various branches of the Christian Church and indicates
* * * *

clearly his dislike of division* I

"Churchmen are orthodox, Dissenters pure, 
But Quakers are God's people to be sure;" 
The Lutherans follov; Svan^alio Truth, 
But all the Elect are Calvinists, forsooth; 
The Baptists only have Regeneration, 
While out of then there can be no Salvation. 
We form a Church (Compacted?) of the seven; - 
»lo, here is Christ !~lo, here the va;- to Heaven!* 
Thui do the sons of England, Rone, Geneva, 
Adjure by Jesus lL:c the sons oi' Sceva,- 
1 Wanting the Love that should enforce the Call. 
An evil spirit overcomes them, all," 1

A similar sentiment is expressed in a positive way in a 

section of the poera "On Church Communion"

"A Christian, in so catholic a Sense, 
Can ?ive to none but partial l.rinds Offence. 
Forced to live under some divided Part, 
He keeps entire the Union of the Heart,- 
The sacred Tie of Love; by which alone   
Christ said that His Disciples would be known." *

It has already been pointed out that this trait in his 

disposition arose fundamentally from his strong attachment 

to Mysticism, Therefore it is apparent why Byrom's frie.id:   

:ship for the Wesleys cooled off whereas he became more 

attached to Whitefield.

Kor was the bond of friendship strengthened by Y/esley's open 

letter of 1756 to William Lav/, for B.-rom, ever faithful to 

his friends, rose in defence of his spiritual guide* 

Nevertheless, despite the ups and dovms of the personal 

relationships between Byrom and the leaders of the Evangelical
•4

Revival, his interest in the movement never abated. 

1* , Poems Vol. Z. p. 71. 2. Ibid. p. 457,
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This was bound to be so for there were so raany aspects of the 

movement which he admired and so much of its basic theology 

 with which he agreed, moreover, v/herein he disagreed, he did
i«fi

so most emphatically. in its beginnings, the Methodist
I movement seemed to offer to John Byrom a fellowship of

kindred spirits for v/fcioh. he had been searching since his 

Montpelier days* It will be recalled that they marked che 

beginning of a pilp-rajma-re on the road of Mysticism, a 

somewhat lOnely road, not traversed by the majority of pilgrims. 

This new movement be^an by emphasising the very truth for v/hich 

he had contended for years, namely that the only ultimately 

v. lid religion was that which was ^rounded in the experience

of the believer. It was the immediate contact of the Spirit
 t

gf God with the soul of man v/hich was superior to the authority 

of either Church or Book, It was this concept in the mind of 

V/esley v/hich, despite his oim denials, has caused historians 

to include him among the Mystics, Linking Byrom still more

closely with him v.-as his declaration that spiritual things were
i

spiritually discerned. In sections 33 and 34 of "An earnest
i

appeal to men of Reason and Religion" Wesley asserts lf oill you 

have these internal senses, till the eyes of your understanding 

ar© opened, you can have no apprehension of divine things, no 

idea of them at all, Itor, consequently, till then, can you 

either Judge truly or reason justly, concerning them, seeing 

your reason has no around whereon to stand, no inaterials to work 

upon* To use the trite instance: as you cannot reason con: 

joeming colours, if you have no natural sight, because all the 

ideas received by your other senses are of a different kind;



so that neither your hearing, nor any other sense, can supply 

your want of sight, or furnish your reason in this respect
*» .<. '

with matter to work upon: so you cannot reason concerning 

spiritual things, if you have no spiritual sight11 . * There 

was a warmth, too, about the Methodist movement which con: 

:t pasted sharply with the chilly rationalism of the times, 

a warmth which was acceptable to those who favoured Mysticism 

and Enthusiasm* 2T.C* Gill commenting on this point says 

"Dr, Byrom, the poet, that shrewd friend of Wesley, put it 

sucointly *  * - ̂
*

'That which concerns us, therefore, is to see 
What species of enthusiasts we be. 1

But subject to this qualification, Methodism fostered very 

considerably the revival of emotionalism in English life," ^ 

Here again Byrom would find among the Methodists* a congenial

religious atmosphere. As time went ont these links holding
1

Byrom and Wesley together gradually became weaker, for as 

one became more critical of Methodism, the other began to 

-attack Mysticism. There were several factors which made it 

almost inevitable that Mysticism should lose its attraction 

for Wesley* Those whom he had regarded with great veners 

jation "as the best explainers of the gospel of Christ" at 

a later date he came to abhor. Some of his reasons for this 

changed attitude are given in an introduction to a Volume of 

and Sacred Poems published by the two brothers in 1739.

Xa this preface they accuse the Mystics of substituting 

holiness of heart for the death of Christ, as the ground of 

JTustif loation. They declare "Common writers suppose we are
'' 4 ',:. '"rf

Works Vol. Till p. 13* 2. The Romantic Movement and
Methodism p. 26.
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to be justified for the sake of our outward righteousness {
* . 

these suppose we are tq be justified for the sake of our

Inward righteousness! whereas in truth, we are no more

justified for the sake of one than of the other. For
* « * I *

neither our own inward nor outward righteousness is the 

ground of our justification* Holiness of heart, as well 

as holiness of life, is not the cause, but the effect of 

it. w 1 The second objection is lodged against the tend:
t m

fenoy of Mysticism to promote solitariness in religion, the 

objection is stated as follows, "But supposing them to have 

laid the foundation right, the manner of building thereon 

which they advise is quite opposite to that prescribed by 

Christ* He commands to build up one another. They advise, 

"To the desert t to the desert I and God will build you 

up." 1 Numberless are the commendations which occur in all 

their writings, not of retirement intermixed with conver: 

: sat ion, but of an entire seclusion from men, (perhaps for 

months or years) in order to purify the soul*" 2 This 

attitude, argues Wesley, leads them to a religion of resig: 

{nation and mere contemplation "the religion these authors 

would edify us in, is solitary religion* 'If thou wilt be 

perfect 1 say they, 'trouble not thyself about outward works. 

It is better to work virtues in the will. He hath attained 

the true resignation, who hath estranged himself from all
/

outward works, that God may work inwardly in him, without 

any turning to outward things'." 3 The subsequent history 

of the revival under Wesley»s leadership indicates how
%

strongly he felt about these things. The practical express:
*

1. Works Vol. XI? p.304. a« Ibid. 5. Ibid. p.305.
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lion of his beliefs was to be found in the emphasis which 

the movement placed upon fellowship and social activity. 

S.G, Dimond, searching for the psychological explanation says

"The two principal factors in Wesley's rejection of this ex:k 
itreme form of mysticism were his volitional and practical

predeliotions, and his social sentiment. He had been taught 

from childhood that salvation was only possible "by un5.versal 

obedience, by keeping all the comtnandiaents of God.* ^ In: 

sdividualist and autocrat though he was, V/ecley realised that 

the individual Christian could reach his fullest development 

and enrichment in fellowship with other Christians and in 

the exercise of his talents in the society of his fellows. 

This fellowship, and the Scriptures would be the touchstones 

by which he could measure and correct his own experience, 

and so be saved from a distorted and unbalanced individual; 

5ism. Thus Wesley insisted upon the triune source of 

Christian experience, the Spirit of God using the channels 

of the Church, Bible, and Personality to make Himself known 

and to empower the soul of man, W. Bardsley Brash describes 

the view in these words wHis theology was the theology of 

Experience, - personal experience vjhioh was preserved from 

wild individualism, because it vas confirmed by the Scriptures 

and the experience of the Saints. There is meaning in the 

WWQ" in these lines t

"TVhat we have felt and seen 
With confidence we tell, 
And publish to the sons of men 
The signs infallible*"

The experience of the lonely vigil was corrected and confirmed
ft

by conversations in the Society Classes'% 8

1« The Psychology of the I.iethodist Revival p.85. 
2. Methodism p. 72.



With this, of course, Byrom agreed wholeheartedly, for. we 

have seen in our survey of his thought on Llysticism that 

he also avoided the aberrations of individualism by a 

genuine love for Scripture and also by his regular attend:
i

lance at public worship; but he disagreed wit!: Wesley1 s views 

of the tendencies of Mysticism, its effects, and desirability. 

He believed that Wesley was mis-judging the case altogether 

and afraid of hypothetical results which did not follov/ from it.

Byrom writes in his Journal on the ' nd July 1737 "I wonder: 

sed where Mr John Westley got his notions from, (about the 

Mystios) for he mentioned Taulerus amongst the rustics from 

whom he was to take his description, and from private con: 

sversations, which private conversation, by Mr Charles Westley's 

sayings, I suppose, was llr Law among the rest at least, but 

very ill understood as it seems to me. He defined the 

Dystios to be those who neglected the use of reason and the 

means of grace - a pretty definition I I told Mr Charles 

Westley that it was from the mystics, if I understood who they 

meant by that title, that I had learnt that we ought to have 

the greatest value for the means of grace;" 1 writing 

later, on the 26th April 1739, to his son, he mentions the 

preface of Wesley f s "Hymns and Sacred Poems" and its warning 

against i,iystioism. Evidently Byrom, xras still of the 

opinion that Wesley was afraid of shadows. This difference 

in earfcimate was partly due to the fact that Byrom was of a 

reflective turn of mind whereas Wesley \ras intensely practical* 

The dangers of Mysticism, or more accurately, certain forms 

of Mysticism, were more apparent to one who was active in

1. Remains Vol. 2. p.181,
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forming and establishing religious societies and also busily 

engaged in various forms of social service. Reference has 

been made to Byrom1 s attachment to the writings of A. 

Bourignon, In September 1731 he wrote n l grow so passionately
k

in love with her that there may be need to check me a little." 

What could be in greater contrast than V/esley's opinion of 

that lady as expressed in his Journal on 14th February 1774*
 

"In many ways there was a surprising resemblance betv/een them 

(A. Bourignon and Anna L!aria Schurman), particularly in 

severity of te.mper, leading them to separate from all the 

world, whom they seemed to eive up to the devil without re: 

imorse: only with this difference, - Uadane Bourignon 

believed there were absolutely no children of God, but her 

and her three or four associates: 1* * We sidy was not pre: 

 pared to give the common people of England up to the devil,
«

The doctrine of "stillness 11 , so necessary for the deepening 

of the spiritual life, had been perverted and debased until 

it had wrought havoc in many of the Methodist societies* 

The fundamental difference betv/een Byrom and V/e&Zey in their 

attitude- towards Mysticism no doubt goes down to their con: 

:ception of what it uas intended to do. To the former it 

was the most effective way of attaining personal piety and 

the experience of disinterested love for God, and necessarily 

following from it, happiness in this life-and adequate prepar: 

tation for the life to come. In the attainment of this ex: 

sperience Byrom was influenced by the writings of Fenelon, 

Archbishop of Cambray, and by Madam Guyon, Such lines as

Hf

1. Worfcs Tbl 4. p.7*
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"What Helps to this a soul may want, - 
Pure love is ready still to prant, 
But with a view to wean it still 
From selfishness, mercenary T.7ill. 
Of all Rewards, all Punishment, 
This is the End in God's Intent: 
To form in Offsprings of His Ovm , 
The Bliss of loving His alone11 . A

The two dependent thoughts of happiness and aspiration to the 

future life do not necessarily contradict the thought of diss 

{interested love, indeed to grasp at either for itself v;ould be 

trO miss them. Byrom of course made provision for these con: 

:cepta and as early in his career as 29th February 1728 he 

writes "This is my birthday, God who has preserved me all 

my life long, be praised for his innumerable mercies to me* 

May I make more suitable returns for them than I have hitherto 

done, and begin to live a more sober, righteous, and godly
t

life, as one that has but a short t3me to continue in a world 

v/here men are placed to prepare themselves for eternity" t ^ 

and on May 9th 1737 "Dr.* Hartley spoke exceedingly well I 

thought upon the subject «.«. that the doing of good to others 

and not looking after our own pleasure was the way to secure 

the greatest happiness and real pleasure, v.iiich would cone
%*

without our asking for it as a consequence of a virtuous bet 

shaviour in general11 . s It is therefore clear that the chief 

emphasis of Byrom's thought was theological aid individual, 

his aim was to find the answer to the <ii2ostion "How can an in: 

:dividual soul most surely secure fellowship with God ?w On 

the other hand, Wesley had a passion for social righteousness,
 

in his Judgement the experience of individual holiness must 

be verified in "works". McGiffert puts it succintly f

1» On the Disinterested Love of God. Poems Vol.2, p.398, 

E, Remains Vol. 1. p.205. 3. Ibid. Vol.2, p.155.
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thus recognising salvation as a present reality, We s ley 

mis true to Luther, tout his interpretation of its nature was 

usually different. His interest, like Spene^s, was chiefly 

ethical, and he was more concerned in esoape from sin and the
(.<* ii

attainment of holiness than in esoape from divine wrath and the 

attainment of peace with God", * IJ^Q rules of the Society 

bear testimony to this point* They were the simplest possible 

1. Do no harm ?. Do good 3. Attend the ordinances of God; 

regarding which J.E. Rattenbury comments "That is to say, the 

rules were neither theological nor confessional, but ethical 

and institutional l tt 2 "All that he required from the 

members of the Society was that they gave evidence of their 

sincere desire to flee from the wrath to come and be saved 

from their sins, by at least practising what decent worldly 

people called religion". ' Of course Byrom wua not entirely 

other-worldly, attention has already been drawn to his phil: 

lanthropy and personal kindness, especially to the poor. 

His sympathy was with the unfortunate, as can very well be

Judged from this record "The conversation tir ned at last
* * ' 

upon the subordination that was necessary to be amongst ,

people, and I contended for an equality, and for the poor *

people, and told Fazackerley not to love money*. * But ',*«  *'
Byrom' s religious thought would never have roused a community

*
to clamour for social justice. In this he vtas poles apart ' 

from Wesley, for one of the Important results of the Methodist 

Revival was the urge given to the examination of all social , 

questions. Byrom1 s conversations and contacts were for the
$

most part with philosophers, clergymen, scholars, and the

!  Protestant Thought before Kant p»166. 2, The Conversion
of the Wesleys. p. 210. 3. Ibid. 

4* Remains Vol. 1. p. 490.
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aristooraoy of the land. He wrote for and against the in;
* 

:telligenMa of his generation, and though possessing no

trait of class consciousness, his influence was felt within

a limited circle. The letter of Mr S. Dunsjber is a propos
f 

to this point, he says "Sir; Though, like a truly Christian
i

philosopher, you are continually entertaining yourself with

Speculations of the highest nature - with the first prini
i

:oiples of things, the nature of the soul, the perfection 

of man, the supreme good, and how far it is attainable by 

us poor mortals." * Because of his social position and 

mental equipment, Y/esley too might have elected to use his 

gifts in a similar environment, but he decided otherwise. 

"His apostolic zeal was faced with the choice between two 

plans of campaign* They consisted of healing England»s 

woes by starting at the top, that ia to say, the governing 

and intellectual classes ..... the second alternative open 

to him was to address himself to the more ignorant section 

of the populat ioat" 8

Byrom and Wesley were in perfect agreement regarding the 

necessity of the Cross, without which, the ideal life, 

whatever might be the conception of it, could not be attain; 

:ed. As to the nature of the factors demanding such supreme 

sacrifice, they had some differences of opinion. Sin requlrs 

led to be dealt with, because of the Fall, Adam and his 

posterity had forfeited the Divine nature. So far there was 

no divergence of opinion, both believed in the dootrine of 

original sin, but even this dark view of sin allows wide 

latitudes of interpretation. It has often been asserted

1. Eemains Vol. 1. p.537, 2, John V/esley in the Evolution 
of Protestantism - Maximin Piette p,415*
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that We s ley approximated very closely to the August inian 

conception of total depravity, the Colvinists themselves took: 

no more solemn view ©f the lost nature or man than he did.% *

sin in his eyes was exceedingly sinful. Take for example
* " ' ' ' I 

this quotation from his sermon on original sin :|ffew (that)

will roundly affirm »We are born with as much propensity to 

good as to evil, that every man is t by nature , as - 

virtuous and wise as Adam waj at hi? creation 1 * But here 

is the shibboleth; l ls man by nature filled with all manner 

of evil? Is he void of all #ood? Is he wholly fallen? 

Is his soul totally corrupted? Or, to come back to the 

,text f is every imagination of the thoughts of his heart only 

evil continually?* Allow this, and you are so far a 

Christian* Deny it, and you are a Heathen still*1 . 

The hymns of Charles V/esley underline the perilous position 

of the human race and the wickedness of the human heart* 

There is no mitigation of sin in such lines as these -

"Full of sin, alas! I am p " 
But to Thy wounds for refuge flees" *

(

"The people that in darloiess lay * 
In sin and error's deadly shade" '

"Just and holy is Thy name r 
I am all unrighteousness; * 
False and full of sin -.1 am,"

Byrom was not prepared to go as far as this, and here he was
=i

more in line with modern thought than was John Wesley; 

although it ms t be remembered that the latter came more into 

contact with the coarser sins of the depraved and degraded 

sections of society. On the other hand, Byrom moved in a 

more respectcble society where sin might be inore virulent 

"but not so ofcrious. In his- Journal on the 16th May 1737

Works Vol. 6 p. 59, 2. Methodist Hymn Book No. 365. 
3. Ibid. Xlo.379, 4. Ibid. No.110.
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*

he records a conversation with V/oolaston as follo\/s "I urged

Our freedom, and the comparison of a ship that juight be got
« 

ready but could not sail without a wind, nor we move v/ithout

the grace of God, that it was something good in even bad   ' j

people that made us admire them," * The difference in thought

regarding, the necessity of the Cross is more sharply' . 

focussed on the question of the Wrath of God* We have already 

seen that Byrom \vas utterly ooposed «o such a conception, on 

no subject is he more uncompromising and on no theme does he 

v/t-x more eloquent than on this.- But if Byrom was enphatic, 

Wesley too left no one in doubt as to where he stood. He 

believed in the wrath of God and urged it as a reason for the 

Cross* The extract da ted £7th July 1749, from his Journal 

is very decided "I read Mr* Law »0n the Spirit of Prayer1 . 

There are many masterly strokes therein, and the whole is 

lively and entertaining; but it is another Gospel* For if 

God was never angry, (as this tract asserts,) he could never 

be reconciled; and, consequently, the whole Christian doctrine 

of reconciliation by Christ falls to the ground at once* An 

excellent method of converting Deists, by giving up the very 

essence of Christianity." 2 ?This theological outlook is 

corroborated irr Charles Wesley* s "hymns. The Wesleys must have been 

unaware that there is no single instance in the Hew Testament 

where we read of God being reconciled. i'he curious feature 

of Wesley f s sermons is this, that although there can be no doubt 

whatsoever that Wesley held tenaciously to the belief in the 

wrath of God, it is upon the Love of God that he rests his 

appeal, the theologian and the evangelist did not agree upon
*

lt Bemains Vol. 2. p.163. £. Works Vol. 2 p.145, 
3. See "The Death of Christ" p,143f.- Denney.
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the relative importance of the attributes of God, it was yet 

another cas; e of a man being kinder and more spcpathetic than 

his creed«

It has frequently been stated that Y/esley was not an original 

theologian nor did Methodism make any theological contribution
 

to religious thought* This is certainly true, but the same 

c ffirmation might be made of Luther ^ ̂Q Reformation,
*

of John Calvin, and any other great religious figure. The
«f

Hew Testament contained the truth which had been forgotten, 

hence the contribution which each in turn had to make was to

re-discover an old doctrine, burnish it, and set it .forth.
& 

Ken have always "turned back to see" the truth in the New .

Testament* Consequently Dr« Dimond is correct in saying * 

"The special form of the appeal to experience which in the 

fundamental contribution of Methodism to the thought of the 

Church is the doctrine of Assurance* The genuineness of 

conversion, of reconciliation, of forgiveness, and of the
m i

soul's relation to God was determined by an appeal to one's
*t * 

ovm consciousness"* * The doctrine of Assurance or Witness

of the Spirit is* plainly found in the New Testament, but 

unfortunately orthodox Protestantism up to 1756 had neglected

it* After quoting the Westminster Confession v/ith regard to
»ff

assurance, Professor Baillie says "Such a statement, far from 

making too much of the knowledge that one is a believer, makes 

(as it seems to me) too little of it. It makes assurance too 

little necessary to the normal Christian life f and this, on 

the whole, has been the tendency of orthodox Protestantism,
«

as distinct I'rom Anabaptism and Methodism." This view
m

,1. The Psychology of the Methodist Revival p.£31, 
2. Our Knowledge of God p,70.
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finds confirmation in an admirable statement by Dr. Bett, who 

claims that assurance is fundamental to all reality, and that 

both the Bible and the Church are the products of man1 s

realisation of the Divine revelation^ The following short
i I

quotation gives the gist of his argument "Is it a fact that 

God niakes Himself known to men? Then that is ther primary 

reality in religion, and there are two sides to it - the action 

of God upon the soul of man, and the experience in the soul of 

man which realises the action of God* As in the general fact 

Q£ existence there ^ <̂ould never have been any experience of 

universe apart from the mind o,f man, so in the special fact of
*

religion* Unless God makes Himself known to man, and unless 

man knows that God h^s made Himself knovm to man, there is no 

possibility of religion as a reality.*» ^ Wesley at first 

t believed that a convert should be able to bear v/itness to this 

experience and most of them did* It. is not difficult to 

realise that a fount of joy would be released because of it t
%

jfor we cannot be happy about anything of which we are uncertain*
"i

No v;onder orthodox metres v/ere *uite inadequate to express in 

song the feelings of joy v/hich were characteristic of the early 

Methodists* Nevertheless, it xvould be ^uite wrong to conclude 

that assurance was only a matter of feeling or emotional reactx>n, 

especially as far as Wesley was concerned* He did not halt to 

make a psychological examination of the intuition, but Dr, 

Songster appears to put his finger on jjruth in this statement 

l:This assurance is not well described as 'feeling 1 if feeling 

is thought of as some swelling tide of emotion* Wesley was 

not an emotional man himself and references to his feelings are

1. The Spirit of Methodism p. 140.



not common in his Journal and Letters, once the Revival had

begun* In fact, the desire to feel more is a.noro recurrent«~.
note than the actual expression of feelings t yet of feeling

for feeling's sake he was Justly suspicious % ̂  Knov/ing that
_. - * i
Byrom attached such great importance to the mystical inter:

:pretation of religious experience, it might be expected that 

he would have hailed this Methodist emphasis with Joy and 

perhaps have identified himself with the movement. Did 

Wesley assert the doctrine of Assurance more definitely than 

Byrom does in those lines? «

"Jesus, the Christ, the very Book has shown, 
Without the Holy Spirit none can ovm;- 
In Y/ords, they may; but, what is plainly meant. 
They cannot give a real Heart-Consent. 
What Friend to Scripture, then, Sir, can displace 
This Imvard Witness of Redeeming Grace, 
And rest the Gospel on such outward View, 
As any Turk may rest his Koran too? 

. Nay, he can own a written V/ord or V/ork
That Christians do, 'and yet continue Turk*'1 2

It ia, true that he was most sympathetic to the Eethodistr
claiia and he listened v/ith interest to the testimony of 

those who claimed to have the Witness of the Spirit. Why 

then, does he adopt an attitude of incomprehension as though 

it was some new religious phenomenon, if he agreed with this 

Methodist doctrine, which after all, was New Testament doctrine? 

The first answer to this question is suggested by Byron in his 

Journal of 7th February 1739* Speaking of faith v/ith special 

reference to assurance, he says nX was afraid of their (Method: 

Sists) being fond of a peculiar expression for a truth that 

was meant by many others", * That is to say, it was a new 

nomenclature for an old interpretation of religious experience!

1* The Path to Perfection p. 160. 2. Familiar Epistles to a
Friend - Poeios Vol* 2 p. 

3. Remains Vol. 2 p.£16,
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offering nothing new and therefore calling for no new identifi: 

l cation* II even carries the implication tha\ the Methodists 

v/ere deluding themselves, believing they had found some new

experience when in reality it was shared by other*. Another
i I

possible explanation is suggested by an interpretation of * 

;.ssurance given by Eev. Richard Watson in "Observations on 

Sou they *s Life of Wesley": he writes "Few aivines have ever 

denied the possibility of our becoming assured of the favour 

of God in a sufficient degree to give substantial comfort to 

he Eiind* Their differences have rather respected the meanst

by which tfce contrite ' become assured of that change in thetp 

relation to Almighty Qo&% tie goes on to say "Some have
A

concluded that x?e obtain it by inference, others by the direct 

testimony of tho Holy Spirit to the iaind f The 3atter v/as the 

Opinion of Mr* Wesley; but it v/as not so held as to reject
y

the corroborating evidence of inference11 . 2 May it not be
*

that John Byrom was a little incredulous of a sudden assurance 

"being given because his own had come gradually by way of
\

inference? In other words, he accepted the fact of assurance 

but was doubtful of the Methodist path to it* For Byrom, 

Christian experience was a growing av/areness of God. Even 

V/esley modified his view in later life, having come to tho 

conclusion that the Witness of the Spirit night not be given 

at the beginning of Cliristian experience, but in some oases 

might follow later. This would accord with Byrom1 s experience* 

A discussion on Methodist doctrine between John Byrom and William
**   --- - i ^

Law gives us a clue to a third possible answer "to our question. 

Byrom records "I asked in what their doctrine differed, he

It P- 99. B. Ibid*
Lif« of Wesley - Southey.
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seemed to say not aft all, but that the difference was according

to them, that we preach the thing or doctrine 9 but they have
* ~ **'* 

it". * It would be interesting to know how far By ram agreed '

with this estimate, In any oase f there is a note of wistful 

longing in his Journal entry of 13th August 1739 recording a

conversation with Mr* Cossart "He said that Mr, Charles
i   *

Wesley would have him go to Mr. Law, that he had been there t 

and Mr* Law had said that if the Assurance was right, he ?/as 

far behind them" 2 , and concludes "There every now and then 

seemed to be some deep and yet plain truth in his matter if
<r

rightly understood, and the words, Jdira permotus simplloi: 

state reit came into my mindf pray God me this grace

for Jesus Christ's sake. Amen*
i

"Dear Christian brother, I confess 
I am a wretoheu sinner; 
If you know more and I know less, 
Instruct a young beginner f " ^

Ihis is surely the yearning of one uiio is grasping at an

experience which translates intellectual assent into a

reality*

Prom the foregoing it is clear that John Byrom agreed to

a considerable extent v/ith the religious thought and

theological tenets of Methodism in its early days, but that
/

further acquaintance and consideration, and perhaps some 

\vorking of prejudice, led him to doubt and misgiving. Ee
-^ ?

was prepared to bless the ei'forts of the Methodists from above, 

but not to enter th© fray himself, m , 

With Methodist practice rather than with Methodist belief he
A  ;*

found a closer alignment* He had his criticism to make of it t
* * *.

1. Bemains Vol. & p,268, £. Ibid* p.865., 3, Ibid p.866,
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but generally speaking he commended warmly the form of 

Methodist practice. Even Warburton, wj&o gave no quarter to
 Mi*

anything savouring of "Enthusiasm" wrote as follows "Commend 

me therefore to those honest zealots the Methodists, who spend 

all their fire against vice. It will be said perhaps 9 they 

arc mad, I believe they are. But v/hat of that? They are-
'V

honest* Zeal for fancies and -opinions of our superiors la < 

the known road to preferment; but who was ever yet so mad

as to think of rising by virtue?" , an inference which Byrom
% thought rather odd* Byrom was much more sympathetic than

Ysfarburton and therefore more in agreement. In our study of 

his character we noted in his ^uest for piety the attraction 

which asceticism had for hiint despite his natural inclinations 

in the opposite direction* An illustration of this tendency 

was found in his changed attitude towards the theatre. This 

outlook finds a very close parallel in the attitude of the earJy 

Methodists, who gave a new emphasis to the ascetic life. In 

their desire to flee from the wrath to come they frequently 

turned their backs on the desires of life. HcGiffert gives a 

trenchant analysis and criticism of Methodist asceticism, in
4,

these words "Like the German Pietists, the Evangelicals were 

ascetic in their tendency. Their ideal was to live with 

heart set constantly upon the future, and natural human inter: 

;est in the present world was condemned as irreligious, 

 Friendship with the world 1 Wesley says *is spiritual adultery 1 . 

The Evangelicals v/ere not as consistent and thoroughgoing as 

their medieval prototypes? they did not advocate retirement

from the world and seclusion in a monastery. But they
»   . . ,

1, Preface to the second volume of the "Divine Legation". 
E« See Bemains Vol. 2 p,537«
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denounced many of the ordinary pursuits and pleasures of society § 

commonly looked upon as indifferent matters, and insisted that*f i'/'

they ought to be eschewed by the Christian Card-playing, 

dancing, gaming, horse-zacing, theatre-going, elaborate 

dressing, and frivolity of all kinds cane in for most vigorous 

condemnation* To be a Christian very oom^only meant above all 

to turn one's back upon suoh employments* Thus there grew 

up an externality of religion and an artificiality of practice 

even more complete than anything '..itnessed in medieval 

Catholicism. 11 1 Although Wesley did not oppose dramatic 

entertainments as such, he viewed with disfavour the frivolity 

knd vice which he believed they encouraged. This opposition 

can readily be understood when it is placed against the 

background of social vice* Tiie considered judgement of
** '

3"*S* Simon was this "Weighing the evidence we liave collected 

and giving due allowance for the reforms introduced by David 

Garrick, we see no reason to, dispute the substantial accuracy

of John Wesleyf s verdict, that the English theatre of his day
»

was f the sink of all profaneness and debauchery 1 "» Byrom

was attached to his home, his letters to his wife and children 

shed li^ht on the high regard fee liad for the sanctity of the 

home and family life, so anything which was calculated to 

imperil or debase it, as vice always does, was suspect Iz. his 

eved. ^e abandon of the Methodist preachers in the pros 

iclamation of the Gospel must also iiave been a relight to Byroui, 

who apparently would have reformed the Anglican pulpit. He 

was intensely interested in the advantages of extempore 

preaching* and although not a preacher himself courageously
 

JU Protestant Thought before Kant p. 168.
in The Rgvival of Religion in England in the 16th Century p,79.
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offered advice to clergymen on the subject. wl?o the Hev, 

Messrs Haywood and Haddon" he says -

"The hint I gave sometime ago, 
Brethren, about your preaching slow, 
You took, it seams; and thereupon 
Could make two sermons out of one. 
Now this Regard, to fomcr Linos 
Paid so suocesefully, inclines 
To send advice the second part: 
*Try if you cannot preach by Heart* 1 * *

With regard to extempore prayers he took -iuite the opposite 

view* V/esley of course was prepared to concede that prayer 

was Just as real with, or t&thout, a book, but his followers 

found a greater freedom in choosing their own words to express 

their buoyant feelings. With this, Byrom could not agree 

and gives his reasons in his poem wyormfl of Prayer", from , 

which this short citation may be taken *' 

"And one who is dispos'd aright to pray
Will soon be heerd, v:hatever it cliall say.
It is itself the tform, whieh God requires , * :
Eeady to grant its vjcll-concelv'd desires;
Tho 1 with unutter'd earnestness it burn,
He, too, c&.n make th* unsjpe&k&blo iictura,
Suppose an heart in so devout a frame,
Will proper vords put out its purer riusie,
Unless Just new brought forth upon the spot .?
V/ill reading quench it, and pronouncing not ?. 

' Will forms, approv'd by Christian ages past,
If pure themselves, extinguish it at last, f 

" And now Extempore invented rhrase,
V/ith its continual variation, raise ?
For praying Hearts, the wand 'ring scheme appears
Hot so commodious as for itching ears." 2

This point also must not be omitted, that Byrom naturally 

turned his thoughts into verse as others turned them into 

parose. A few of his hymns have graced the hymn books of 

almost every Church, and many more can be read with profit 

in his Works, Could he then be indifferent to a religious 

movement which found its most complete expression in verse

Poems Vol. 1. p,102» Ibid. Vol.3 p. 106,



and song? there is a narked similarity between Byrora and, Charles Wealey 

in this respect, that both declared their message and olothed their 

thoughts in verse. V.Bardsley Brash declares "The real compendiun of 

Methodist theology is found not in Wesley's sermons, but in his 

hymn-book* Wealey in his preface to the hymn-book piibliBhed in 1779 

says *It is large enough to contain all the most important truths 

of our most holy religion, whether speculative or practical; yea to
•*•&

illustrate them all and to prove them both by Scripture and 

Reason". ^ So it was with pyrotn. His Journal and Letters are 

Entertaining and interesting, but his philosophy of life is found 

in his verse.

No great religious or secular movement begins in a vacuum, it 

lias its prophets and predecessors, its greater and smaller contributors,
"T .

and it is not too much to claim that Byrom had some part in the Methodist 

movement by preparing the way. He accustomed men* s minds to the 

thoughts which Wesley was to expound so forcefully. Jlis Methodistic 

influence w&s also felt in his own Church because of his friendship 

with so many of its clergy. It was given to Byrom not to lead a movement, 

but to help to make it possible, to criticise its aberrations, and then 

to doubt the pattern of its maturity*

t. Methodism p,76*<
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In the beginning of this study we set ourselves the task of enquiring how far
*.-

Byrom was influenced by the religious forces in the early part of the 18th Contury, 

and what contribution he had to make to the religious movements of his time* It 

was found that many forces were at work in this century which Eventually altored the 

whole pattern of the social, literary, and religious life of the nation. But forces 

are not impersonal, they have their origin in the minds of men, and it has been claimed 

that John Byrom made a definite contribution to the formation of a new pattern of 

religious life which emerged in the middle of the century.

A short historical survey revealed two permanent and outstanding influences uion 

his life. The mysticism of Antoinette Bourignon made a profound impression upon him, 

eonvarting him to this approach to religious experience. Byrom did not take over all 

the religious notions of the Flemish mystic , especially those relative to the Atonement 

He selected what he found helpful in her writings and suspended judgment where he
i

could not comprehend. From the year 1729 the more powerful influence in his life was 

William Law. While the latter '3 views reinforced and generally confirmed Byrom' s 

views concerning mysticism, he was op posed to some of Bourlgnon'a theological ideas. 

Law's influence waa on the aide of institutional religion and he also firmly believed 

in the necessity of the Cross. It has been noted that by the year 1739 Byrom began 

to share the more tolerant views of William Law with regard to Quakerism, to wiiich 

Antoinette Bourlgnon was strongly opposed* Further, law's views on the absence of 

Wrath in God*were accepted, expounded and vigorously defended by Byron. Thoso cere 

the sources of inspiration for his religious thought as it appeared in his verse. 

It lias not been maintained that he was a first clans poet, but he was exceptional in 

treating such a variety of religious and ethical subjects in rhyme, and at least we 

found his poetry to possess the merits of simplicity and straiehtforwardness. In that 

poetry-reading ace he was thus able to present his own religious opinions and those 

of William Law to a wider audience than he could otherwise have reached. His 

contribution to the religious thought of his time may be summarized as follows* Ho 

foreshadowed the modern view of the authority and inspiration of Scripture, by rejecting 

the theory of verbal inspiration and finding the verification of inspiration in his



Own exp®rieno*. Turning to the question of moral values, he emphasized the basic 

need of simple virtues suoh as contentment, humility, patience, and tolerance. In

an ace of rationalism he courageously wrote in defence of "enthusiasm* and producedt. *
a reasoned argument in its favour^ With regard to tha doctrine of Election and its 

kindred doctrine,- Reprobation, while ho himself appeared to miss the essential truth
!contained therein, he at least recalled theologians to a common-sense approach to the 

problems presented by Calvinism. Ho cut right throu&i the formalism of that system 

and laid bare the perils of a theological edifice built round one grand principle * 

in this particular case * the sovereign majesty, of God. A more positive contribution 

Has ma4e in his consideration of the Work of Christ in redemption. This led him to
if

an examination of the origin of evil, which he traced to the Fall of Man. We have 

seen that he was opposed to the view that there was any Wrath in Cod while at the 

same time he stressed tha Justice of Cod. It was a worth-while contribution to 

religious thought to point out that God did not require to be appeased, while at the 

same time His love was holy. Ills further insistence upon the necessity of repentance 

and faith in Christ, from man's side of the transaction, completes the salient features 

of his opinions concerning Redemption. To all these subjects he brought a reverent 

mind, saturated in mysticism, nfcich in turn was the touchstone for his opinions on any 

other subject. It conditioned his view of the Bible, it shaped his doctrine of God, 

and therefore of fiedoraption, it was fundamentally responsible for his opposition to 

Calvinism and for his sympathy with Enthusiasm, His mysticism had no new truth to 

give, it has been seen that it was largely borrowed from Bourignon and Law, but it 

did help to prevent the fundamental truth of the Christian Faith from being lost 

sight of, namely, that the Spirit of God must find His abode in the human soul, if 

religion is to possess reality* Those religious views made their impact upon the 

two most important religious movements of the tine. The Deists rebelled against the
idognatism of the Church, and against the authority of the Bible and searched for a 

basic natural religion. The orthodox apologists in their turn tooJc their stand on 

tho ground of reason, in defending the Christian Faith, They won an empty dialectical
 

victory, but fyxooi opposed both sots of protafpnists by claiming for religious 

experience the tooediucy of the Spirit of (Sod which vindicated the authority of
t

Scripture to tho individual. His firm belief in original sin, and tha reasons he



brought forward in support of his case, were the grounds of his insistence on the>

necessity of the Gross, a necessity which the Deists did not understand* 
Byrom a^so had a close relationship with the leaders of the Methodist Revival. 

The similarity between his views and those of John Wesley has been traced. Methodism

emphasized the personal experience of the believer and the doctrine of the Witness of• .1 t\ f"
the Spirit, with which Bgrrom in a measure agreed, but Lesley's repudiation of mysticism 

was bound to cause a theological cloavuge between them. Basically thero was a 

difference of opinion as to the aims and objective of religious faith* Broadly 

speaking, to Byrom it was a means of attaining fellowship with God, in other words, 

the aim was definitely religious, whereas to Weslay it secured power over sin, that is, 

the aim was ethical. Ho hard line of doc,arcat ion can be drawn between the two views, 

but the emphasis is clear c-nou*^. Weoleyf s unwitting establishment of what to Byrom 

was another sect, was also looked upon with disfavour by him. Another factor which

caused Byrom to grow less ardent in his appreciation of the Methodist Movement was
* 

the censorious letter written in 1706 by -Vesley to Law. With Methodist practice

Byrom was in fuller agreement, especially its ascetic tendency and its method of
i 

* 

\

extempore preaching. Yet despite Byrom'a general misgivings concerning Methodism,

he had in some measure prepared the way for It. Ths theological positions for which
 

he had stood were at the heart of the Methodist Havanaat* It was said of John the
1 

Baptist that "Be did no miracle", but ae could appreciate those who did, and he

prepared the way for his Lord, the great worker of miracles* It might also bo said

of John Byrom that he led no great Religious Movement but helped to prepare the way
 » * ,,'»* * 

for ono.

John 10, Y,4l,
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